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Vl.1. 

PREFACE 

During the period of October 1978 - May 1979 the Department of Numeri

cal Mathematics of the Mathematical Centre organized a Colloquium which was 

devoted entirely to the Numerical treatment of integral equations. 

The purpose of this Colloquium was to give insight into the large 

amount of existing numerical methods for the solution of integral equations 

and related equations, like integro-differential equations. Moreover, much 

attention was paid to concrete practical problems, as an attempt to narrow 

the gap between, on the one side, the field of numerical mathematics which 

aims at the design, the analysis and the implementation of numerical methods 

for classes of equations and, on the other hand, the areas of application 

where often special problems arise, which require a special treatment, and 

which are not amenable for treatment by general purpose numerical methods. 

This syllabus comprises the.extended versions of eleven lectures pre

sented at the monthly meetings of the Colloquium. We have divided them into 

two parts: I. General numerical methods (5 papers); and II. Applications 

(6 papers, in the fields of semiconductor physics, population dynamics, 

fluid mechanics (airfoil analysis and design, diffraction of water waves, 

subsonic lifting surface theory) and electromagnetic scattering). The papers 

of three other lectures have already appeared elsewhere and, therefore, have 

not been included in this Syllabus. They are: H.K. Kuiken, Heat or mass 

transfer from an open cavity, J. Engng. Math., _!l (1978), pp. 129-155; 

P.J. van der Houwen (speaker) and P.H.M. Wolkenfelt, On the stability of 

multistep formulas for Volterra equations of the second kind, Report NW 59/ 

78, Math. Centre, 1978; P.J. van der Houwen, H.J.J. te Riele and P.H.M. 

Wolkenfelt (speaker), On the stability of multistep formulas for systems 

of Volterra integro-differential equations, Report NW 63/78, Math. Centre, 

1978. 

Finally, we would like to thank all those who have contributed to the 

realization of the Colloquium and of this Syllabus, especially the guest 

speakers J.C.W. Berkhoff, J.J.M. Cuppen, G. De Mey, o. Diekmann, H.K. Kuiken, 

Th.E. Labrujere, G. Mur, R.W. de Vries and P.J. Zandbergen. 

H.J.J. te Riele 
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CORRIGENDUM 

The title-pages 1 and 47, belonging to the first and the third paper, 

respectively, should be interchanged. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Integral equations occur very frequently in mathematical models which 

describe some real world phenomena, and the mathematical literature of the 

last decade reflects a growing interest in the (numerical) solution of these 

equations. The mathematical theory of integral equations is well-developed 

(cf. the references given in the first chapter of DELVES & WALSH [20]), and 

one should not study the numerical treatment of integral equations before 

knowing the most important results from the theory. Only in the last years 

books begin to appear which are devoted to the numerical solution of inte

gral equations. 

We intend to give here an introductory survey of the most important 

numerical methods which have been developed in the past years for various 

classes of integral equations. Unless otherwise indicated, we assume exist

ence and uniqueness of the solution of the integral equation. Much attention 

will be paid to an explanation of how the methods work, and to the numeri

cal problems which can occur in the actual application of the methods. For 

simplicity, we shall confine ourselves mostly to linear integral equations. 

For a further study one is referred to the books of ATKINSON [4], BAKER [5], 

DELVES & WALSH [20], IVANOV [30], JASWON & SYMM [31] and TIHONOV & ARSENIN 

[55], and the references given there to the original papers. Three survey 

papers deserve to be mentioned here explicitly, viz. FOX & GOODWIN [22], 

NOBLE [44] and NOBLE [46], the first two of which can now safely be called 

classical. 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

Generally spoken, an integral equation is a functional equation where 

the unknown function f(x) occurs under.an integral sign. There is a wide 

variety of different kinds of integral equations, which makes a classifica

tion difficult. Nevertheless, one can safely say that the following four 

classes play an independent and dominant role in the theoretical and numeri-

cal literature on integral equations. 

(2.1) 

b 

g(x) ~ f K(x,y)f(y)dy, 

a 

a ~ x ~ b, 

called a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind; 
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(2.2a) f (x) 

b 

g(x) + J K(x,y)f(y)dy, 

a 

a $ x $ b, 

called a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind; closely related to 

this equation is the eigenvalue problem 

b 

(2.2b) Af (x) = J K(x,y)f(y)dy; 

a 

x 

(2.3) g(x) J K(x,y)f(y)dy, 0 $ x $ b, 

0 

called a Volterra integral equation of the first kind; 

(2 .4) 

x 

f(x) = g(x) + J K(x,y)f(y)dy, 

0 

0 $ x $ b, 

called a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. 

In these equations the "kernel" K(x,y) and the "driving term" g(x) are given 

functions. Both scalar equations and systems of equations occur; in the lat

ter case f, g and K are vector functions. All four classes of equations are 

linear in f. Nonlinear equations arise when instead of K(x,y)f(y) we have 

K(x,y,f(y)) under the integral sign, where the latter function is nonlinear 

in f. 

Equations which arise frequently in practice are those with a weakly 

singular kernel, e.g., K(x,y) = H(x,y) lx-yl-a, 0 < a < 1, where H(x,y) is 

continuous. Also a = 1 can occur, but then fb H(x,y)dy/(x-y) is to be intera 
preted as a Cauchy principal value, i.e. I the limit, if it exists, 

x-e: b 

lim{ 
J 

H(x,y) 
dy + 

J 
H(x,y) d }. 

t:+O x-y x-y y 
a x+e: 

Another important class of integral equations are those where the unknown 

function depends on two or three variables. 

There is a well-known close connection between integral equations of 

the second kind and differential.equations. First, consider the initial-value 

problem f"(x) + g(x)f(xl = h(x), x E [O,b], with f(O) = f 0 and f'(O) = f 0. 
Integrating the differential equation twice, replacing the resulting double 

integral by the corresponding single integral, and using the given initial 

conditions, we obtain the Volterra integral equation of the second kind 

x 

f(x) + J (x-y)g(y)f(y)dy 

0 

x 

f 0 + xf0 + J (x-y)h(y)dy, x E [0,b]. 

0 
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From the character of numerical methods for solving initial value problems, 

and from the above relationship, it follows that methods for solving Volterra 

integral equations will generally be based on a recursive process. 

Consider now the boundary value problem f"(x) + g(x)f(x) = h(x), x E 

[a,b], with f (a) = fa and f (b) fb. Proceeding in a similar way as before, 

this problem can be rewritten as a Fredholm integral equation of the second 

kind, namely 

b 

(2.5) f(x) + J K(x,y)g(y)f(y)dy 
fb-fa bJ 

fa + b-a (x-a) + K(x,y)h(y)dy, 

a a 

here, K(x,y) is a Green's function 

K(x,y) 
{ (b-x) (a-y) I (b-a) , 

(b-y) (a-x) I (b-a) , 

X E [a,b]; 

a $ y $ x $ b, 

a $ x $ y $ b. 

Since the solution of (2.5) does not only depend on "backward" information 

(i.e. y $ x), but, for any given x, involves values of the kernel at each 

y E [a,b], the methods for solving Fredholm integral equations will involve 

the solution of a (generally large) system of algebraic equations. 

There is also a relationship between Volterra integral equations of the 

second kind and so-called Volterra integro-differential equations. Differ

entiating (2.4) yields 

f' (x) g' (x) + K(x,x)f(x) 
oK ox (x,y)f(y)dy, f(O) 

which is an example of a Volterra integro-differential equation 

(2.6) 

where 

f' (x) <l>(x,f(x),z(x)), 

x 

z(x) J K(x,y,f(y))dy. 

0 

f(O) 

g(O) I 

On the other hand, integrating (2.6), and defining f 1 (x) := f(x), f 2 (x) := 

z(x), we obtain the system of Volterra integral equations of the second kind 
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(0) + 1 
0 0 

Hence, methods for solving (2.4) can be useful for solving (2.6), and vica 

versa. 

3. Tl'iTO MAIN PRINCIPLES FOR NUMERICALLY SOLVING INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

In this section we shall describe two principles for numerically treat

ing integral equations. In general, they apply to all classes of equations 

given in section 2, although in certain cases the results will be more suc

cessful than in other cases. In subsequent sections, where the four classes 

are treated separately, more attention will be paid to these different re

sults. 

The first, and very obvious, idea is to replace the integral by some 

suitably chosen quadrature formula, like the trapezoidal rule, the Simpson 

rule, a Gaussian rule, a Gregory rule, etc .. For Fredholm-type equations 

we need one single quadrature formula for the integral over the interval 

[a,b]. Writing down the resulting equation for different values of x, usual

ly collocating with the abscissas of the quadrature formula, we obtain a 

system of algebraic equations, where the unknowns are the values of the un

known function f(x) in the abscissas of the quadrature formula. The system 

is linear or nonlinear according as the original integral equation is linear 

or nonlinear. The more accurate the quadrature formula, the more accurately 

will the solution of this system approximate f{x) in the abscissas. A suit

ably chosen interpolation formula then yields f{x) in other points, if 

necessary. For Volterra-type equations, one should select a sequence of 

quadrature formulas because of the variable upperbound in the integral. First 

write down the Volterra integral equation for a number of suitably chosen 

values of x (e.g., xi = ih, i 0,1, ••• ,N; Nh b), and in all these equa-

tions replace the integral by a quadrature formula with abscissas which coin

cide with these values of x. This yields a system of equations (again linear 

or nonlinear) where the upper-triangle of the coefficient matrix is zero. 

Thus, solving Volterra equations by direct quadrature is generally cheaper 

than treating Fredholm equations in this way.' 

Direct,quadrature may fail when the kernel of the integral equation is 

(weakly) singular. In this case one-may remove the singularity by a so-called 



product integration formula. The basic idea of product integration is the 

formula 

b 

f K(x,y)f(y)dy 

a 

n 
l a. (x) f (y.) + Ea, 

j=l J J 

7 

where a.(x) is chosen such that the remainder E vanishes when f(y), rather 
J a 

than the whole integrand, is a polynomial of appropriate degree. By writ-

. · 1 f ( ) 1 2 n-l · h · f 1 bt · t ing successive y y ,y,y , ..• ,y in t is ormu a, we o ain a sys em 

of n linear equations for the weights a .• However, this must be done for each 
J 

point x, so we have to pay a heavy price for the removal of the singularity. 

Various forms of composite formulae have been suggested to decrease the 

amount of work, but we shall not enter into this subject here. Product inte

gration can be viewed as a special case of direct quadrature, but it is also 

equivalent to a so-called collocation method, which can be derived from the 

second main idea. 

This idea is to write the unknown functi.on f(x) as a li.near combination 

of suitably chosen basis functions and substituting this into the original 

equation. Subtracting the right-hand side from the left-hand side yields a 

residue function which depends on x and on the (unknown) coefficients of 

the expansion of f(x). Unless the true solution of our problem is a linear 

combination of the basis functions, one cannot choose the coefficients such 

that the residual function vanishes identically. Therefore, we must content 

ourselves with a choice of the coefficients which makes the residual func-

tion small, in some sense. One obvious way is to require the residual func

tion to be zero in a number of suitably chosen points, which number equals 

the number of basis functions chosen initially. This yields a (linear or 

nonlinear) system of equations, and this method is known as the collocation 

method. If this number of points is less or greater than the number of basis 

functions the resulting system of equations is underdetermined, resp. over

determined. 'Another method, the classical Galerkin method, is obtained, when 

we require the inner product of the residual function with each of the basis 

functions to vanish. This also yields a linear or nonlinear system of equa

tions to solve. In the linear and symmetric case (i.e., K(x,y) = K(y,x)), 

this method reduces to the so-called Rayleigh-Ritz method, which can also be 

obtained from a variational formulation. When the inner products are not taken 

with the basis functions, but with other, suitably chosen, functions, one 

speaks of the method of moments. There is also a linear programming method, which 
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minimizes the infinity norm of the residual function over all possible 
choices of the coefficients. 

All methods derived from the second idea, are called expansion methods. 
These methods may be used with profit in case the kernel has a (weak) singu
larity. Although it is not our intention here to compare the merits of direct 
quadrature methods with those of expansion methods, one rule of thumb may 
be emphasized: direct quadrature methods are much cheaper than expansion 
methods, and should always be tried first. 

4. FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 

In this section we shall consider the (linear) Fredholm integral equa
tion of the first kind 

(4 .1) 

b 

r K(x,y)f(y)dy 

a 

g(X) t a ~ x ~ b, 

or, in operator notation, 

Kf g. 

This problem is known to be ill-posed in the sense that the solution f does 
not depend continuously on the (data) function g. We want to make some ob
servations which illustrate the difficulties one can expect when trying to 
solve this problem numerically. 

(i) Suppose the operator K has an eigenvalue zero with eigenfunction ~(x), 
so !b K(x,y)~(y)dy = O, then it follows that if f(x) is a solution of a . 
(4.1) than also f(x) + ~(x) is a solution. 

(ii) Suppose the variables x and yin K can be separated, i.e., suppose 
that K(x,y) = X(x)Y(y), then 

b 

J K(x,y)f(y)dy yX(x), 

a 
b where y =Ja Y(y)f(y)dy. Hence a necessary condition for the existence 

of a solution of (4.1) is that g(x) is a multiple of X(x). As a conse
quence, when not g(x), but g(x) + E(x) is known, no longer a solution 
may exist. 

(iii) According to the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, if K(x,y) is absolute inte
grable then 



b 

hn(x) := J K(x,y)cos ny dy + O, 

a 

9 

a s x s b, as n + ~. 

Therefore, given any e: > O, as small as you want, for n large enonqh 

we have maxaSxSb Jhn(x)J s e:. Now suppose that the equation Kf = g 

has a unique solution f, and let g be given a small perturbation og 

Chn(x), then the corresponding change in f is of= C cos nx. Clearly, 

by choosing n sufficiently large, the ratio UofU/llogll can·be made as 

large as we like. 

Now we give a numerical example, borrowed from NOBLE ([46]). Let a O, 

b 1, f(x) = 1, and 

K(x,y) 1 d d 
-;-< 2 2 + 2 . 2} 

d +(x-y) d +(x+y) 

and set g(x) to the resulting integral in (4.1). Solving the integral equa

tion numerically on an 8-decimal machine by approximating the integral by 

Simpson's rule with n points and collocating at the quadrature points, yields 

d 

1 

n f(O) 

4 1.278 

8 0.237 

16 -117 .521 

d 

0.1 

n 

4 

8 

16 

f(O) 

1.263 

1.479 

1.500 

It is striking that the results get worse, as n increases, and also that the 

smoother the kernel, the worse the results are! An ·.explanation can be given 

in terms of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues (for symmetric kernels; see NOBLE 

[46]) or singular functions and - values (for nonsymmetric kernels; see Chap

ter 13, Fredholm equations of the first kind, by G.F. MILLER, in DELVES & 

WALSH [20]). A general conclusion we can draw is that direct quadrature meth

ods for Fredholm equations of the first kind can give very poor results, when 

the kernel is smooth. RICHTER [48] quantifies the relationship between the 

smoothness of the kernel, and the amenability of Fredholm equations of the 

first kind.to standard numerical methods. 

Before entering into some detail about methods for solving (4.1) we 

notice that one should always use as much information as can possibly be 

gained a priori about the solution of (4.1), e.g. its positivity. 

Roughly spoken, there are four methods for solving (4.1). Good exposi

tions of these four methods may be found in the two references NOBLE and 

MILLER given·above. Here we will only give an indication of the main lines 

of thought. 
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4.1. Expansion methods 

When the kernel function is symmetric in x and y one could try to find 

an expansion of f(x) in eigenfunctions of K. This was first investigated in 

1964 by BAKER, FOX, MAYERS & WRIGHT [6]. Extensions to the general (non

symmetric) case have been considered by HANSON [26], VAINSTEIN [57, 58] and 

CRONE [14]. The principal difficulty is the choice of the number of terms 

in the expansion. 

Other expansion methods, of the type discussed in section 3, can work 

out quite well, especially if one knows a set of basis functions which is 

particularly well suited to the problem, i.e., such that f(x) can be well re

presented by means of only a few terms. An interesting review paper on this 
v 

subject is TURCIN, KOZLOV & MALKEVICH [56]. 

4.2. Regularization methods 

Instead of solving Kf = g, one solves (K + aR) f = g, where R is a so

called regularizing operator and a is a regularization parameter. The term 

aRf has a stabilizing effect; another formulation of the regularization 

method is that instead of the first kind problem, one solves a second kind 
problem which is close to the first kind problem. This method was developed 

independently by TIHONOV [53] and PHILLIPS [47]. The method suggested by 

Phillips for determining R is to minimi'ze 

II Kf -gll 2 + all f"ll 2, a et 

where the second term is chosen to help suppress oscillations. The difficulty 

with this method is how to choose the value of the regularization parameter. 

Much research has been done with respect to the regularization method since 

the publications of Phillips and Tihonov. We only mention here the survey 

paper of T'IHONOV, IVANOV and LAVRENTIEV [54] and the book of TIHONOV and 

ARSENIN [55]. 

4.3. Iteration 

The simplest iteration method is given by the scheme (see LANDWEBER 
[37]) 

f (r} + SKT (g-Kf {r) l , r=0,1, ... , f(O) o, 
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with 0 < 13 < 2/A.f, where A. 1 is the largest singular value of K. If no errors 

are present, f(r will tend to the solution of Kf = g as r tends to infinity. 

In practice the initial iterates will be smooth, but spurious oscillations 

tend to appear as r .increases. The difficulty with iteration methods is to 

know when to stop the iteration process. 

SHAW [49] and STRAND [51] considered the iteration of the regulariza

tion me.thod. 

4.4. Probabilistic methods 

In this class of methods, the problem of solving (4.1) is viewed from 

a probabilistic or statistical standpoint. Some a priori knowledge about 

the data of the problem is needed. Important papers on this subject have 

been written by TUR~IN, KOZLOV & MALKEVICH [56], STRAND & WESTWATER [52], 

FRANKLIN [23], ANDERSSEN & BLOOMFIELD [3] and WAHBA [59]. In fact, these 

methods may be regarded as an extension of the regularization method, and 

the actual computation processes are somewhat similar. 

4.5. Additional references 

The following recent references deserve to be mentioned here: they are 

all concerned with theoretical or practical aspects of the four methods de

scribed above: ANDERSSEN [2], CULLUM [15, 16], CUPPEN [17], ELDEN [21], 

GRAVES & PRENTER [25], FRANKLIN [24], KOCKLER [36], JENNINGS [32], LEE & 

PRENTER [38] and NATTERER [43]. 

5. FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND AND EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 

It is convenient to write Fredholm integral equations of the second 

kind in the. form 

(5. 1) Af(x) 

b 

g(x) + f K(x,y)f(y)dy, 

a 

where A. is a constant. In operator notation: 

(5. 2) (A.-K)f g. 

a:::; x:::; b, 
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According to the theory, if Kand g are continuous, then (5.1) has a unique 

solution, except when A is an eigenvalue of K, or zero. The following usual 

methods for solving (5.1) numerically are all based on one of the two ideas 

described in section 3. We do not discuss here so-called invariant imbedd

ing methods (cf. KAGIWADA & KALABA [33]), which have as "prime distinctive 

feature the exact transformation of the functional equation into a Cauchy 

problem" ([34]). This Cauchy problem is then to be solved by methods for the 

numerical integration of large systems of ordinary differential equations. 

In their area of applicability invariant imbedding methods are often quite 

good, although the amount of computational work may be considerable. 

5.1. Direct quadrature (Nystrom's method) 

The integral in (5.1) is replaced by a finite sum, using a standard 

quadrature formula, and assuming some appropriate smoothness condition for 

K(x,y)f(y). This gives 

H(x) 
n 

g(x) + I 
j=l 

w.K(x,x.)f(x.) + e(x), 
J J J 

where the w.'s are the weights of the quadrature formula and e(x) is the 
J 

error. Neglecting e(x) and collocating at the points x = x., 1 S j Sn, 
J 

yields the set of simultaneous algebraic equations 

(5. 3) H. 
1. 

g(x.) + 
1. 

n 

I 
j=l 

w.K(x,,x.)f., 
J 1. J J 

S i S n, 

where the fi's are (hopefully) approximations of f(xi). The function 

1 
f(x) = IJ:g(x) + 

n 

I 
j=l 

w.K(x,x.lf.}, 
J J J 

which obviously satisfies f (x.) = f. , 1 s i s n, is called the Nystrom 
1. i T 

extension of the computed vector (f1 , •.. ,fn) . This "interpolating" func-

tion is a linear combination of g(x) and the functions K(x,x.l, 1 S j S n. 
J 

Hence, in a certain sense, this direct quadrature method may be considered 

as an expansion method. Of course, the Nystrom method can also be used, 

with appropriate modifications, for nonlinear equations of Fredholm of the 

second kind. 

Many interesting remarks on smoothness, error control and related prac

tical aspects of solving (5.3) may be found in ATKINSON [4], DELVES & WALSH 
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[20] and NOBLE [46]. Very recently, SCHIPPERS ([50]) has applied multigrid 

techniques (see BRANDT [9]) to the solution of (5.3). 

5.2. Degenerate kernel methods 

Degenerate kernel methods are "inspired" by the fact that if the kernel 

of (5.1) is degenerate, i.e. it can be written exactly as 

m 
K(x,y) l 

j=l 
X. (x)Y. (y), 

J J 

then the solution of (5.1) is given by 

(5.4) f(x) 

where the a. 's are the solutions of a linear system of algebraic equations. 
J 

Indeed, substituting (5.4) into (5.1) yields 

b 

a.= J Y.(y)f(y)dy; 
J J 

(5.5) 

a 

multiplying (5.4) by Yk (x) and integrating from a to b gives 

b b b 

(5.6) 
J if 1 

m 

J f(x)Yk(x)dx g(x)Yk(x)dx +A l a. Xj(x)Yk(x)dx, 
j=l J 

a a a 

k 1,2, ... ,m. 

Substituting (5.5) into the left side of (5.6) and introducing the abbrevia-
b b . 

tions bk= Ja g(x)Yk(x)dx and ckj =Ja Xj(x)Yk(x)dx, we obtain the linear 

equations 

m 

bk + l ckJ.aJ., 
j=l 

k 1,2, •.• ,m. 

Suppose now that we want to solve a Fredholm equation (5.1) where the 

kernel is non-degenerate. Then an obvious approach is to approximate the 

kernel by a degenerate kernel, which can be done in many ways (see e.g. 

ATKINSON [4]). The resulting Fredholm equation is solved as.outlined above. 

The major computational effort will go into the approximation of the m(m+l) 

integrals bk and ckj' and it is clear that this degenerate kernel method is 

only feasible when m is not too large. 
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S.3. The collocation method 

In the collocation method for solving (S.1), one assumes that f can be 
approximated by a series of the form 

(S.7) f(x) ~ f (x) 
m 

m 
l ajij>J. (x), 

j=l 

where the ij>.'s are suitably chosen basis functions and the a 's are still to J j 
be determined. Defining the residual function 

and setting rm(xi) = 0, for i 

linear algebraic equations 

1,2, ... ,m, yields the following system of 

m 
l 

j=l 
a.ij>. (x.) -

J J 1. 
K(x.,y)ij>. (y)dy - g(x.l = 0, 

1. J 1. 
:::;; i ::; rn; 

the major computational work, again, lies in the approximation of the so
called "moment integrals" 

b 

f K(xi 1 y)ij>j(y)dy. 

a 

S.4. The method of weighted residuals and Galerkin's method 

(S.8) 

In these methods the a.'s in (S.7) are determined by the conditions J 
b 

f rm(x)ijii (x)dx 

a 

o, $ i $ m, 

where the.ijii (x) are appropriate weight functions. In the Galerkin method, 
one chooses ijii = <Pi' 1 $ i $ m. The method of moments and the method of 
least squares are also special cases of conditions (S.8). 

The choice of the basis functions, e.g. Chebyshev series, can be of 
great importance in practice. 

S.S. The eigenvalue problem 

All the methods given in sections S.1 -S.4 can be used for the 



calculation of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions in the problem 

b 

J K(x,y)f(y)dy 

a 

H(x), a $ x $ b. 
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Instead of a system of linear equations, we get an eigenvalue problem for a 

matrix. An extensive and thorough survey of these methods can be found in 

BAKER [5]. 

6. VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 

Practical experience with the numerical solution of first kind integral 

equations shows that Volterra integral equations of the first kind 

(6 .1) 

x 

J K(x,y)f(y)dy = g(x), 

0 

0 $ x $ b, 

often give fewer difficulties than Fredholm equations of the first kind 

(eq. (4.1)). This may be explained as follows. From the theory of first kind 

integral equations one can derive that the situation is usually improved 

upon when the kernel K(x,y) behaves badly. When in (6.1) K(x,y) > O, one 

can expect better results than in case K(x,y) = 0 for certain values of x,y, 

since (6.1) can be viewed as a Fredholm equation of the first kind with 

kernel K+(x,y) = K(x,y) for y $ x, and K+(x,y) = 0 for y > x. This kernel 

is discontinuous on the line x = y, when K(x,y) > 0. Another indication for 

numerical difficulties is the fact that non-uniqueness of the solution of 

(6.1) can occur, when K(x,y) = 0 for some x, y in the domain of definition 
2 

0 '.'> y '.'> x $ b, e.g., for K(x,y) = 2x - 3y and g(x) = x , f(x) = ax + 2 is a 

solution of (6.1) for any real a. 

Before discussing some methods for solving (6.1) we remark that if 

K(x,x) i 0, (6.1) can be converted by differentiation into the Volterra 

integral equation of the second kind 

(6. 2) 

x 

K(x,x)f(x) + J ~~ (x,y)f(y)dy 

0 

g' (X) I 0 $ x $ b, 

which is generally easier to solve than (6.1). However, practical difficul

ties may arise when g(x) and g' (x) are not known analytically. If K(x,x) = 0, 

one may 

only of 

repeat this differentiation process, but this method seems to be 
ar 

practical relevance when ----r K(x,y) I i 0 for some small value 
ax y=x 

of r. 
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6.1. Direct quadrature methods 

These methods are based on rules of the form 

(6.3) 

rh 

I cj>(y)dy~ 1 w .cj>(jh), 
j=O rJ 

0 

Substituting this into (6.1) yields 

r 
(6.4) I 

j=O 
w .K(rh,jh)f. 
rJ J 

g(rh) I 

If w t- 0 rr 
(1 ~ r ~ N) this is a system of N 

fO,fl'. •. ,fN, and cannot be solved directly. 
rived from (6.2) I viz. fo g' (0) /K(O ,0) • An 

~ r ~ N, Nh b. 

~ r ~ N. 

equations in N + 1 

An extra condition 

obvious choice for 

unknowns 

may be de-

(6.3) is 
the trapezoidal rule, but it has been observed that instabilities can arise 
when h is too large. Also higher order Gregory quadrature formulas (of which 
the trapezoidal rule is the simplest case) produce instabilities in (6.4). 
Better results have been obtained by other one-step methods, Runge-Kutta 
methods and block methods. Also higher order linear multistep methods have 
been developed. For an extensive discussion and list of references, compare 
BRUNNER [12]. 

6.2. Product-integration methods 

The simplest product-integration method is the so-called modified mid
point method, where the approximation 

jJh 
K(x,y) f (y) dy ~ f {(j - !) h) T 

(j-l}h 

is used. This yields the scheme 

r-1 

I f.+1 
j=O J 2 

(j+l)h 

f K(rh,y)dy 

jh 

(j-l)h 

g(rh), 

K(x,y)dy 

~ r ~ N, 

where f. 1 is an approximation of f((j+~)h). Product-integration is particuJ+2 
larly appropriate when K(x,y) is badly behaved (or weakly singular), whereas 
the solution f(x) is not. See ANDERSSEN & WHITE [l], WEISS & ANDERSSEN [60] 
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and LINZ [41 J. 

6.3. Collocation methods 

Very recently, BRUNNER [10, 11, 12] has developed a general theory of 

collocation methods for first kind Volterra integral equations, where the 

solution is projected into the space of piecewise polynomials of a given 

degree, with jump discontinuities on the set of knots. Many of the well

known direct methods (section 6.1) are shown to result from particular dis

cretizations of the "moment" integrals occurring in this projection method, 

and a unified convergence analysis for these direct methods is therefore 

possible. Moreover, Brunner's approach yields the tools to handle the ques

tion of the connection between the location of the collocation points and 

the order of convergence of the method. No distinction has to be made be

tween equations with regular and weakly singular kernels. 

7. VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 

All methods for Volterra equations of the first kind, described in sec

tion 6, are suitable for solving Volterra equations of the second kind 

(7 .1) f (x) 

x 

g(x} + f K(x,y)f(y)dy, 

0 

0 $ x $b. 

In the literature, relatively little attention has been paid to expansion 

methods. In section 7.2 we shall describe one special method of Bownds, 

which might be viewed as an expansion method. 

7.1. Direct quadrature methods 

The integral occurring in (7.1) is discretized by use of the formula 

(6.3). Writing down the resulting equation for x = ih, 0 s i S N, we obtain 

the set of equations 

r 
f g(rh) + l w ,K(rh,jh)f., $ r ,,; N, 

r j=O r] J 
(7 .2) 

fo g(O). 

Various choices for the weights wrj can be made. In contrast to Volterra 
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equations of the first kind, Gregory quadrature formulas do not present in
stability problems here, thanks to the "stabilizing" term f(x) in (7.1) out
side the integral. 

Instead of the trapezoidal rule or higher order Gregory rules, one 
could also try the repeated Simpson rule. However, this asks for an even 
number of intervals, so it can only be used in (7.1) for even r. When r is 
odd the 3/8ths rule should be used at the lower end or at the upper end of 
the integration interval, in order to maintain the local truncation error 
of O(h5). When the 3/8ths rule is used at the lower end, the weight matrix 
reads 

j=O 2 2i-2 2i-1 2i 2i+1 

(7 .3) w2i,j 
.!.. h 
3 

ih 
3 

lh 
3 

lh 
3 

ih 
3 

!h 
3 

lh ~h ~h cl.+ .!.i h ih lh ih 1 
w2i+1,j 8 8 8 8 3 3 3 3 3 h, 

and when the 3/8ths rule is used at the upper end, the weight matrix reads 

j=O 2 2i-2 2i-1 2i 2i+1 

(7 .4) w2i,j 
.!.. h 
3 

ih 
3 

lh 
3 

lh 
3 

ih 
3 

!h 
3 

.!.. h ih lh (.!.+~)h ~h ~h 3 
w2i+l,j 3 3 3 3 8 8 8 8 h. 

The work of KOBAYASI [35], LINZ [39], NOBLE [45] and BAKER & KEECH [7] has 
indicated that the use of (7.4) is to be preferred above (7.3), since (7.4) 
has a so-called repetition factor 1 and (7.3) a repetition factor >1 (viz. 
2). The repetition factor p associated with the weights in (7.2) is defined 
as the smallest integer such that w . = w . for u ~ j ~ r-v, where u and rJ r+p, J 
v are fixed numbers, independent of r. 

When ~sing higher order quadrature formulas in (7.2) (in order to in
crease the accuracy) some starting values f 1 ,f2 , ... ,fk need to be computed. 
DAY [18, 19] has developed a number of starting procedures, which are useful 
in certain cases, but which tend to become unstable when K(x,y) (or 3K/3f 
in the nonlinear easel assumes large values. 

Also Runge-Kutta and block methods have been developed for second kind 
Volterra equations. For references, see BAKER [5]. 

VAN DER HOUWEN & TE RIELE [27] have recently developed a method for 
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solving (7.1) which is based on the use of a Gregory formula combined with 

a backward differentiation formula. This method has very attractive stability 

properties. Very recently, VAN DER HOUWEN & WOLKENFELT [29] have given a gen

eral stability analysis of multistep formulas for systems of Volterra inte

gral equations of the second kind. This partly extends the work of BAKER & 

KEECH [7] on this subject. 

7.2. An expansion method of Bownds 

BOWNDS [8] has developed a method for solving (7.1) which is inspired 

by the degenerate kernel method for Fredholm equations of the second kind 

(cf. section 5.2). Suppose the kernel K(x,y) can exactly be written as 

m 
( 7. 5) K(x,y) l 

j=l 
X. (x)Y. (y), 

J J 

then the solution of (7.1) can be written as 

(7 .6) f (x) 
m 

g(x) + l 
j=l 

a.(x)X.(x), 
J J 

where the a.(x) are the solutions of the system of differential equations 
J 

m 

r·' Yj(x)[g(x) + l a. (x)X. (x) ], s j s m, 
i=l ;i J 

(7.7) 

a. (0) 0. 
J 

Indeed, substituting (7.5) into (7.1) and using the expansion (7.6) in the 

left hand side yields 

a:. (x) 
J 

x 

J Yj(y)f(y)dy, 

0 

which is equivalent with (7.7), when using (7.6). 

If there is no expansion for K(x,y) of the form (7.5), then Bownds sug

gests to approximate the kernel by such an expansion. Then he solves (7.7) 

by a fourth-order standard Runge-Kutta method. 

7.3. Volterra integro-differential equations 

The most important methods for solving Volterra integro-differential 

equations 
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(7 .8) 

where z (x) 

f' (xl <P(x,f(x) ,z(x)), f (0) 

!~ K(x,y,f(y))dy, are linear multistep methods of the form 

n+l-f 
I 

j=O 
w 1 0 .K(x 1 0 ,x.,f.), n+ -~J n+ -~ J J 

0 ~ l ~ k. 

Here al and bf are the coefficients of some linear multistep method for the 
"differential" equation (7.8), and zn+l-f is a quadrature formula approxima
tion of z(xn+l-f). These methods have been studied by LINZ [40], BRUNNER & 
LAMBERT [13], MATTHYS [42] and WOLKENFELT [61]. Recently, VAN DER HOUWEN, 
TE RIELE & WOLKENFELT [28] have developed a general stability analysis for 
linear multistep methods for systems of Volterra integro-differential equa
tions. 

In DELVES & WALSH [20, eh. 14] Baker gives a survey of Volterra- and 
other types of integro-differential equations, and of methods for their num
erical solution. 
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MULTI-GRID TECHNIQUES FOR THE SOLUTION 

OF FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 

H. SCHIPPERS 





1 . INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we deal with iterative methods for the solution of 

Fredholm equations of the second kind: 

( 1.1) 

b 

\f(x) - f K(x,y)f(y)dy 

a 

where\ is a constant (\~O). 

g(x), a s x s b, 
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Our methods are essentially multi-grid methods that work with a se

quence of grids of increasing refinement. The solution of different but re

lated problems on these grids interact with each other to obtain an approxi

mation to the solution of the original problem. Recently the multi-grid 

technique is strongly propagandized by BRANDT [5], who applies it to bound

ary value problems. On each grid in a multi-grid process a system of equa

tions is solved by a relaxation scheme (for example: Jacobi relaxation). 

However, it is well-known that convergence of such a relaxation scheme is 

only fast as long as the residuals have strong fluctuations (i.e. high

frequency errors) compared with the scale of the grid. As these fluctuations 

are smoothed out, convergence slows down. At this stage the relaxation 

sweeps should be stopped, since the low-frequency errors in the residual 

can be liquidated on coarser grids. 

Another point of view is to consider our methods as an extension of 

the iterative schemes given by ATKINSON [2,3], These schemes are based on 

the Nystrom method for which Atkinson has given an abstract error analysis 

using the collectively compact operator approximation theory of ANSELONE 

[1]. Within this framework he was able to analyse the convergence of his 

iterative methods. 

Recently, STETTER [8] exposed the common structural principle of some 

techniques for error estimation and iterative improvement of discretization 

methods. Stetter describes the basic principle of these techniques, which 

he calles the Defect Correction principle. He shows that many iterative 

techniques can be interpreted as special cases of defect correction. As 

examples he gives a.o. iterative improvement of linear algebraic equations, 

the modified Newton method and deferred correction. 

In section 2 we shall give a brief description of the Defect Correc

tion principle of Stetter. In section 3 we discuss the Nystrom method and 

we shall see that the iterative methods of Atkinson can be formulated 
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within the framework of the Defect Correction principle. Using the multi
grid philosophy of BRANDT [5] we give an extension of the methods of 
Atkinson in section 4. We also present an Algol-68 algorithm and some numer
ical results. In section 5 we draw some conclusions and formulate some ques
tions. 

2. THE DEFECT CORRECTION PRINCIPLE 

The Defect Correction formulation appears to be an expedient tool for 
describing iterative methods as those of ATKINSON 12,3] and BRANDT [5]. 
This fact motivates our short treatment here. 

STETTER [BJ considers two normed linear spaces X and Y and a continuous 
mapping A: X + Y. Assume that A is bijective between a domain F c X and a 
domain G c Y. With g E G it is the aim to find an approximation to the unique 

* solution f E F of 

(2 .1) Af g. 

This is done by means of an approximate inverse B: G + F; B shall be biject
ive and continuous. Stetter considers B to be the solution operator of an 
approximated equation (2.1): 

(2.2) Af g. 

Let f 0 = Bg be the first approximation to f. Further we define the defect 
d0 = Af0 • The basic principle of defect correction is to form a sequence fi 
so that the defect di approaches g. Such a sequence is given by the follow
ing iterative process: 

(2. 3) (I-BA)fi + Bg, 

where I is the identity operator. It is clear that fi converges to the fixed 
point f* if (I-BA) is a contraction in F. 

A simple example is the modified Newton method in Banach spaces. For 
this let A: F + G be Frechet-differential:)le and take 

.l\f Af + A' (f) (f-f), Vf E F, 
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with f E F fixed, so that 

~ - - -1 
By = f - [A' (f)] (Af-y), Vy E G. 

Then (2.3) yields: 

- -1 
f. - [A' (f)] (f.-g). 

i i 

We get an extension of the Defect Correction principle if the approxi

mate inverse B depends on the iteration number i. An example of such a pro

cess is the original Newton method (i.e. the last equation where f is re

placed by fi). 

Stetter introduces another version, called "Iterative Updating Defect 

Correction" (IUDEC), which arises after discretization of an infinite-dimen

sional problem. Instead of (2.1) we solve the discretized problem 

(2.4) 
h 

g , 

where Ah is a continuous mapping from Xh into Yh. The superscript h is re

lated to the mesh-width and Xh and Yh are finite-dimensional linear spaces. 

In solving integral (or differential) equations by a Nystrom method (resp. 

finite differences) , Xh and Yh denote spaces of grid functions on a grid 

~h. Application of defect correction yields 

(2.5) 

where Bh is an approximate inverse of Ah: The principle of iterative up

dating defect correction is to update Ah after a number of iteration steps 

and therefore we need a sequence A~: Xh + Yh. This sequence is so selected 
i ' 

that a next A~ is a closer approximation (a not less accurate approximation) 
i 

to the operator A. Equation (2.5) now takes the form 

(2.6) 

In general the IUDEC-principle is defined by: 

a. a sequence of operators A~ (i.e. approximations to A); 
i 

b. an approximate inverse Bh of A~ (an extension of the idea of Stetters 
i 

IUDEC-principle is to consider a sequence B~ of approximate inverses); 
i 
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h c. a right-hand side g . 

The aim of updating defect correction is to find a sequence l.1 so that 
1. 

A?f? approximates g with the additional condition that 
1. 1. 

the defect di 

Ah + A. 
i 

Summarizing we can conclude that defect correction is a very general 

technique, but the remaining problem is still difficult: How to choose the 

sequences {A?} and {B?} so that f? converges to ~ in an optimal way? (~ 
1. 1. 1. 

will approximate f* if d.+ g and A?+ A). In the following sections we 
1. 1. 

make choices for these sequences. 

3. ITERATIVE METHODS OF ATKINSON 

In this section we discuss the iterative schemes given in ATKINSON 

[2,3] for the numerical solution of equation (1.1). We shall assume that 

g E C[a,b] and the kernel K(x,y) is so that the associated integral operator 

K is compact from C[a,b] into C[a,b]. Further we assume that A is not an 

eigenvalue of K and A ~ 0. According to the Fredholm Alternative theorem 

these assumptions imply that (1.1) has a unique solution. 

ATKINSON [2] discusses iterative schemes which are based on the Nystrom 

method. The integral in equation (1.1) is replaced by a finite sum 

b 

f K(x,y)f(y)dy 

a 

N 

l 
j=l 

k. (x) f (x.) + e (x) 
J J 

where {x,} are the nodal points in [a,b]. The weight-functions k. (x) are 
J J 

supposed to be continuous. They can be obtained in different ways. If K(x,y) 

and f(x) are smooth, then usually k.(x) ~ w.K(x,x.J where the w 's are the 
J J J j 

weights of a quadrature formula. 

Neglecting e(x) we ·get the following problem 

(3. la) 
. h 
H (x) -

N 

l 
j=l 

k.(x)fh(x.) 
J J 

g(x). 

In operator notation: 

( 3. lb) 

where ~ E C[a,b] and Kh is the finite sum operator from C[a,b] into C[a,b]. 

Colloca.tion at the points x = xj, 1 s j s N, yields a system of linear 



equations 

(3.2a) H~ 
l. 

N 

l k. (x.) f1: = gi' 
j=l J l. J 
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S i SN, 

where f~ fh(x.). We 
l. l. 

h h T -h 
denote the vector (f 1 , •.• ,fN) with f. Let us intro-

h N 
duce the restriction operator P : C[a,b] -+ lR and the finite sum operator 

-h N 
K : lR -+ C[a,b], defined by 

and 

fi - (Phf) i 

N 

f(x.} 
l. 

l k. (x)f .. 
j=l J J 

We can now write (3.2a) in operator notation as 

(3.2b} 
h p g. 

This equation follows from (3.lb} by realizing that Khfh = KhPhfh 

If we assume that (AI-PhKh}-l exists, equation (3.2) yields 

(3. 3) 
-h h-h -1-r- = (AI-P K } g. 

-h-h 
K r-. 

Moreover, we get the (continuous} solution fh of equation (3.1) by means of 

the "natural" interpolation formula of Nystrom: 

(3.4) 
h 1 -h-h h-h 

f = I{g+K r-} = Q f 

where 
h 

Q denotes the natural interpolation 
N 

-+ C[a,b]. operator: lR 

Resuming we have the following scheme: 

fh 
(AI-Kh} 

g 

Qh I l ph 
h-h -1 

fh 
(AI-P K ) 

g 

It will be clear that the function fh E C[a,b], which can be computed by 

(3.3) - (3.4), satisfies equation (3.1). Therefore from the above scheme 

one can read. 
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Depending on the number of nodal points in equation (3.2), the linear system 
may become too large to be solved directly. For its solution ATKINSON [2] 
discusses two iterative schemes, which we shall describe below as special 

f th d f . . . 1 . d . d ,..h (0) cases o e e ect correction princip e. Let us intro uce two gri s "' 
h(l) . 

and~ with N0 and N1 nodal points, respectively (N 1>N0 ). Further, we in-
troduce short notations for grid ii;h(p) (N nodal points): 

,..h(p) = .. 
"' "' , 

~(p) 
p 

f , 
p 

p 

Kh(p) = K . 
p 

we assume that N0 is small, so that (AI-P0K0 )u 
with 

r can be solved directly 

and 

Equation (2.5) yields 

~h 
B 

-1 -1 f = (I-(AI-Ko) (AI-K1))f1,i' + (AI-Ko) g, 1,i+l 

which can be rewritten as 

(3.5) 

which is exactly the iterative method 1 of ATKINSON [2]. 
Equation (3.5) can also be written as 

(3.5 .1) 

The right-hand side of (3.5.1), i.e. the residual r 1 ., which is computed 
,i 

by means of· interpolation of a coarse grid solution, usually will oscillate 
on the fine grid ~ 1 • This has been realized first by BRAKHAGE [4], who added 
a Jacobi-relaxation sweep to smooth the residual in (3.5.1). This leads to 
the second iterative method in ATKINSON [2], which is defined by 



(3.6.a) 

(3.6.b) 

In fact this method, including the Jacobi-relaxation sweep (3.6.a), is an 

example of the generalized defect correction principle (2.6), where 

and 

In this simple case, where the number of relaxation sweeps is fixed, the 

generalized principle (2.6) can also be considered as the principle (2.5) 

where 
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Using the collectively compact operator theory of ANSELONE [1], 

Atkinson analyses the convergence of both methods (3.5) and (3.6). Without 

proof we give the following theorem from ATKINSON [2]. The hypotheses on K 

and {K j p ~ O} are as follows: 
p 

Al. K and K , p ~ O, are linear operators on the Banach space X into X. 
p 

A2. K f + Kf as h(p) + O, for all f € X. (h(p) represents the mesh-width on 
p 

grid IS). 
p 

A3. {K } is a collectively compact family. 
p 

The following operator norm is used: llK II = max < ,..,,_ l~pl jk. (x) I. 
p a-X"""-' J= J 

THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions A1-A3 it can be shown that for p ~ 0: 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3. 9) 

llK-K II ~ llKll, 
p 

II (K-K )Kii + 0 as h(p) + 0, 
p 

ll(K-K )K II+ Q. as h(p) + 0. 
p p 

-1 
If (\I-K) exists, then for all sufficiently small h(p), say h(p) ~ H(\), 

-1 
(\I-K ) exists and is uniformly bounded by c(\). Moreover: 

p 
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(3.10) II f-f II $ c (;\) llKf-K fll I p p h(p) $H(A). 0 

In view of the following theorems we define: 

d 

a 
p 

sup llK II, 
p2'.0 p 

It follows from (3.8) and (3.9), that a + 0 as h(p) + 0. Using theorem p 
we continue with the convergence analysis of method 1 of Atkinson. From 
(3.5) we get for the error 

(3 .11) 

The sequence {fl,i} will converge to f 1 if 

Generally, this condition is not satisfied because of (3.7). But by applying 
(3.5) twice, a satisfactory result is obtained. 

THEOREM 2 (ATKINSON [2]): 

(3.12) 0 

It is clear that A(;\) will be less than one for h(O) sufficiently small. 
From (3.12) we get 

ll:f 1-f II$ A(;\Jllf 1-f111.ll, 1,i+2 i ;:: o, 

so that convergence is obtained for h(O) small enough. We remark that the 
errors can have an irregular behaviour as i increases. This imperfection is 
not present in method 2 of Atkinson. 

The convergence analysis of method 2 is based on substituting (3.6.a) 
into (3.6.b), so that we get for the error 

(3 .13) 
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THEOREM 3 (ATKINSON [2]): 

(3.14) 

It is again straightforward that B(A) < 1 for h(O) sufficiently small. 

Atkinson gives in [3] a Fortran program which is based on method 2. It 

is divided into two stages: 

A. The aim of this stage is to find a grid ~O for which h(O) is small enough, 

i.e. so that the iteration (3.6) is successful. 

B. In this stage the operator K1 is found. In fact, this operator is deter

mined iteratively as follows. For p = 1,2,3, •.• , let h(p) = ~h(p-1). An 

operator K is found on a grid~ and a solution f of (AI-K )f 
p p p p p 

g is 

computed by means of (3.6), where K1 is replaced by Kp. Since h(p) 

= h(O) * 2-p, we know that lim~ h(p) = 0 and therefore Kpf will ap~ 

proximate Kf asp+ 00 • This process is continued until llf -f 111 is small 
p p-

enough. 

We remark that stage B of the computational process can be considered as an 

application of the iterative updating defect correction principle with an 

approximate inverse 

where K0 has been fixed. 

In the following section we extend method 2 of Atkinson by introducing 

the approximate inverse 

(3.15) 

with 

B 
p 

4. MULTI-GRID METHODS 

p > o, 

The basic idea of multi-grid methods is to work with a sequence of 

grids of increasing refinement. These grids are simultaneously used to ob

tain an approximation of the solution of the original problem. Recently 

several authors were using this technique in relation with finite difference 
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or finite element equations arising from boundary-value problems. Here we 
mention the work of BRANDT [S], NICOLAIDES [6,7] and WESSELING [9,10]. 
In this paper we apply multi-grid methods to Fredholm integral equations of 
the second kind. We realize that the. methods can be used in many ways. Here 
we focus our attention on the ideas of BRANDT [S] and we show their relation 
with the methods of the previous sections. 

On a grid ~ a multi-grid method solves iteratively a system of algep 
braic equations by means of some relaxation algorithm and prescribed inter-
actions with solutions on coarser grids. Let equation (3.1) be the problem 

to be solved. Using the notation of section 3 and defining A 
p 

have to solve on grid 6 
p 

(4.1) A f 
pp 

g - g • 
p 

(;\I-K ) we 
p 

Our multi-grid method to solve this problem on grid ~ is of a recur
p 

sive type. Recursion takes place with respect to p. For each grid ~ the 
p 

method is iterative and it consists of repeating the following two steps: 

a. Perform a (fixed) number of relaxation sweeps, a, on grid ~ and denote 
p 

the result by f ·+L" 
p,l. " 

b. Solve on grid 6 1 the equation p-

(4.2) Ap-l f . l = q_ + (A 1-A ) f . 1_ -p,i+ -p p- p p,i+-, 

This last equation is solved by the same multi-grid method, except when it 
has to be solved on grid ~0 • In that case 

linear system P0A0fl,i+l = Pogo is solved 

We terminate this 

small enough, i.e. 

(4.3) llr II 
p 

- Og 
p 

multi-grid process 

< E ' p 

it is solved directly, i.e. the 

by some direct method. 

on grid G if the residual is p 

where fI is the iteratively determined approximation for the solution f p· 

In the above method we can still choose the relaxation algorithm and 
the number of relaxation sweeps. In BRANDT [S] the relaxation algorithm 
depends on the problem to be solved and the number of sweeps depends on the 
absence of high-frequency errors in the residual. The heuristic arguments 

to relate the number of relaxation sweeps to the residual function are 



given in the introduction. Using local mode analysis Brandt was able to 

formulate a suitable criterion for finite difference equations. However, 
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for integral equations this approach needs some modification, which requires 

further research. 

Following section 3 we propose to choose the Jacobi-relaxation algorithm. 

Fixing the number of sweeps on zero or one we get multi-grid variants of 

methods 1 and 2 of Atkinson, respectively. Performing one relaxation sweep 

we get the following algorithm for solving (4.1): 

(4.4.a) 
1 1 

f . L = ' gp + (I- ' A ) f . p,i+, A A p p,i 

(4.4.b) A lf . 1 p- p,i+ g + (A 1-A ) f . L. p p- p p,i+, 

This iterative method can be interpreted as a special case of defect cor

rection with the approximate inverse B of A given by (3.15). If we re-
p p 

strict (4.4) to two computational grids G0 and G1 it is exactly (3.6), i.e. 

method 2 in ATKINSON [2]. The .convergence of (3.6) is given in theorem 3, 

which can be generalized to the convergence of (4.4). For stage B of 

Atkinson's program (discussed at the end of section 3) the convergence fac-
----··---·-- ------- - -1 -· -- --- ---·----

tor B(A) of (3.14) is given by I c(A) (a0+a ), while for (4.4) it is given 
1 p 

by"\" c(A) (a 1+a ). Because of a ~a 1 it is to be expected that, once we 
A p- p p p-

ha Ve found two grids t;0 and IG 1 for whicl:). (3.6) converges, (4.4) will do for 

any pair of grids IG 1 and IG , p ~ 1. p- p 
If our multi-grid process converges, we get a continuous approximation 

fI E c[a,b] to the solution of (4.1). However, in a practical implementation 

we compute the discrete solution on the finest grid. In the following Algol 

68-comparable program we describe the presented multi-grid process where the 

fixed number of consecutive relaxation sweeps is a. In the program below 

the procedure call P(k,z) yields the restriction of the gridfunction z on 

1G l to the-grid IG and the procedure call Q(k,f,z) yields the natural in-
k+ k 

terpolation of the gridfunction z on IGk-l to the grid IGk' i.e. Q(k,f,z) = 

1 =I (f+Ji_ 1z). Thus the procedures P and Qare analogous to the operators 

ph and Q in section 3. 

proc solve on grid (; = (int k, vec fk, g:k, real:Ek) void: 

if k = 0 
-1 

then fk := A0 * gk 

~ for i ~ ~ rk = gk - ~ * fk; 

maximum norm (rk) > Ek 
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fi; 

do if i mod (cr+l) = 0 

od 

then~ fk-l 

~ gk-1 

fk := fk 

else fk := fk 
fi 

P(k-1,fk); 

P(k-1,rk) + 1\-l * fk-l; 

+ Q(k,rk,fk_ 1-P(k-1,fk)) 

1 
+ r rk 

We conclude this section with a numerical example which has also been 
considered by ATKINSON [2,3] and BRAKHAGE [4]: 

where 

2TT 

H(s) - I 
0 

K (s,t)f(t)dt 
p g(s) 

1 2 2 -1 K (s,t) = ~2 (1-p )[1-2pcos(s-t)+p ] • p TT 

This integral equation is a classical reformulation of the Dirichlet problem 
for ~u = 0 on an ellips. The right-hand· side g(s) is chosen so that f(s) = 
= cos s. The parameters A and p are chosen to be 0.9 and 0.8, respectively, 
so that II (AI-K )-lll is large. This means that large linear systems are p 
necessary to obtain a reasonably accurate solution fh(s) with respect to the 
true solution f(s). Further, we remark that Amax' the largest eigenvalue of 
K I is equal to one. Hence, if we would apply Jacobi-relaxation only, this p 
process would diverge because its convergence factor is~ A > 1. 

" max 
The operator Kh is defined using the repeated trapezoidal rule. We are 

considering· grids~ in which the nodal points {x.} are equidistantly dis-p J 
tributed. Further, we let h(p) = ~h(o-1). Hence, the weights {w.} on grid - J 
G are given by {~h(p), h(p), .•• ,h(p), ~h(p)}. p 

In view of the question of how many relaxation sweeps we have to per-
form, so that the sequence {f .} converges to the true solution fin an p,J. 
optimal way, we have set the maximum number of sweeps a to 0,1,2,3, respec-
tively, For the above choice of A and p the initial grid ~O needs 33 nodal 
points, which is the same number as in [3]. The multi-grid process is ter
minated as an estimated error II f-f . < tol. (The construction of this p,i 
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estimate requires further research.) 

For tol = 10-5 we illustrate the behaviour of the residual r . of our 
p,1 

multi-grid algorithm in the tables 1.1-1.4. We also mention the number of 

kernel evaluations (= KEVAL) and the final error llf-f1 11. 

grid 4:: p' 
grid 4; I 

p 
p = llr p,i 

p = llr p,i 

0 o.o 0 0.0 

3.1 10- 3 3.1 10-3 

0 0.0 1. 3 10-3 

1.5 10- 3 0 0.0 

0 0.0 3.9 10-5 

8.2 10-5 1. 7 10-5 

0 0.0 0 0.0 

2.3 10-5 5.2 10-7 

0 o.o 2 2.6 10-6 

1. 7 10-6 

2 3.6 10-6 

KEVAL 112,192 KEVAL 100,864 

II f-f1 11 2.3 10-5 II f-f1 11 1.4 10-5 

Table 1.1 (cr=O, 
-5 

tol=lO ) , Table 1.2 (cr=l, 
-5 

tol=lO ) / 

No relaxation sweeps. One relaxation sweep. 
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grid IGP, 

p = 

0 

0 

0 

2 

!lr 
p,i 

0.0 

3.1 10- 3 

1. 3 10- 3 

1.1 10-3 

0.0 

3.2 10-5 

1. 3 10-5 

1.2 10-5 

0.0 

3.3 10-7 

2.6 10-6 

109,440 

1.3 10-5 

-5 Table 1.3 (cr=2, tol=lO ) , 

Two relaxation sweeps. 

grid IG ' p 
p = llr 

p,i 

0 0.0 

3 .1 10-3 

1.3 10-3 

1.1 10-3 

1.0 10 
-3 

0 0.0 

2.8 10-5 

1.2 10-5 

1.0 10-5 

9.0 10-6 

0 0.0 

2.5 10-7 

2 2.5 10-6 

KE VAL 118,016 

II f-fill 1. 3 10-5 

Table 1.4 (cr=3, -5 
tol=10 ) , 

Three relaxation sweeps. 

From these tables we see that for this e~ample one relaxation sweep gives 
the minimal number of kernel evaluations. However, ATKINSON [3] gives a 
numerical example where A is close to zero, for which method 1 (no relaxa

tion sweep) converges, whereas method 2 (one relaxation sweep) diverges. 
Obviously, the optimal number of relaxation sweeps depends on the problem 
to be solved. 

• -8 In table 2 we show the behaviour of llr .II for tol = 10 and one rep,i 
laxation sweep. In table 3 we give the results for tol = 10-5 , one relaxa-
tion sweep, while Kh is now defined by the Simpson rule. 
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grid {; I grid 4; 
p p 

p = llr .II p = llr 
p,i p,l. 

0 0.0 0 o.o 
3.1 10-3 3.2 10-2 

1. 3 10-3 7.2 10-3 

0 0.0 0 0.0 

3.9 10-5 2.2 10-3 

1. 7 10-5 6.0 10-4 

0 0.0 0 o.o 
5.2 10-7 1.8 10-4 

2.3 10-7 4.7 10-5 

0 o.o 0 0.0 

6.9 10-9 1.4 10-5 

3.1 10-9 3.8 10-6 

2 2.4 10-6 2 7.0 10-4 

3 9.9 10-7 2 1.4 10-4 

3 8.7 10-7 3 1.2 10-4 

2 7.7 10-7 3 1.1 10-4 

6.8 10-7 2 9.4 10-5 

0 o.o 8.3 10-5 

1.9 10-8 0 0.0 

2 8.0 10-9 2.4 10-5 

3 7.0 10-9 1 5.4 10-6 

4 6.1 10-9 2 5 .1 10-6 

3 4 .1 10-6 

4 3.6 10-6 

I<EVAL 881,280 I<EVAL 918,784 

II f-f1 11 5.6 10-8 II f-f1 11 3.3 10-5 

(0'=1, 
-8 

Table 2 tol=10 ), Table 3 (cr=1, 
-5 

tol=10 ), 
-h -h 

Simpson's rule, K defined by the trapezoidal K defined by 

rule, 

One relaxation sweep. One relaxation sweep. 
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From the results given in the tables 1.1 and 1.2 we expect that similar re
sults can be produced by the iterative schemes given in ATKINSON [2]. In 
fact, in the initial stages only two computational grids ~O and ~l are used 
and finally the solution is interpolated to grid 62 • However, in table 2 
(tol=l0-8 ) we see that a multi-grid sweep has been performed on grid 6 3 . In 
the near future we shall investigate the efficiency of the program of 
ATKINSON [3] for this case. 

The use of a quadrature rule of higher order (i.e. Simpson's rule) for 
-h definition of the operator K gives worse results for this problem as can 

be concluded from comparing the tables 1.2 and 3. In fact, Simpson's rule 
generates a larger convergence factor B(A) in (3.14) than the trapezoidal 
rule does. 

Summarizing we conclude that our multi-grid algorithm gives good re
sults for the considered problem. In general, we expect that the final solu
tion can be found in about O(N2) kernel evaluations, where N is the number 
of unknowns on the finest grid. However, further research is required to 
make firm statements about computational complexity. 

Finally we remark that our multi-grid method can also be used (and is 
used) for the numerical solution of non-linear integral equations. In that 
case, only on grid 60 Newton iteration is used to solve the non-linear 
system of equations resulting from applying the Nystrom method. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have introduced a new iterative method for the nu
merical solution of Fredholm equations of the second kind. This method is 
essentially a multi-grid method. It can be interpreted as an extension of 
the iterative schemes discussed in ATKINSON [2,3]. Both these schemes and 
our multi-grid method can be formulated within the general framework of the 
defect correction principle as introduced by STETTER [8]. In section 3 and 
4 we discussed iterative processes of type (2.6): 

~+1 (I-B .A)f~+B .g. p,l. p l. p,l. 

We made the following choices for the approximate inverses B . of A : p,l. p 
a) BP =I I, the Jacobi relaxation sweep, and 

b) B 
p 

-1 
A 1 , the correction from a coarser grid. p-
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From the numerical results in section 4 we expect that this method can 

be more efficient than the methods discussed in ATKINSON [2,3]. However, 

from the general formulation (2.6) we are led to the following questions: 

- how should we alternate between relaxation sweeps and coarse grid cor-

rections in order to (approximately) minimize the amount of computational 

work, 

- are there better choices for B , for which the solution fh can be obtained 
p 

with even less computational work. 

From our numerical example we have also seen a clear dependence between 

the computational work and the definition of the operator K (A = AI-K ) . 
p p p 

This how to A (or A . ) . obviously raises the question of define the operator 
p p,i 

All these questions are combined in the one question formulated at the 

end of section 2: How to choose the sequences {A .} and {B .} in order to 
h p,i p,i 

find efficiently a fi which approximates in an optimal way the solution f? 
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INTRODUCTION AND GLOBAL SURVEY 
OF NUMERICAL METHODS FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

H.J.J. te RIELE 





1. INTRODUCTION 

A linear Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is given by 

(1.1) 

1 I K(x,y)f(y)dy 

0 

g(X) I 0 $ x $ 1, 
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where K (the kernel function) and g (the data function) are given functions, 

defined on [0,1] x [0,1] and [0,1], respectively, and the function f is 

sought on [0,1]. We shal~ assume f and g to be elements of certain spaces F 

and G, respectively. Defining the linear operator K: F + G by (Kf) (x) := 

!~ K(x,y)f(y)dy, we write (1.1) in operator notation as 

(1. 2) Kf g, g E G given, f E F sought. 

In general, numerical solution of (1.1) is a difficult task, because this 

problem belongs to the class of so-called ill-posed problems. The problem 

(1.2) is ill-posed (in the sense of Hadamard) if at least one of the follow

ing assertions is false (F and G are assumed to be complete metric spaces) : 

{i) for every g E G there exists a solution f E F; 

(ii) its solution is unique; 

(iii) its solution depends continuously on the data g. 

Note that a problem is ill-posed with respect to two given metric spaces. It 

may be well-posed (i.e., when assertions (i)-(iii) are true) in other metrics. 

Usually, the ill-posedness of (1.1) is shown by the following argument. 

According to a theorem of Riemann-Lebesgue (see e.g. NATANSON [17, p. 281]), 

if K(x,y) is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue (as a function of y for any 

x E [0,1]), then 

1 

lim I K(x,y)sinmydy 
·m-+«> 0 

0, for any x E [0,1]. 

Replacing f (y) in ( 1. 1) by f (y) +c sin my yields a perturbation of the right

hand side g(x), which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing m large 

enough. This perturbation can be caused by any finite perturbation of f 

(with maximum value lei), so that the solution f of (1.1) does not depend 

continuously on the data g; hence assertion (iii) for (1.1) is false. 

In practical situations the data function g(x) is very often the output 

of some measuring process, and then it is only approximately known on a 

discrete set of points xi E [0,1]. Consequently, instead of (1.2) it is more 
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realistic to consider the problem 

(1.3) Kf g, 

where only g and e: are known such that llg-gll ~ e:. This can cause g to lie 
outside the range of the operator K, so that there exists no solution of 
(1. 3). 

Another possibility is that the kernel is degenerate (also called 
finitely decomposable), i.e., it can be written as 

(1.4) K(x,y) 
n 
l Kli (x) K2i (y) , 

i=l 

where n is as small as possible, i.e., n n 
both {Kli (x) }i=l and {K2i (x) }i=l are 

a set of linear independent functions. Substituting (1.4) into (1.1) shows 
that a necessary condition for the existence of a solution of (1.1) is that 
g(x) is a linear combination of the functions K11 (x), ... ,K1n(x). Obviously, 
a small error in g can violate this condition. 

Also assertion (ii) can readily be false for (1.2), i.e., when there 
exists a function ~ such that K~ = 0. It follows that when f is a solution 
of (1.2), then also f + c~ is a solution, since K(f+c~) = Kf + cK~ = Kf =g. 

So far, we have only spoken of properties of the continuous problem 
(1.1). It is evident that, whenever one of the assertions (i), (ii) or (iii) 
is false for (1.2), this will cause serious troubles when one tries to com
pute a numerical solution of a discretized version of (1.1) which is "close" 
to it, in some sense. Usually, equation (1.1) is discretized as follows. The 
integral in (1.1) is replaced by a quadr~ture formula with weights w1, ... ,wn, 
and quadrature points y 1 , .•. ,yn. Writing down the resulting equation for 
x = x 1 , ..• ,xm yields the matrix-vector equation 

(1.5) 
+ 

AWf = g, 

where W = diag(w1 , •.. ,w), A is an mxn-matrix with elements A .. = K(x.,y.), + n +iJ i J g is an m-vector whose i-th component represents g(xi), and f is an unknown 
n-vector whose j-th component (hopefully) represents an approximation of 
f(y ). However, direct solution of the system (1.5) 0enerally yields a j + 
vector f whose components will oscillate very wildly around the correspond-
ing values of the solution of (1.1). 
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Fredholm integral equations of the first kind occur in mathematical 

models of many physical problems (cf. HILGERS [11] and NEDELKOV [18]). One 

often has a situation where f corresponds to some actual physical phenomenon 

that one wishes to measure, whereas one can only measure g which is the re

sult of the influence of some (smoothing) device which acts on f and which 

is characterized by the kernel K(x,y). 

An example is the problem of the reconstruction of subsurface struc

tures from gravity measurements made on the surface of earth. Other examples 

occur in spectroscopy, X-ray scattering, chemical analysis, calculations of 

atmospheric temperature profiles from satellite measurements, optimal con

trol, and so on. 

Classical mathematical problems which can be formulated as Fredholm 

integral equations of the first kind are: the problem of harmonic continua

tion, numerical inversion of the Laplace transform, the backwards heat equa

tion, and numerical differentiation. 

When solving boundary value problems in partial differential equations, 

it can sometimes be convenient to convert them into a Fredholm integral equa

tion of the first kind. For an interesting paper on this topic we refer to 

NOBLE [19]. 

In this paper we shall discuss a number of common numerical methods for 

solving Fredholm integral equations of the first kind, with smooth and with 

non-smooth kernels. In Section 2 we quote some results from the Hilbert

Schmidt theory on (1.1), in terms of singular functions and singular values. 

This theory is extensively described in SMITHIES [24]. It provides the appar

atus for the analysis of the numerical methods. In Section 3 we shall dis

cuss some methods for Fredholm equations of the first kind with non-smooth 

kernel. This type of equations is generally less difficult to solve numeri

cally than equations with a smooth kernel. In Section 4 we describe and dis

cuss numerical methods for equations (1.1) with a smooth kernel. In his con

tribution to this colloquium, J.J.M. Cuppen discusses regularization methods, 

where he estimates the regularization parameter with a simplified version 

of a method recently proposed by N. Kockler. Therefore, in this contribution 

to the colloquium we pay relatively little attention to regularization meth

ods (and relatively much attention to truncated series and iterative meth

ods). 
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2. SINGULAR FUNCTION ANALYSIS 

Equation (1.1) can be formally studied in terms of singular values and 
singular functions. We assume from now on that in (1.2), F = G = L2[0,1]. 

* 2 2 we define the adjoint operator K : L [0,1] + L [0,1] of K by 

(2.1) 

1 

(K*g) (y) = J K(x,y)g(x)dx. 

0 

With the usual L2-inner product, if f E L2[0,1], then 

1 

(Kf,g) J J K(x,y)f(y)g(x)dydx 

0 0 
(2. 2) 

1 1 

J f(y){J K(x,y)g(x)dx}dy 

0 0 

Now we suppose that the kernel K(x,y) of (1.1) has the following expansion 
in terms of the singular functions ui (x), vi {y) and singular values Ki: 

K(x,y) 

The sequences { u. (x) } and { v. {y) } are t.hen orthonormal systems with the ]. ]. 

properties 

(2. 3) and K,V,. 
]. ]. 

Hence, KK*u. = K~u. and K*Kv. = K~v., so that u. and v. are eigenfunctions ]. ]. ]. ].* ]. ].* ]. ]. 
of the symmetric operators KK and K K, respectively, both with eigenvalues 

2 Ki. The 

K. > 0. 
]. 

K? are positive, and, without loss of·:generality, we may assume ]. 

Fur.thermore, we assume that the Ki are ordered so that K1 2 K2 2 .•. 2 
Ki 2 Ki+l 2 ... 

the form 

. Now one readily verifies that, if g(x) can be expanded in 

g(x) l giui (x), with 
i=l 

(2.4) 
1 

gi (g,ui) J g(x)ui(x)dx, 

0 



then, at least formally, a solution of (1.1) is given by 

(2. 5) f (y) 
gi l - v. (y). 

i=1 Ki l. 

Indeed, we have by (2.5), (2.3) and (2.4) 

g. 
Kf l ~ Kv. = l g.u. =g . 

. K. l. . l. l. 
l. l. l. 

Now we can state the following results: 

(i) (PICARD [21]) (1.1) has an L2-solution if and only if 
00 2 2 

(a) Ei=l lgil /Ki < oo and 

(b) whenever u is such that K*u = O, then (g,u) = O; 

(ii) the solution of (1.1) is unique if and only if the equation Kv 

only the trivial solution v = 0. 
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0 has 

The ill-posed character of (1.1) can also be shown from this singular func

tion analysis as follows (cf. MILLER [16]). If the solution of (1.1) exists 

and is unique, then according to the Hilbert-Schmidt theory the sequence of 

singular values is infinite, and limi-+<x> Ki = 0. Perturbing g(x) by changing 

the coefficient gi in (2.5) by an amount ogi causes a perturbation of f in 

(2.5) of Of= ogiv/Ki. Hence the ratio llOfll/llogll = 1/Ki can be made arbi

trarily large by choosing i large enough. From (2.5) we can now draw the 

following conclusion: the problems in solving (1.1) numerically are fully 

determined by the rate with which the singular values Ki approach zero, as i 

tends to infinity. The faster this sequence tends to zero, the slower will 

the series (2.5) converge. Some insight can be obtained from the case of the 

one-dimensional difference kernel K(x,y)·= x - y. The asymptotic behaviour 

of the corresponding Ki can be studied by Fourier methods, and it then turns 

out (cf. NOBLE [19]) that the smoother the kernel, the faster the Ki tend 

to zero as i increases. When solving first kind integral equations numeri

cally, it can therefore be of much help, to have a (weakly) singular kernel! 

3. SINGULAR FREDHOLM EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 

Singular Fredholm equations of the first kind occur very frequently 

in potential theory and in elastostatics. The book of JASWON artd SYMM [14] 

provides an·interesting survey of this matter. In this colloquium G. De Mey 

has discussed some applications in semiconductor physics. 
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As we have seen in Section 2, a (weak) singularity of the kernel gives 
us hope to be able to solve the integral equation numerically, without too 
much trouble. One often uses product integration, assuming the unknown func
tion to be piecewise constant between two grid points. A difficulty which 
can occur now is the (numerical) evaluation of the moment integrals (over 
the singular kernel). Generally, no numerical problems are caused here by 
the ill-posedness associated with first kind equations. 

As an example, we mention the following problem discussed by NOBLE [19]. 
We are given a flat conducting rectangular lamina in free space, provided 
with an electrostatic charge. Suppose that the total charge density at a 
point (~ 1 n) on the lamina, lying in z = 0, -a $ x $ a, -b $ y $ b, is 
f(~ 1 n). If the plate is assumed to be at unit potential, one can deduce for 
f(~ 1 n) the two-dimensional Fredholm integral equation (with singular kernel): 

a b I I f(~,nldnd~ 
2 2 ! 

-a -b [(x-~) +(y-n) ]2 
1, {

-a 

-b $ y $ b 

$ x $ a 

Special attention is paid to the choice of the subdivisions for x and y, 
since on physical grounds it is known that the charge distribution f(x,y) 
tends to infinity as (x,y) tend to the edge of the rectangular domain 
[-a,a] x [-b,b]. Because of the symmetry of the problem, one needs only 
consider the domain [O,a] x [0,b]. Noble chooses x = ai, 1 $ i $ m, where 
ai is determined by the formula 

a. 
i= 
a 

(m-i+1)k+ ••• +(m-1)k+mk 

1k+2k+ ••• +(m-1)k+mk 

Here k is a constant which, when increased, narrows the intervals near x a. 
The interval [O,b] is subdivided in a similar way. The numerical results 
are satisfactory. 

Recently, RICHTER [23] has quantified the relationship between the 
smoothness of the kernel and the amenability of the problem (1.1) to stand
ard (direct discretization) methods. Richter uses a smoothing index l which 
essentially estimates the number of derivatives which are added by the inte
gral operator K to L2-functions to which it is applied. The more severe the 
singularity in the kernel function, the smaller the value of l will be. 
Richter suggests that when l = 1 or 2 one has a good chance, to find an 
acceptable solution of (1.1) via a direct product integration method. 
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Other important references are HSIAO and MACCAMY [12] and HSIAO and 

WENDLAND [13], where elliptic boundary value problems are solved via inte

gral equations of the first kind with (among others) logarithmic singulari

ties in the kernel. 

4. METHODS FOR SOLVING ( 1 . 1) WITH A SMOOTH KERNEL 

All numerical methods for solving (1.1) can be interpreted in terms of 

weighting the higher terms of the series (2.5). The problem is that with 

increasing i the singular functions vi become increasingly rapidly oscillat

ing, and when g is contaminated with error (from a measuring process or from 

the discretization of the continuous problem), one can no longer distinguish 

between real fluctuations in f and fluctuations caused by the error in g. 

Therefore it seems reasonable to drop some terms, or weight them by a filter, 

and this has been the subject of many investigations. 

We shall describe here four methods, viz. regularization methods, ex

pansion methods, iterative methods and probabilistic methods. It is impor

tant to notice that with neither of these four methods problem (1.1) can be 

solved in a fully satisfactory way. Because of the ill-posedness of the pro

blem, one should always try to use as much information about its solution 

(known on physical grounds) as possible-.. 

4.1. Regularization methods. 

Regularization methods for the numerical solution of (1.1) were first 

considered by TIHONOV [ 27 - 30] and PHILLIPS [ 20], independently from each 

other, and later on by TWOMEY [35], RIBIERE [22], TIHONOV and GLASKO [32, 

33], among many others. The recent book of TIHONOV and ARSENIN [31] gives 

a good impression of the extensive Russian literature on this subject. 

The regularization method consists in replacing the ill-posed problem 

(1.3) by the well-posed problem: 

(4 .1) 

minimize the functional 

I (f) = 11Kf-gll 2 + allcfll 2 
a 

over all f in a compact set satisfying II Kf-gll s E. 

Here, a is some fixed positive number, the so-called regularization 
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parameter, and C is some linear operator, e.g., Cf = f, or Cf = f', or Cf = 
f", or if some initial approximation f off is known: Cf = f - f. Under cer
tain mild conditions problem (4.1) has a unique solution, denoted by fa. 
Moreover, fa will converge to the solution of (1.1) as a -+ 0, provided that 

2 
£ -+ 0 no less rapidly than a. The problem is how to choose a. If we let a 
increase, then the residue II Kf -gll will increase, whereas II Cf II will de-a a 
crease, and conversely. The linear operator C is often chosen in such a 
way that it will help to suppress wild oscillations in functions f for 
which II Kf-gU ::; £. Of course, this effect should not be too strong so that 
all oscillations in f are damped out! Using a variational argument, the 
solution of (4.1) can be shown to be the solution of 

(4.2) <K* K + ac*ci f *~ K g. 

In case C = I, the identity operator, one easily obtains the singular func
tion expansion for fa: 

(4.3) 

provided that g(x) admits the expansion 

(4.4) g(x) I 
i=l 

g.u. (x), 
]. ]. 

Comparing (4.3) with (2.5) we see that the effect of regularization is the 
insertion of a filter factor K~/(K~ +a). This factor is close to unity as ]. ]. 

long as Ki is large compared with a (small i) , but tends to zero as Ki -+ 0 
(i-+ 00). Other choices of C can lead to other filter factors. 

More about regularization methods. and a method where the singular func
tion expansion is truncated can be found in the contribution of J.J.M. Cuppen 
to this colloquium. 

4.2. Expansion methods 

One obvious filtering method is to calculate successive terms of the 
singular function expansion of f, and terminate at a suitable point. BAKER, 
FOX, MAYERS and WRIGHT [3] were the first who proposed such a method for 
symmetric kernels K(x,y). They immediately discretized (1.1) with m = n, 
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yielding a square symmetric matrix A in (1.5), and they expressed their 

method in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the case of a non

symmetric kernel K(x,y) (yielding a non-symmetric matrix A), one can use 

the concepts of singular values and singular vectors. We shall sketch here 

the method of Baker c.s. in some more detail, because of its fundamental 
+(.) 

importance. Suppose that A. is an eigenvalue and f i a corresponding eigen
i 

+ 
vector of the matrix AW in (1.5). Then if the vector g can be expressed as 

+g =En a !(i) then the solution of (1.5) is given by 
i=l i 

+ 
(4.5) f 

n a. +(') l 2-.. f i 

i=l Ai 

The supposition now, as in the continuous case, is that to the smallest 
+ 

eigenvalues correspond high frequency components of g, which are caused by 
+ 

the error in g and which therefore should be neglected. The problem now, 

of course, is where to "chop" the series (4.5). The strategy suggested by 

Baker c.s. is based on numerical experiments with problems with a known 
+(s) s . +(i) 

solution. Let f = E._1 (a./A.)f , 1 $ s $ n. They suggest to compute 
. +(1) +(2)i- i i 

successively f ,f , .•. and to examine, each time a new eigenvector and 

- value has been computed, how accurately the function g can be fitted by 

a linear combination of the computed eigenvectors. If sufficient accuracy 

has been obtained, one is suggested to compute these eigenvectors more 

accurately, using smaller intervals. 

Generalizations of this work to nonsymmetric kernels have been investi

gated by HANSON [8], CRONE [4] and VARAH [36]. Varah gives an error esti

mate which, when minimized, predicts the number of terms to be used in the 

singular vector expansion of the solution of (1.5). In the three examples 

with known solution which he treats in detail (harm~nic continuation, 

numerical inversion of the Laplace transform and the backwards heat equa

tion), the theoretically optimal number of terms agreed with the number of 

terms prescribed by the error estimate. 

4.3. Iterative methods 

LANDWEBER [15] was the first who considered an iterative method for 

solving (1.1), viz., the scheme 

(4.6) f (kl + K* (g - Kf (kl l , k 0,1, .•• , f(O) 0. 
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It is not difficult to show that, in terms of singular values and functions, 
if g EU= span(u1 ,u2 , ... ), then 

(4. 7) f(k) (y) l 
i=l 

( 1 _ K2, )k} gi {1 - - V, (y) / 
l. K. l. 

l. 

and that this series converges to the solution of (1.1) provided that 
0 < K~ < 2. Notice the effect of the filtering factor {1 - (1-K~)k} with 

increasing k. 

The iteration scheme (4.6) has been generalized in various ways. Im
portant studies have been published by STRAND [25], and, very recently, by 
GRAVES and PRENTER [ 7 ] • 

Strand considers the scheme 

(4.8) f (k+l l = f (kl + DK* (g - Kf Ckl l , k 0, 1, ... , 

where D is some linear operator. It will appear that D, when properly cho

sen, will act as a filter on the terms givi/Ki in the expansion of the sol
ution f of (1.1). 

From (4.8) we see that D acts on elements of the form K*u, for 
2 * u EL [0,1]. Now one can prove that R(K) c span(v1 ,v2 , ... ), so that D can 

be defined entirely by specifying for each singular function vi the image 
under D. Strand chooses 

(4.9) Dv. 
l. 

i 1,2, •••I 

assuming that 0 < piK~ < 2, for all i, ~nd that the sequence {pi}:=l is 
bounded. Now with the choice (4.9) one easily proves that 

(4.10) f(k) (y) = l 
i=l 

2 k gi 
{ 1 - ( 1 - p, K,) } - V. (y). 

l. l. K. l. 
l. 

With this definition of D, Strand proves that f(k) tends to the least 

squares solution of minimum norm for (1.1), provided that Pug E R(K), and 
f(O) E span(v1 ,v2 , ... ). Here, by Pug we mean the projection of g on 

u. He also proves that llf(k)ll + 00 if Pug t/. R(K). For this reason, numeri

cal difficulties may arise when g is contaminated with error. 

In order to determine a practical choice of D, Strand reasons as fol
lows. Defining the Heaviside function 



we have 

(4.11) I 
i=l 

which is simply 

f' 0, 

gi 2 
-H (K,)V, 
Ki a l l 

x <: a 

x < a, 

I 
2 K,>a 
l 

a truncated series expansion of the solution of (1.1). He 
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2 k 
factor {1- (1-p.K.) } in (4.10) approximates the fac

i l 

The simplest way (recalling (4.9)) is to choose D 

now requires that the 

tor H (K~) in (4.11). 
* a i 

F(K K), where F(A) is a polynomial, and 0 < AF(A) < 2, for 0 <A~ 1. Then, 
00 * 2 00 

since {vi}i=l is an eigensystem of the.operator K K with eigenvalues {Ki}i=l' 

this implies for (4.9) that 

(4.12) 
2 

F (K.). 
l 

The curve defined by 

~(A) 0 < A ~ 1, 

is called the response curve after k iterations associated with D = F(K*K). 

From STRAND [25] we reproduce here the response curve of the original 

Landweber iteration scheme, for which F(A) = 1, so that ~(A) = 1 - (1-A)k, 

and a response curve determined by minimizing the quantity 

1 I ( 1 - p (A) ) 2 dA I 

0 

where P(A) = AF(A) = a1 A+ ..• +a7 A7 (fig. 1 resp. fig. 3). 

Strand also analyses the filter effect of iterating the regularization 
A A 

method. If in (4.1) we suppose that Lf = f - f, where f is some a priori 

estimate of f (possibly 0 if nothing better is known) , then the resulting 

linear equations read 

(K*K + aI) f * K g + af. 

This suggests the iteration process 
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* (k) K g + af , k 0, 1, ... 

and one easily deduces that 

f (k) (y) = 1:' (-a-)k} gi l { 1 - 2 - v. (y) • 
i=1 K,+a Ki 1 

1 

One immediately sees that this filter is obtained by choosing D = (K*K + aI) -l 

in (4.8). For this D it follows that F(\) = (a+\)-l and the resulting res
ponse curve is !\:(A) 1 - {a(a+\)-l}k, which is also reproduced here from 

STRAND [25] (fig. 2). 

Response curves ~~ 

1.5 ~-,--,.-----,--,--,--,--,.,---,.-----,---, 

0.2 

D=F(K*K)=l 
XF(X) = X 
Rk(X)= I-[ 1-XF(X)lk 

0.4 0.6 

>-

0.8 1.0 
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 

A 

~· The original Landweber 
iteration 

Fig. 2. The iterated Tihonov regulari
zation process, a = 0.05 

0.5 

XF (X) = 31.5X-315x2+1443.75 x3 

-3465X4 +4504.5X5 - 3003 X6 

+ 804. 375 x7 

R,(X) =I - (1-XF(X)j k 

1.0 

0.5 

0.2 0.4 X 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.004 0.008 X 0.012 0.016 

~· A seventh degree polynomial of Strand 
0.02 
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4.4. Statistical and probabilistic methods 

These methods may be regarded as an extension of the regularization 

methods, and the actual computational processes are somewhat similar. De

tails and references may be found in papers of TURCHIN, KOZLOV and MALKEVICH 

[34], STRAND and WESTWATER [26] and WAHBA [37]. Some a priori information 

about the unknown function f is needed, together with statistical informa

tion (mean, covariance) of the data function g. ANDERSSEN and BLOOMFIELD [l, 

2] have applied two statistical procedures (regression analysis and time 

series analysis) to the problem of numerical differentiation of noisy data. 

Anderssen and Bloomfield show that a regularization procedure of CULLUM [5] 

for numerical differentiation of noisy data is equivalent to a certain spec

trum analysis procedure. This enables them to derive a fast Fourier trans

form implementation for regularization, where an acceptable value of the 

regularization parameter is estimated directly from a time series formula

tion. This procedure involves 0 (n log n) operations (where n is the number 

of data points) instead of 0(n3) operations for the original regularization 

procedure. 

4.5. A hybrid method of Hanson and Phillips 

HANSON and PHILLIPS [9] have given a method based on a combination of 

the concepts of regularization, expansion and iteration. We shall describe 

it in some detail. The solution of (1.1) is found in the space of continuous 

piecewise linear polynomials based on a given partition y 1 < y 2 < ••• < y n of 

the interval [0,1]. Representing f as an (unknown) linear combination of 

basis functions in this space, substituting this into the original equation, 

and writing down the resulting equation for the points x = x 1 , ... ,xm E [0,1] 

yields an mxn-system of linear algebraic equations. The moment integrals in 

the matrix of this system are evaluat~d using two-point Gauss quadrature. 

The linear system is next stabilized, by requiring that its solution mini

mizes a functional which measures both the residual and the size of the 

solution. Special attention is paid to the choice of the points : 1 , ..• ,yn 

and x 1 , .•• ,xm. After the computation of an approximate solution f based on 

n 1 equally spaces knots y 1 , .•. ,ynl' the total variation V in f is deter

min:d and a new set of n2 > 1.5n1 knots is chosen so that the variation 

in f is constant (=V/(n2-1)) in each subinterval. Finally, a new knot is 

added at the midpoint of any subinterval whose length exceeds twice that of 
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the adjacent subintervals. This process of knot refinement can be repeated 

as often as one wishes. The points x 1 , •.. ,xm are chosen according .. to the 

same strategy. Hanson and Phillips have also incorporated the possibility 

of constraining the. solution. This is very important in the light of the 

requirement, when solving ill-posed problems, to include as much informa

tion about the unknown function as possible. They allow for the following 

constraints: (i) f(y) ~ O; (ii) f(y) is non-increasing (non-decreasing); 

(iii) f(y) is convex upward (or concave downward); (iv) f(y) ~ S =con

stant; (v) J~ f(y)dy = 1. The choice of f in the space of continuous piece

wise linear polynomials facilitates the implementation of these constraints 

to a great extent. The numerical results reported are impressive, although 

the amount of computational work must have been considerable. 

HANSON & PHILLIPS [10] have also given a generalization of their meth

ods to two-dimensional equations. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall consider the numerical solution of linear Fred

holm integral equations of the first kind on the interval [0,1]: 

(1. 1) 

1 

J k(s,t)f(t)dt 

0 

g(s), S E [0,1] 

with a given, smooth kernel k and a given right hand side g or a perturbed 

right hand side g. We shall consider regularised solutions to this problem 

obtained by three methods: 

1) Tychonov's method 

2) Filtered least squares minimal c-norm approximation 

3) A method based on the regularising effect of coarse discretisation in 

a form connected with method 2. 

Regularisation methods usually depend on a parameter governing the 

level of regularisation. A number of methods to estimate the optimal choice 

of this regularisation parameter are discussed. A discussion of numerical 

experiments on a number of the test problems used in the literature is giv

en. We shall assume the reader's familiarity with the ill-posedness of the 

problem, with the concept of regularisation and with Tychonov's method of 

regularisation [17,15,13]. 

2. DISCRETISATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION, TYCHONOV'S METHOD 

In order to be able to speak the language of linear algebra rather 

than the language of functional analysis, we will first discretise the in

tegral equation. It should be emphasised, though, that neither the methods 

of regularisation nor the methods of parameter estimation are restricted in 

their application to the particular way of discretising the equation as is 

given below (viz. collocation + cubic splines). 

Consider the integral equation (1.1) in least squares form, where f is 

to minimise the L2-norm of the residue: 

(2 .1) 

1 

uJ k(s,t)f(t)dt - g(s)U 2 

0 

1 

<f <f k(s,t)f(t)dt - g(s)) 2ds)~. 
0 0 

To the outer integral we apply a quadrature rule with abscissae si and 
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weights w~ (i 
l. 

0,1, ... ,m) and get 

(2.2) 

1 

l~=O (wi J k(si,t)f(t)dt - wig(si}) 2 

0 

minimal. 

The discretisation of the second integral could be performed in the same 

way, but I prefer to approximate the solution f rather than the integral. 

Then the calculations can be performed in terms of an approximating func

tion and also the result will be an approximating function rather than a 

set of approximating function values on some discretisation grid. Moreover, 

we can introduce here in a natural way some smoothness in the approximat

ing function by choosing a smooth approximation space. We will use cubic 

splines on an equidistant grid t. = j/n, j = 0,1, ..• ,n. For convenience we 
J 

add the points t_1 = -1/n and tn+l = 1+1/n and put 

(2. 3a) ,n+l 
l· l f.B(n(t-t.)), 
J=- J J 

t E [0,1], 

where 

(2.3b) r 
t <: 21 

(2-t) 3/6 t E [1,2], 
B(t) 

2/3 - t 2 +t3 /2 t E [O I 1 l, 

B(-t) t $ 0. 

With (2.3) the solution of (2.2) becomes the least squares solution of 

(2. 4) Kf g, 
1 

J k(s,,t)B.(t)dt, 
l. J 

0 i 
j 

0,1, .•• ,m; 
-1,0, ••• ,n+l. 

In our notation we will neither distinguish between a cubic spline f(t) and 

its representation vector (f.)._ 1 1 , nor between the right hand side J J-- I••• ,n+ 
g(x) and its discretisation (g.) ._0 · 

l. J.- I • • • 1ffi 

The norms taken of "spline-vectors" (f.) shall be Z-norms: 
J 

II fli z = II Zfll 2 

where Z is a matrix such that 



1 

II (f. l 11 2 (f.)TZTZ(f.) I (f(t)) 2dt 2 
J z J J 

Df(t)ll 2 , 

0 so 
1 

(ZTZ), , 
l., J I B, (t)B. (t)dt. 

l. J 
0 

The matrix z is well-conditioned and can easily be computed as an upper

triangular bandmatrix with 3 codiagonals. 
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Because of the ill-posedness of the integral equation (1.1) the system 

(2.4) is extremely ill-conditioned. In the regularisation method of Tychonov, 

problem (2.4) is replaced by: 

(2. 5) minimise II K ( f) -gll 22 + a.II cfD 2 
2 

for some a. > 0. If the solution of the integral equation is known to be 

smooth, this method can effectively overcome the disastrous amplification 

of noise, discretisation and round-off errors occurring in the solution of 

(2.4). The method stands or falls, however, with the choice of a., which 

will be considered below. 

In (2.5) we assume C to be a matrix such that llcfll 2 = llf 11 11 2 , the L2-

norm of the second derivative of the cubic spline, following Ribiere's 

advice [13] to regularise with the second derivative (other choices are 

possible). C is positive semi-definite with a nullspace of dimension 2, 

and can be expressed as an uppertriangular bandmatrix with 3 codiagonals. 

Since k is a smooth kernel, we can assume K to be nonsingular on the null

space of C which corresponds with the constant and linear functions. 

We calculate C as the Choleski deco~position of the matrix CTC which 

is given by 
1 I Bj'. (tlBj (t)dt •. 

0 

This integral can be evaluated analytically and depends only on the difference 

between i and j if i nor j is close to its boundary values. The integral is 

zero for li-jl > 3. If one does not use cubic splines but another expansion 

for example Chebyshev polynomials, we have 
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1 

I cp,(t)cp,(t)dt, 
l. J 

0 
1 

I cj>',' (t) q,•: (t)dt. 
l. J 

0 

In general, ZTZ and CTC will be full matrices and consequently z and C will 

be full triangular matrices. However, if the cj>i are orthonormal then ZTZ 

and Z reduce to the identity matrix. 

(2.6) 

The solution to (2.5) with g replaced by a perturbation g is given by: 

f 
a (a > O). 

Now suppose there exists a cubic-spline solution f to (2.4) satisfying 

Kf = g. We would like to choose a in (2.5) and (2.6) such that fa approxi

mates f as close as possible. Using (2.6) we have: 

(2. 7) II II II T T -1 T ~ T T -1 T II f-f = z (K K+ac C) K (Kf-g) + az (K K+ac C) c Cf a z 2 

So if we have constants,o and T with 

llKf-gll llg-gll :;; 0 

(2. 8) 

II cfll :;; T, 

then 

(2. 9) 

Since the right hand side of (2.9) can be computed for arbitrary a > 0 we 

could use (2.9) for the selection of a semi-optimal a which minimizes the 

right-hand side of (2.9) instead of its left-hand side. This method was ad

vocated by KOCKLER [6], but a corresponding rule of thumb was already given 

by RIBIERE [13]. Ribiere advised to choose a in such a way that the error in 

fa caused by the perturbation of the equation by noise etc. (the first term 

of the right-hand side of (2.9)) would be of the same order of magnitude as 

the error in. fa caused by the regularisation itself (the second term). Kockler 

showed how to calculate (2.9) efficiently for a large number of a's and we 
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shall consider a modified version of his algorithm below. In I<Ocklers expe

riments [6] the estimate turned out to be very pessimistic, but of the right 

shape. Moreover, both the estimate and the actual error behaved like a convex 

function with a very flat minimum, admitting a straightforward and effective 

application of the idea described above. Note, however, that the resulting a 

does .not depend on o and T themselves, but on their ratio o/T. If, in practice, 

this number is not approximately known, an inspection of the realised residue 

'8 = II Kf a -gll 2 and smoothness T' = II Cf a II 2 might help. 

Recall that K is a (m+l)x(n+3) matrix and C a (n+3)x(n+3) matrix. Let 

r be rank(C), r ~ n+3, and suppose that K is non-singular on N(C). Let 

(M1 1Nl be a non-singular matrix with 

(3.1) 

the columns of N span N(C) and (M1 1Nl is a generalised inverse of C. In the 

setting of section 2 it is easy to compute M1 and N. Now consider 

(3.2) 

If we replace M1 by 

(3.3) M 

then (3.1) holds for M too, since CN O, so CM = CM1 and we have 

(3.4) 
MTKTKMIMTKTKN 

(NTKTKM NTKTFN) 

since 

Using the singular value decomposition 

(3.5) EA FT tn+3 A f T 
2 = li=r+l ei i i 
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of KN, KM in (3.3) can be easily calculated as 

(3.6) KM 

With the singular value decomposition 

(3.7) 

it follows 

KM PA QT \r p.A.q: 
1 = li=l i i i 

T T -1 
(K K+ac C) = 

With (3.8) the estimate (2.9) transforms to 

llf-f II 
a z 

2 -1 I (A +aI) A 
~ ollZ(MQINFl ( l l _1)11E + 

A2 

(3.9) 
r · 1 2 1:; 

+ T(L._11':..(--2)}, 
i- i A· 

1 + ---±. 
a 

h A • h . th d. 1 1 f. T T T d II '-111 h. w ere ui is· t e i iagona e ement o Q M Z ZMQ an s = ZNFn2 . T is 

clearly shows that (2.9) can be computed with 0(n) operations per a, provid-

ed the preliminary work of forming M, N, the SVD's (3.5) and (3.7), sand 

the/':.. is done once and for all in advance (Compare [6], [7], [9] and [19]). 
i 

4. FILTERED LEAST SQUARES MINIMAL C-NORM APPROXIMATION 

If L is the generalized inverse to C as formed in section 3, L 

nonsingular, then 

(MJN)' 



( 4 .1) f 

is the least squares solution to (2.4) with minimal C-norm llfllc = llcfll 2 . 

This follows from (2.5), (2.6) and (3.8) by taking the limit a+ 0. With 

the singular value decomposition of KL: 

(4.2) KL I.u.cr.v:, 
]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ 

(4.1) transforms to 

(4.3) f LVl:+UTg 
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In these formulas the ui and vi denote the columns of U and V, the singular 

vectors of KL, /, is a diagonal matrix containing the singular value cri, and 

E+ = diag(cr+,cr+2 , ... ) where a:= 1/cr. if cr. > 0 and a:= 0 if cr. = 0. The 
]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ 

ill-posedness of problem (1.1) is reflected in the fact that the cri become 

very small with increasing i. A filtered least squares minimal C-norm ap

proximation is given by 

(4.4) f 
q 

where Eq+ is defined by L:q+ = diag(cr;,a;, ... ,cr;,o, •.. ,O). In our case c 

has a nullspace of dimension 2 and the corresponding singular functions do 

not contribute to llcfll. Therefore, in practice we modify the method slightly 

and always include the corresponding components in our approximation. 

Filtered least squares solutions we~e considered by, among others, 

VARAH [18] and HANSON [4]. The regularising effect of the method is based 

on the observation that for smooth solutions f the solution and the right 

hand side are well-represented by the smooth s~ngular functions (vectors) 

belonging to the larger singular values, whereas the smaller singular values 

are responsible for the magnification of errors in gin (4.1) or (2.4). 

(Compare also [1]). 

An error estimate for the obtained approximation, suitable for the 

selection of a semi-optimal q, will illustrate the phenomena described 

above. Let g be a perturbation of the right hand side g and let f be giv

en by (4.3). Suppose we have o and T with 
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llKf-gll 2 ,;:; 0 

(4.5) 

then for f 
q 

llf-f II 
q z 

llzLVL:+UTKf - ZLVl:q+UT g\1 2 

(4.6) ( \n+3 ) ~ 
+ T li=q+l '\ ' 

Remarks in connection with (4.6). 

1. The error in the computed solution f as dependent on q, behaves in much 
q 

the same way as that in the Tychonov approximation fa as dependent on a. 

For large q (small a) the magnified perturbation, discretisation and round

off errors dominate, whereas for small q (large a) the error introduced 

by the regularisation dominates. 

2. In case L is the discretisation of the inverse of a differential opera

tor, L has, like K, a smoothing character. It is to be expected that the 

first columns of V are the smooth ones and the latter columns become 

increasingly oscillatory. Therefore the ~i' being nothing else than 
2 

llLvillZ, will decrease with increasing i, to the benefit of the effective-

ness of both the regularisation method itself and the parameter estima

tion with (4.6). The smoother Lis, i.e., the higher the order of C as 

a differential operator is, the more pronounced this effect will be. A 

well-chosen c of high order (with II Cfll small) tnodifies the singular func

tions of KL in such a way that f and g fit better in the first few of 

them than in the first few singular functions of the plain K. 

3. The error estimate (4.6) is present in KOCKLER [6]. Also VARAH [18] uses 

an error bound of the form of (4.6) to select a semi-optimal q. In his 

context L = I and he derives: 



T 
where Si= ui g. The exact Si decrease faster than the ai in case of a 

smooth true solution. They are, however, not available during computa

tion and the approximations f3. = u. T g will not have this property in 
l. l. 
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the presence of non-smooth noise. HANSON [4] mentioned the possible use-

fulness of the coordinate transformation introduced by C and L. 

LEE and PRENTER [8] give theoretical backgrounds and convergence results 

for filtered least squares minimal norm approximations. 

5. REGULARISATION THROUGH (COARSE) DISCRETISATION 

NATTERER [10,11] investigates the regularising effect of a relatively 

coarse discretisation of the integral equation (1.1). The idea is the fol

lowing. Let us think of the discretisation as governed by the dimension of 

the cubic spline space, in which we choose our approximate solution fitting 

to the equation in some sense. For not too large dimensions this space rep

resents smooth functions very well, but wildly oscillating functions not at 

all. It is clear that such a cubic spline space does represent our smooth 

solution very well, but not the troublemakers, the wild singular functions 

belonging to the small singular values of the kernel. Therefore, solving 

with a low-dimensional solution space means regularising the ill-posed prob

lem. The attractiveness of this method is, of course, that one can work 

with low order systems, thereby reducing_ the work to be done enormously. 

In our approach the set up of the discretisation (2.4) takes, for example, 

the computation of order m.n element integrals. For a further discussion the 

reader is referred to [2], [10] and [11]. 

Now, when we take a closer look at the filter method of section 4 we 

see that this method does nothing else than restrict the solution space to 

the subspace spanned by the first q singular functions of the discretized 

kernel. It is clear that in general this restriction to dimension q of a 

cubic spline space of dimension n, say, represents the first q singular 

functions of the continuous kernel better than a cubic spline space of 

dimension q, and a similar effect is to be expected in connection with the 

absentness of the oscillatory singular functions of higher order. Therefore, 

we combine the advantages of regularisation through discretisation, being 
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- little work because of the low order matrices 

with those of the filtration method, being 

- easy variation of the amount of smoothing, 

- availability of the estimate of the optimal amount of regularization 
using (4.6), 

- effectiveness, 

and we get the following practical method: 

I Set up the equations with an n which is a little larger than the expect
ed dimension of the cubic spline space necessary to adequately represent 
those smooth singular functions of our kernel which compose the desired 
solution; 

II Apply the method of section 4 to this problem to arrive at an estimated 
optimal dimension for the restricted solution space; 

III Repeat with a larger n is the outcome of II (too close to n) shows that 
the necessary singular functions might not all be adequately represented 
in the discretisation. 

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The methods of sections 2, 4 and 5 were combined in one program, and 
experiments were carried out with most examples to be found in the litera
ture which are of the form 

Jt2 
k(s,t)f(t)dt g(s), 

t1 

These were transformed to [t1 ,t2J = [s1 ,s2 J = [0,1]. A number of these ex
amples will be discussed below. To each of them tables are given containing, 
besides the results, the transformed kernel, the exact solution and the 
right hand side. The parameters which govern the experiments are: 

a) the discretization parameters m and n (see section 2) , 
b) the perturbation parameters a, w1 and w2 ; in all experiments but one the 

right hand side g(s) is replaced by g(s) = g(s).(1+a(sin(w1s)+cos(w2s))), 
an arbitrary enough, reproducable perturbation. Unless mentioned other
wise we have w1 = w2 = 200. 

Using a cubic spline interpolation (s"(O) = s"(1) = 0) of the reference 
solution f, and the discretized right hand side g, the smoothness T = II f" II 
and the residue cS = llKf-gll were calculated. Note that cS represents both 
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perturbation and discretisation errors. Regularized solutions fr (r = a,q) 

were calculated for a number of given values of a and for a number of values 

of q ranging from 2 to q max (given). The error bounds (2.9) and (4.6), di

vided by II fll, residues 8 = II Kf -gll, smoothnesses 'T =II Cf II and relative er-
r r r r 

rors llf -fll/llfll were calculated and printed. For selected values of a and q 
r 

these results are given in tables below. 

Underlined in these tables are: 

1) the (or a) value of the regularisation parameter r which is semi-optimal 

with respect to the estimate with T and o replaced by T and 8 (the 
r r 

"modified estimate") , 

2) the minimal value of the error bound (2.9) or (4.6), 

3) the maximal 8 not larger than o (regularising as much as possible under 
r 

this restriction). 

4) the maximal 'r not larger than T (regularising as little as possible 

under this restriction), 

5) the minimal relative error llf-f 11/llfll. 
r 

Actually, 3) and 4) provide two more well-known estimation methods for the 

optimal regularisation level. We will refer to them as "selection on o" and 

"selection on T'' respectively. The calculations were performed on a CDC 73/ 

173 system, all integrals were calculated using 16-point Gaussian quadrature. 

In our first example (tables 1 and· 2) the kernel is not very smooth and 
-2 -2 

has singular values cri = i ~ which do approach zero for i to infinity, 

but not very fast. The example nevertheless illustrates the regularisation 

and estimation processes very well. 

= rl-s)t 0 $ t $ s $ 1 
k (s, t) 3 4 =~ (3-5s2+3s4-s5 ) (1-t) s 0 $ s $ t $ 1, f(t) = t-2t +t , g(s) 

30 
Tychonov's method 

a=5 10-3 m=n=l6, o=L 0410-4, T=2.19, II fll=2.22 10-1 

8 
~ 

a Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

a a 

1 2.6110+5 8.6510-4 3.0610-6 4.8010-1 

110-7 3.7910-1 3.3610-4 1. 31 1.9110-1 

1010-8 2.8810-1 1.0210-4 2.00 5.3210-2 

110-9 2.8\0-1 7.7410-5 2.31 4.5210-2 

1""=20 
10 2.2010+2 5.5610-10 2.8910+2 3 .9010-1 

Table 1, example 1, TRICOMI, STRAND [16], GRAVES and PRENTER [3]. 
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Let us first consider the results of Tychonov's method as given in table 1. 

The following observations can be made: 

i) too much (a=l) or too little regularisation gives inferior results; 

ii) the estimate of the regularisation level based on (2.9) gives an 

optimal result and the results for selection on o and T are comparable. 

= rl-s)t 0 s t s s s 1 
k(s,t) 

f(t) = t-2t3+t4 , 
s 2 4 5 

(1-t) s 0 s s s t s 1, g(s) =30 (3-5s +3s -s ) 

Filter method 

a=S 10-3 m=n=4, 6=6.0310-5, T=2.19, llfll=2.2210-1 

~ 

q Bound on 0 T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

q q 

6 1.1910+9 3.0710-2 2.5510+13 2.8110+11 

5 6.4210-1 8.8010-14 2.19 3.0410-2 - --
4 6.3610-1 1.3210-5 2.15 4.1\ 0-2 

3 6.3710-1 2.3310-5 2.12 3.3\0-2 

2 9.6810-1 8.8710-4 3.6810-7 4.8010-1 

Table 2, example 1, TRICOMI, STRAND [16], GRAVES and PRENTER [3]. 

The results for the filter method are given in table 2. We observe that 

i) the optimal result (q=5) is, with this low order discretisation, 

even a little better than with Tychonov's regularisation method. 

In all examples the optimal relativa errors obtained with the two 

methods were comparable; 

ii) T-selection delivers the optimal q, as does the modified estimate; 

iii) the results of estimate (4.6) and 6-selection are comparable to the 

optimal result. 
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k(s,t) st f(t) 
t g(s) (e 

s+l 
-1)/(s+l) = e , = e , = 

Tychonov's method 

a=O, m=n=16, 6=3.3910-5, T=l.74, llfll=l.79 

8 
~ 

et Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

et et 

110-9 2.7910-2 8.6110-6 1.37 3.9210-3 

110-14 3.4810-1 4.0110-9 1.69 1.8810-3 --
-4 a=lO , m=n=16, 6=2.1010-4, T=l.74, II fll =1. 79 

~ 

et Bound on 6 T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

et et 

110-5 5.5810-2 3.0610-4 3.6210-3 3.5410-2 

110-7 5.2510-2 2.7410-4 2.9010-1 2.8210-2 

110-9 5.7910-2 2.0510-4 1. 38 3.7010-3 

110-10 6.7110-2 2.0\ 0-4 1.46 3.0\ 0-3 --

Filter method 

a=O, m=n=8, 6=2.0910-3, T=l .61, II fll=l. 79 

8 
~ 

q Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

q q 

4 2. 97 10 +1 6.9\ 0-9 1.46 2.9410-3 --
3 5.9610-1 3. 7\0-7 1.42 3.8210-3 

2 9.5110-2 2.2510-4 2.7910-6 3.5510-3 -

-4 
a=lO , m=n=8, 6=2.1310-3, T=l.61, II fll =1. 79 

~ 

q Bound on 6 6 Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

q q 

4 3.0210+1 5.3210-5 1.1110+2 9.9010-1 

3 6.0710-1 1.4310-4 1.34 4.1110-3 --
2 9.5410-2 2.5610-4 2.7910-6 3.5410-2 -

Table 3, example 2, BAKER et al. [1]. 

Our second example (table 3) is taken from BAKER et al. [1]. Here we 

have a smooth kernel (est) and a smooth exact solution (et). Therefore it 

is no surprise that both regularisation methods effectively regularise the 

ill-posed problem. Among the estimation methods <-selection is clearly 
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superior here, giving optimal results in all cases. The results of the other 

estimation methods are, nevertheless, still acceptable. 

-8st -2t -8s+1 2 k(s,t)=e ,f(t)=2(2t+l)e ,g(s)=((4s+2)-(12s+4)e )/(4s+1) 

a=O, m=n=8, o=3. 1410 -4, T=2.23 llfll=l.51 

Tychonov's method 

8 
~ 

Cl Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. Cl Cl 

110-7 4.2610-2 1.2010-4 7.0210-1 1.5510-2 

110-14 4.58 3.4310-8 2.09 1.0910-3 --

Filter method 

~ 

q Bound on 0 T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. q q 

6 5.06 7.7210-9 2 .15 1.2810-3 --
3 4.3410-2 1.1310-4 1. 72 1.7210-2 -

a=5 10-3, m=n=16, 0=2.6110-3, T=2.47, II fll=l.51 

Tychonov's method 
~ 

Cl Bound on .Q T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. Cl Cl 

1 8.4110+2 2.5\0-3 1. 7610-5 2.0\ 0-2 

110-4 1.3\0-1 2.5410-3 4.3010-3 2. 0\0-2 

110-6 9.0\ 0-2 2.5210-3 1. 7910-1 1.6510-2 

110-7 1.0210-1 2.4910-3 7.6810-1 1.3110-2 

a=5 10-3, m=n=8, 0=3.8610-3, T=2.23, llfll=l.51 

Filter method 

8 
~ 

q Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. q q 

3 1.3610-1 3.1210-3 1. 50 4.2\ 0-2 

2 1.0\0-1 3.6610-3 2. 7\0-6 1.8910-2 -

Table 4, example 3, RIBIERE [ 13]. 

- -8st The third example comes from RIBIERE [13]. Again the kernel (e ) and 
-2t the solution (2(2t+l)e ) are very smooth. In the unperturbed case we see 



T-selection to be optimal and the other estimates acceptable (acceptable 

because without regularisation the solution would be completely destroyed 

by oscillations). In the perturbed case the filter method provides one of 

the rare cases where the other estimates behave (a little) better than T-

selection. 

-10(s-t) 2 1 
k(s,t) = e I f(t) = t(1-t), g(s) = J k(s,t)f(t)dt 

0 

Tyhonov's method, g(s) =g(s}ta(sin(w1s)+cos(u\sl) (exception) 
-4 w1=10, w2=500, m=n=16, 0=9.3910-5, T=l.96, II fli=l .8\0-1 a=10 I 

~ 

a Bound on 0 T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. 

a a 

110-7 1.4610-1 1.3010-4 1.62 3.2910-2 

210-8 1.3310-1 8.7110-5 1.69 1.8410-2 

110-8 1. 3010-1 6.7110-5 1. 75 1.2410-2 

510-9 1.3010-1 5.3010-5 1.82 1.0\0-2 

110-9 1.4\0-1 4.2110-5 1.92 1.5410-2 --
110-16 4.0810+1 3.3210-5 8.3\ 0+2 6.68 

Filter method, g(s) = g (s) +a (sin (w1 s) +cos (w2s)) (exception) 
-4 

a=10 I w1=10, w2=500, m=8,n=4, 0""6 • 0910 -4 I T=l .85, llfli=l.8310-1 

6 
~ 

q Bound on T Rel. Err. 
Rel. Err. q q 

6 1.0510+1 1.5910-5 4.66 6.o\ 0-2 

5 8.4010-1 3.8010-5 1.96 1.6810-2 

4 5.2310-1 1. 4710-4- 1.62 3.8310-2 - --
3 5.4910-1 1.4810-4 1.62 3.8\ 0-2 

2 9.1610-1 1.0\0-2 2.3110-7 4.1810-1 

Table 5, example 4, NATTERER [10]. 
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The fourth and last example, from NATTERER [10], provides a typical 

example of a deconvolution problem as one could have in correcting for the 

profile of a measuring instrument. Table 5 gives the results for a special 

perturbation of the right hand side which is analogous to the one used by 

Natterer. As in the other examples, these results show the effectiveness 

and practical applicability of both the regularisation methods and the es

timates for the optimal regularisation level. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Tychonov's regularisation method and Filtered least squares minimal C

norm approximation both effectively regularise the ill-posed problem of 

solving a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. K6ckler's error 

estimate, as well as "selection on T" provide those methods with good cri

teria for selecting the regularisation level. They might also help to part

ly automate the regularisation. 

Natterers idea to regularise through coarse discretisation can be com

bined with the filtration method resulting in a relatively cheap but not 

less effective regularisation method. 
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INVARIANT IMBEDDING METHODS FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

R.W. de VRIES 





0. INTRODUCTION 

The method of invariant imbedding for the solution of boundary value 

problems originated in 1957, with a series of papers by R. Bellman, 

R. Kalaba and G.M. Wing. Subsequently R. Kalaba and H. Kagiwada developed 

an invariant imbedding method for the solution of integral equations. In 

this paper a brief introduction into the theory of invariant imbedding 

methods for integral equations is given and some numerical experiments are 

discussed. 

1. CLASSIFICATION OF LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

Linear integral equations can be classified as Volterra or Fredholm 

integral equations of the first or second kind. 

89 

An equation $(x) = f(x) + 

tion of the second kind, while 

x A J0 k(x,r)$(r)dr is called a Volterra equa-

an equation f~ k(x,r)$(r)dr f(x) is a 

Volterra equation of the first kind. Equations of the type $(x) = f(x) + 

+:A.f~ k(x,r)$(r)dr and~ k(x,r)$(r)dr = f(x), with a and b constants are 

called Fredholm equations of the second and first kind respectively. 

In general the theory of equations of the second kind is simpler then 

the theory of equations of the first kind. Fortunately, equations of the 

.second kind are far more frequent in mathematical physics and so we confine 

ourselves to these equations. In this paper attention is given especially 

to Fredholm equations of the second kind. 

2. A CLASSIC SOLUTION METHOD 

The equation $(x) 

formally: 

$ (x) 

b 
f(x) +A fa k(x,r)$(r)dr, can be solved by putting 

The function $i (x) can be found by defining the iterated kernel: 

b b b 

kn(x,t) f f f kn-l (x,tn-l) ••• k(t1 ,t)dt1 ••• dtn-l' 

a a a 
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or 

and 

kn (x,t) 

k 1 (x,t) 

b 

J kn-1 (x,tn-l)k(tn-l't)dtn-1 
a 

k(x,t) with n 2,3, •... 

If !k (x,t) I is bounded for n n 1,2, ... and !Al is small enough then 
the series: 

R(x,t;A) 

converges uniformly. See [3,4]. 

The function cji 1• (x) is given by cjJ. (x) = /> k. (x,y) f (y) dy, i = 1,2, ... i a i 
••. ,n and hence the solution of the integral equation is given by the so-
called resolvent kernel R(x,t;A). The notion of the resolvent kernel is of 
importance in the theory of invariant imbedding. The resolvent kernel 
R(x,t;A) satisfies the following integral equations. 

b 

R(x,t;A) k(x,t) + 
J k(x,u)R(u,t;A)du 

(2 .1) a 
b 

R(x,t;A) k(x,t) + A. J k(u,x)R(x,u;A)du. 

a 

3. SOLVING A LINEAR FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION BY MEANS OF INVARIANT 
IMBEDDING 

(3.1) 

Consider the equation 

u(t) 

a 

g(t) + J k(t,y')u(y')dy'. 

0 

If a= 0 the solution of this equation is easily found to be u(t) = g(t). 
As we are interested in the solution for a ¥ 0, we consider the solution 
u(t) as a function of the interval length, and instead of equation (3.1) 
we solve a set of "simpler" equations: 



(3. 2) u(t;x) 

x 

g(t) +I k(t,y')u(y';x)dy' 

0 

for x ranging from 0 to a. 
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The main idea of the imbedding method is now clear: if the solution 

of the equation (3.2) is known for x = 0, find a set of "imbedding" equa

tions which determine the solution for 0 ~ x ~ a. 

The set of imbedding equations can be derived as follows [1,2]. 

Introduce dimensionless variables T = t/x, n = y/x and n' = y'/x. For 

(3.2) we get: 

(3.3) u(Tx,x) 

1 

g(Tx) + x I k(Tx,n'x)u(n 'x,x)dn'. 

0 

If R(T,n,xl is the resolvent kernel of (3.3) then according to (2.1), 

R(T,n,x) satisfies the integral equation 

(3.4) R(T,n,xl 

1 

k(Tx,nxl + x I k(Tx,n'x)R(n',n,xldn'. 

0 

Differentiate (3.4) with respect to x; then, in obvious notation: 

(3.5) 

If 

then: 

(3.6) 

1 

kx(Tx,nx) + I k(Tx,n'x)R(n' ,n,xldn' + 

0 

1 

+ x I kx(Tx,n'x)R(n',n,x)dn' + 

0 

1 

+ x I k(Tx,n'x)Rx·(n' ,n,xldn'. 

0 

1 

Q(T,n,x) kx(Tx,nx) +·I k(Tx,n'x)R(n',n,x)dn' + 

0 

R x 

1 

+ x I kx(Tx,n'x)R(n',n,x)dn' 

0 

1 

Q(T,n,x) + x I k(Tx,n'x)Rx(n' ,n,x)dn'. 

0 
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Equation (3.6) is a linear integral equation for Rx' with Q(T,n,x) a forc
ing function. 

The resolvent kernel of (3.6) is R(T,n,x). This can be seen as follows. 
If R(T,n,x) is a resolvent kernel of (3.6) then: 

(3. 7) 

1 

Q(T,n,xl + x I Q(n' ,n,x)R(T,n' ,x)dn. 

0 

Substitution of (3.7) into (3.6) gives: 

1 

or 

Q(T,n,x) + x J Q(n',n,x)R(T,n',x)dn' 

0 

1 

1 

Q ( T , n , x) + x J k ( Tx, n' x) [ Q < n ' , n, x) + 
0 

1 

+ x J Q(n" ,n,x)R(n' ,n" ,x)dy"Jdn' 

0 

1 

J Q(n' ,n,x)R(T,n',x)dy' 

0 

I k(Tx,n'x)Q(n' ,n,x)dn' + 

0 

1 

+ x J k ( Tx, n 'x) 

0 

1 

J Q(n",n,x)R(n' ,n",x)dn"dn. 

0 

Changing the order of integration in the second term of the right hand side 
yields: 

or 

1 1 

J Q(n' ,n,x)R(T,n' ,x)dn' 

0 

I k(Tx,n'x)Q(n',n,xldn' + 

0 

1 

+ x J Q(n",n,xl 

0 

1 

J k(Tx,n'x)R(n',n",x)dn'dn" 

0 

1 

R(T,n' ,x) k(Tx,n'x) + x J k(Tx,n"x)R(n ",n' ,x)dn" 

0 

and this is just the integral equation for the resolvent kernel R(T,n,x). 



If we solve the initial value problem: 

(3.8) 

R(T,n,0) 0 

1 

Q(T,n,x) + x f Q(n' ,n,x)R(T,n' ,x)dn' 

0 

0 $ x $ 
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the solution u(t) of (3.1) is found by integration of the resolvent kernel. 

The integral equation (3.1) is equivalent with the initial value problem 

(3.8). A validation of this procedure can be found in [1]. 

4. NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 

(4.1) 

Consider the general nonlinear integral equation 

x 

u(t,x) = g(t) + f k(t,y,u(y,x)dy. 

0 

For this kind of equation no general resolvent kernel exists. The procedure 

is as follows. If we differentiate (4.1) with respect to x we get a linear 

Fredholm equation for ux. For this equation there exists a resolvent kernel 

and (4.1) is again equivalent with a coupled system of initial value prob

lems. The procedure is described in detail in [1] and here we give only the 

results. 

Introduce again dimensionless variables T and n and the function 

v(T,x) = u(Tx,x). The imbedding equations are in this case: 

vx(T,x) G(T ,x); V(T,0) g (0); 

1 

Rx(T,1;;,x) = Q(T ,1;;,x) + x f R(T,n,x)Q(n,1;;,x)dn; 

0 

R(T ,1;;,0) 
a 

av k(O,O,g(O)). 

G(T,x) and Q(T,x) are functions which contain integrals over the first 

and second derivatives of the kernel k. This procedure applies only to 

smooth kernels which are twice differentiable with respect to all arguments. 

We shall call this procedure: "interval imbedding". A second procedure for 

the solution_ of nonlinear integral equations is the method of parameter im

bedding. In this case we introduce a parameter A and consider the solution 
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of the equation: 

(4.2) u(t) 

1 

g(t) +A f k(t,y,u(y))dy 

0 

as a function of A. 

Differentiation with respect to A gives again a linear Fredholm equa
:1k tion for uA. For equation (4. 2) the following derivatives must .exist: all" 

a2k 
and ~-2 . For a detailed account the reader is referred to [1,2]. 

dU 

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

Two types of nonlinear integral equations are considered. As an example 
of an equation with a smooth kernel we take the following equation: 

1 

(5.1) 2 f 2 2 ~(t) = O.Bt + t ~ (y)dy. 

0 

As a second example we consider: 

(5.2) 

with T(x,y) 

~(x) 

1 

f T(x,y)[F(y) 

0 

2 
- a sin ~ (y) ]dy 

the "triangular (non-smooth) kernel": 

fx ( 1-y) 0 $ x $ y 
T(x,y) 

ly(l-x) y $ x $ 1. 

For the computations we use the DEC. 10 system of Twente University. 
The computer programs are written in Algal 60. For equation (5.1) we use 
interval imbedding as well as parameter imbedding and compare execution 

times. In both methods the right hand side of the imbedding equations con
tain integrals which are approximated by a 5-points Gaussian integration 

2 formula [6]. Hence we have to solve a coupled system of 5 + 5 = 30 initial 
value problems. This system of initial value problems is solved by an extra
polation method given by Bulirsch and Stoer [5]. The routine "Diffsys", 
which is used here, gives a very efficient algorithm for the solution of 
systems of ordinary differential equations. 

The results for ~(t), equation (5.1), are: 
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t= Gaussian Interval Parameter Exact 
int imbeddin imbeddin solution 

0.4691008 10-1 0.22005 10-2 0.22010 10-2 0.22006 10-2 

0.230765345 0.53253 10-1 0.53253 10-1 0.53253 10-1 

0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.76923465 0.59172 0.59172 0.59172 

0.953089925 0.90838 0.90838 0.90838 

The execution time for interval imbedding is 38 sec., for parameter imbed

ding it is 7 sec •• 

Equation (5.2) can be transformed into an equation of Hammerstein type 

which has exactly one solution for a 2 < rr 2 , see e.g. [4]. This problem is 

equivalent to the problem of forced oscillations of finite amplitude, which 

are governed by the following differential equation: 

(5. 3) 
d 2<P 2 -- +a sin <jl(t) 
dt2 

F (t) 

with boundary conditions <jl(O) = <jl(1) = 0. 

For our computations F(t) = sin rrt and a 2 

using the following four methods: 

3.1. we solve (5.2) by 

(a) Interval imbedding and trapezoidal integration in the intervals [O,x] 

and [x,1]. 

(b) Parameter imbedding and Gaussian integration. 

(c) Parameter imbedding and Simpson integration. 

(d) Parameter imbedding and trapezoidal integration. 

The obtained results are: 

(1) with 10-points trapezoidal integration: <jl(0.5) 

300 sec.). 

? (execution time > 

(2) with 5-points Gaussian integration~ <jl(0.5) = -0.15224, execution time 

7 sec. and 7-points: <jl(0.5) = -014996 in 14 sec •• 

(3) with 8-points Simpson integration: <jl(0.5) = -0.14787, execution time 

32 sec •• 

(4) with 10-points trapezoidal integration: <jl(0.5) 

time 87 sec •• 

-0.14809, execution 

To compare these results, we solved equation (5.3) by a multiple shoot

ing method as given in [7,8]. If this method converges, it converges quadra

tically. As an accuracy test, the sum of the squares of the residuals is 
-7 -7 -8 -19 

used. For this sum we found: 1.6.10 , 1.1.10 , 5.2.10 , 2.0.10 , 
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-30 3.2.10 . In respect to these results we expect that the solution ~(0.5) 
-0.14753 found by the multiple shooting method is the most accurate one. 
The execution time is 8 sec .• 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

For integral equations with a smooth kernel, invariant imbedding, and 
especially parameter imbedding, is an efficient method. These methods apply 
to linear as well as nonlinear equations. For singular kernels, invariant 
imbedding seems to be highly sensitive to the method used for the integra

tions. To improve the imbedding method for singular integral equations, 
integration routines should be conceived which take into account the singu
larity of the kernel. 
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PART II, APPLICATIONS 





NUMERICAL APPLICATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

IN SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS 

G. De MEY 





1. POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION IN A HALL GENERATOR 

1.1. Introduction 

A Hall generator is a thin semiconductor layer placed in a magnetic 

field B, directed perpendicular to the plane of the sample (fig. 1). 

8 

t t l 
z 

y 

Figure 1. 
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The thickness being typical 1µ, whereas the dimensions in the other direc

tions attain several mm. The potential problem can therefore be approximated 

by a two-dimensional equation in x and y. 

The Hall generator is usually provided with four contacts (fig. 2). 

I 

I 

Figure 2. 
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Inserting a current I through two opposite contacts, a voltage proportional 

to the magnetic field B will be generated at the other contacts. This device 

can be used to measure the magnetic field strength [1]. If the magnetic field 

is known, this device is used intensively to determine important semiconduc

tor parameters such as the Hall mobility and magnetoresistance [2]. 

Van der Pauw has shown that the relation between the Hall voltage and 

the supplied current I is given by [3]: 

(1) 

where: µH: mobility 

d: thickness 

cr: conductivity. 

However, (1) is only valid if the four contacts are point shaped. On the 

other hand, point shaped contacts offer many technological difficulties [4], 

so that contacts with finite dimensions should be used. The Hall voltage 

is then no longer given by (1). The correction can only be found by calcu

lating the potential distribution in the Hall generator [5], which will be 

done now by an integral equation technique. 

1.2. Basic equations 

In a Hall generator, the following relation exists between the current 

density J and the electric field E: 

(2) J 

The relation (2) means that the vectors J and E include a constant angle 

6H = arctg(µHB), called the Hall angle. On the other hand, one has the 

vector equations for J and E: 

(3) 0 and '\/XE o. 

Due to (3), the electric field E can be derived from a scalar potential 

function <fi: 

(4) 



From (2), (3) and (4) it can be easily shown that the potential~ will 

satisfy the Laplace equation: 

(5) .,2~ = o. 
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The equation (5) does not change when the value of the Hall angle varies. 

In order to explain the boundary conditions, one is referred to the 

particular geometry shown in fig. 3. 

A 

</>=O 

Figure 3. 

a' 
c 
ptrJ 

6.C; 

r; f; 

B 

This rectangular Hall plate is provided with two metallic contacts AB and 

A'B' supplying a current through the device. At the contacts, the potential 

is known which gives rise to the boundary condition: 
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0, r E AB; 

(6) 

r E A'B'. 

At the free boundaries AA' and BB', the current density J should be tangen

tial as no current can flow out of the semiconductor without any metallic 

contact. Thus: 

(7) J•u 
n 

0, r E AA',BB'. 

By using (2) and (4), the condition (7) is transformed into: 

(8) 0, r E AA' ,BB'. 

For µHB = 0, one gets the classic potential problem where either ~ or the 

normal derivative V~·u is given along the boundary. n 
Due to the tangential component in (8) , several classical methods for 

so~ving the Laplace equation such as separation of variables cannot be used 

even for the simple rectangular geometry shown in fig. 3. Only the conformal 
transformation method has been used successfully [6], [7], [8]. However, in 

order to treat arbitrary geometries, a numerical method based on an integral 
equation technique has been set up [ 9] .· 

1.3. Integral equation 

In order to establish an integral equation, one has to know the Green's 

function of the Laplace equation. This function is a solution of: 

(9) o <r - :r· i. 

(9) has several solutions, but for our purpose we may retain the radial 

symmetric one depending on the distance I r - r I I : 

( 10) G(r :r·i 1 - -
211 .ln I r - r ' I • 

The solution of (5) is now written as: 

( 11) ~ <ri f p (r' )G(r I r' )de' I 

c 
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where p(r'l is still an unknown function defined along the boundary e of the 

Hall generator. Imposing the boundary conditions (6) and (8) on the proposed 

solution (11), one gets: 

( 12) 

1 l p(r'llnlr-r'Jdc' 
21T j 

r E A'B', 

r E A.B; 
e 

p ~i + f p (r' > 

/e 

<r-r'>·U: -µ B(r-r'>·u 
~~~~-n~~H~~~~~~t de' 

- - 2 
21T I r-r' I 

o, r E AA' ,BB'. 

(12) is an integral equation in the unknown function p. It is evident that 

the two-dimensional Laplace equation and the boundary conditions have been 

replaced by an integral equation only involving the (one-dimensional) bound

ary e. Once the source function p has been determined from (12), the poten

tial $ can be calculated in any point r by (11). 

The term -p(r)/2 occurring in (12) is called a fundamental discontinuity 

[10]. It is caused by the logarithmic behaviour of the Green's function. 

1.4. Numerical solution 

In order to s,olve the integral equation (12) numerically, the boundary 

e i's divided into n parts llei. The unknown function p (r) is replaced by n 

unknown constants pi, concentrated at the centre points ri of each interval 

(fig. 3). The integral (11) can then be replaced by: 

(13) $(r) 
n 

I pjG<rlrJ.>llleJ.1, 
j=l 

where Ille.I denotes the length of the j-th interval. When r is located on 
J 

the boundary, a divergence occurs if r coincides with r. as the Green's 
J 

function G = 00 • It is then necessary to consider p being approximated by a 

constant function in the interval Lie., giving a contribution of the follow
J 

ing form: 

(14) G(r. I r')dc' 
J 

Ille .112 
p J 

-f f lnx dx 
~ Ille. I 
21T lllej I (ln --:jL- 1). 

0 
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The integral equation (12) becomes then: 

( 15) 

pi Ifie. I 
271 li'>C i I (ln -:j=--- 1) + 

n 

I 
j=l 
j#i 

p __!_ ln I r . - r . I I tic . I 
j 271 i J J 

ri E A'B', 

r. E AB; 
i 

n 

I 
(r.-r.>·ii -µ B(r.-r.>·ii 

i J n H i J t 0, 
j=l 
j;i1i 

- - 2 271 I r. -r. I 
i J 

ri E AA' ,BB'. 

(15) is a linear algebraic set which can be easily solved numerically. 

Higher order approximations for the unknown function p have also been 
investigated to solve the integral equation such as polynomials and spline 
functions [11], [12], [13]. However, this does not lead to more accurate 
results. It is believed that this fact is caused at the corners A, B, B' 
and A' where the boundary and hence the kernel suddenly change. Another 

experimental fact, which is not fully explained yet, is the behaviour of 
the relative error as a function of the number of unknowns n. With a good 

approximation a 1/n behaviour is found in practically all cases, even when 
higher approximations for p were used. This fact should be a consequence of 
the. logarithmic behaviour of the kernel. However, a rigorous proof of this 
assumption cannot be given at this moment. 

1.5. Conclusional remarks 

For a review of integral equation methods in potential, biharmonic and 
elastostatic.problems, one is referred to the recent book "Integral Equa

tion Methods", written by E. Jaswon and G. Symm [14]. 

Whereas some "classical" methods are not suited for the potential equa
tion in a Hall generator, the integral equation offers no particular diffi
culties. The technique is easily applied to arbitrary geometries with more 

than two contacts. In order to investigate the influence of the geometry 
on the Hall voltage (section 1.1) a computer program has been written to 

calculate the potential distribution in a Hall plate with an arbitrary poly
gonal shape [15]. 

It should be notified that the integral equation (12) is a Fredholm 
equation of the first kind (not second kind) as for:.i: E AB or A'B' the 
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term before the integral disappears. Due to the change of the boundary condi

tions, the kernel is no longer symmetrical notwithstanding the fact that the 

Green's function does not vary by interchanging r and r'. 

2. MINORITY CARRIER CONCENTRATION IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 

2.1. Introduction 

The Hall effect studied in chapter 1 can be seen as a large scale prob

lem, as Hall generators have dimensions of typical 1 mm and even more. For 

the study of pn junction diodes e.g., another approximation of the fundamental 

semiconductor equations should be done, as the phenomena occur in a much 

smaller scale. In this case the minority carrier concentration becomes the 

fundamental quantity. The potential distribution can be found analytically 

by the so called abrupt depletion approximation. For our purpose, the poten

tial only appears in the boundary condition, and will not be considered 

further on. One will obtain a diffusion-type equation, which can also be 

transformed into an integral equation. 

Several examples can be treated: more dimensional problems or time 

dependent phenomena occurring in semiconductor devices such as pn junctions, 

solar cells and transistors. We shall give a two-dimensional problem in a 

diode and a time dependent one in a solar cell [16], [17], [18]. 

2.2. Basic equations 

A semiconductor device usually contains a junction of a p-type and a 

n-type material (fig. 4). In each domain, a so called depletion layer will 

be formed at the junction interface. Within the scope of this paper, it is 

sufficient to know that the boundary condition for the phenomena in the n

layer are expressed along the line A'B' and not at the junction A"B". With

out loss of generality, we will restrict us to the n-layer, where the holes 

are the minority carriers with a concentration p(r,t). 

The current density J is related to the concentration p by: 

(16) J -qDV'p, 
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Figure 4. 

-19 where Dis the diffusion constant and q = 1.6 10 clb the elementary 

charge. In a semiconductor, charge carriers can be generated by illumina
tion or can disappear by recombination processes. These phenomena are de
scribed by the equation: 

(17) 
p-po 

- -- + Q(r,tJ 
T 

~ 
at ' 

where p0 is the equilibrium concentration, T the recombination time constant 
and G the number of carriers generated per unit time and volume. Putting 

(16) into (17) one obtains the equation: 

(18) 
2 p-po _ Q(r,tJ + ~ 

'\/ p - 7 = D at' 
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l 
where L {DT) 2 is the diffusion length. 

If a voltage V is applied across the diode shown on fig. 4, the bound

ary conditions are: 

p 
qV/kT 

p 0e , r E A'B', 

( 19) 

p r E AB , 

where k is Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. At a free 

boundary the current density J must be tangential, and due to (16) this 

gives result to: 

(20) vp·il 
n 

o, r E AA',BB'. 

Therefore, a semiconductor device problem is described by the equation (18) 

and the boundary conditions (19) - (20), according to the theory of the 

abrupt depletion approximation. 

Other boundary conditions than (20) can occur if more sophisticated 

phenomena such as surface recombination are taken into account. However, 

for the sake of clarity, we shall restrict us to the simple situation of 

condition (20) • 

2.3. Static characteristics of a pn junction diode 

Let us consider a pn junction diode as shown on fig. 4. As we are only 

interested in static characteristics, the time dependence in (17) can be 

dropped. As diodes are normally encapsulated no light can penetrate into 

the semiconductor so that the generation term G(r,t) in (17) equals zero. 

We get the equation: 

(21) 

The boundary conditions (19) and (20) remain unchanged. 

In order to construct an integral equation, the same procedure followed 

in section 1.3 will be followed. First of all, we need a Green's function. 

Rewriting (21) in polar coordinates, dropping the angular dependence and 

putting o(r-r'l in the right hand member, one gets the solution: 
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(22) G(r r' > 

where KO is the zero-th order modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
The unknown concentration p(r) is now written as (cf. formula (11)): 

(23) p(r) =Po+ f p(r')G(r I r')dc', 

c 
where p(r) is an unknown source function defined along the boundary c. Im-
posing the boundary conditions (19) and (20) on the proposed solution (23), 

one obtains: 

(24) 

p - 1 1 p (r I) K (I r-r' I) de' 
0 21f J 0 L 

c 

r E A'B', 

r E AB; 

(r-r' >·ii 
p(r')K ,1r-r' I) n de' 

1 L 21fLJr-r' I 0, r E AA' ,BE'. 

(24) is an integral equation in the unknown function p. It should be noted 
that (24) is quite similar to the equation (12) found in section 1.3 for a 
potential problem. Only the Green's function has to be adjusted if another 
equation is considered. 

For the numerical solution, the same procedure outlined in section 1.4 
can be used. From the experimental results, similar results have been ob
served so that most conclusions still hold. 

Once p is found, the current density J is calculated by (16). By inte
grating J along A'B' the total current I supplied at the contacts can be 
calculated for different values of the applied voltage V so that the char
acteristics of the device are known. 

2.4. Transient behaviour of a solar cell 

A solar cell is a pn junction diode illuminated at one side. The thick
ness of the p-layer is sufficiently small so that the light intensity is 
still high at the junction interface (fig. 5) . In both layers depletion 
regions will be formed, and we shall restrict us again to the study of 
minority carriers in the n-layer. It should be noted that the same method 
can still be applied if both layers are taken into account. The structure 
is assumed one-dimensional so that the transient behaviour of the minority 
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carriers will be expressed by a function of the distance x and time t: 

p(x,t). 
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We want to calculate p(x,t) if the solar cell is illuminated at t = 0 

by a constant light flux. As the light intensity decreases exponentially 

in a material and the generation of charge carriers is proportional to 

the decay of this light intensity, the equation (17) turns out to be: 

(25) 
~ __ a2o + p-po __ -a.x 

!.)---"!:"- Ae u(t), 
ot OX2 T 

where A is a proportionality constant,-a. the light absorption coefficient 

and u(t) the unit step function. If the cell is operated under short circuit 

condition (zero applied voltage) the boundary condition. read: 

(26) p at x 0, for all t. 

For t < O, the cell was not illuminated and a stationary situation exists. 

It is then easily verified that p = p 0 for t < 0. Hence, the initial condi

tion is: 
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(27) p at t 0, for all x. 

In order to transform the equation (25) into an integral equation, the 

Green's function should be known. It is a solution of: 

(28) 
2 

oG ~ + £ = o (xl o (tl. at - ox2 T 

In time dependent problems, one should take care that the causality principle 

is respected. Otherwise solutions can be obtained without any physical signi

ficance. This means that the Green's function must be zero for negative 

times. One finds: 

(29) G(x,t)= ! e-t/T -x2/4Dt 
I e ' 

2(7fDt) 2 

0, 

t"" o, 

t < o. 

Neglecting the term e-t/T in (29), one obtains a Gaussian distribution for 

which the mean square deviation a ~ It, which is a well-known solution of 

the diffusion equation. 

In order to construct an integral equation, the solution of (25) is 

written as: 

(30) p(x,t) 

t 

Po+ p 1 Cx,tl + f p(t')G(x,t-t'Jdt'. 

0 

p 1 (x,t) is a particular solution of (25), whereas the integral appearing 

in (30) only satisfies the equation (25)· without right hand member. A parti

cular solution is found by integration: 

P1 (x, tl 

( 31) 

t 

A f dt' 

0 

-a.x '- ; 
e G(x-x',t-t')dt' 

2 2 
Ae-0\X T [1 - e-(l-0\ L )t/T]. --2-2 

1-a L 

For t = O, one has p 1 (x,0) = 0 and the integral in (30) vanishes too. This 

means that the initial condition (27) is fulfilled automatically. Only the 

boundary condition (26) should be imposed on the proposed solution (30), 

yielding: 
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t 

f p(t')G(O,t-t')dt' 

0 
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-pl (0,t). 

(32) is a Volterra integral equation inthe unknown function p(t). For details 

regarding the numerical solution one is referred to the literature [19]. 

For the particular problem explained here, an analytic solution has 

been obatined by the Laplace transformation. The numerical results were 

found to be in good agreement with the exact values. 

If the equation (25) would have been solved in a two-dimensional area 

with boundary C, a mixed Volterra-Fredholm type integral equation is obtained. 

The unknown source function p(r,t) is then also defined along the boundary 

c. 

2.5. Conclusional remarks 

It has been shown that more-dimensional and time-dependent problems in 

semiconductor junctions can be analysed by integral equation techniques. 

The method is similar to the integral equation for potential problems out

lined in the first section. Hence, the same conclusions can be drawn here. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Some semiconductor problems described by linear partial differential 

equations have been investigated by equivalent integral equations. This 

procedure has several advantages such as the reduction of the dimension, 

the economy in computation time and programming complexity. On the other 

hand, several problems such as the relationship error vs. number of unknowns, 

the non-increasing accuracy when higher order approximations are used, remain 

still unexplained. Several authors developed optimized methods to solve 

integral equations numerically [20], [21], [22], but they never applied 

their methods to equations with a kernel showing a singularity as (10), (22) 

or (29). So, more research is needed in order to understand the integral 

equation method and to develop optimal numerical solution methods. 

The examples mentioned in this paper only give a limited view on the 

possibilities of integral equation methods. Similar techniques have also 

been used for the thermal diffusion problem [23], [24], eigenvalues of the 

Helmholtz equation [25], elastostatic problems [14] and electromagnetic 

field calculations in moving media. The construction of an integral equa

tion can also be performed by other methods than those presented in this 
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contribution (cf. [26], [27]). 
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0. INTRODUCTION 

Mathematical models from population dynamics are a rich source of in

teresting integral equations. In this chapter I shall try to support this 

assertion through the presentation of some examples. The choice of the ex

amples reflects my own interests and the survey is by no means complete. 

In general, the models that will be discussed are not meant as a de

tailed description of reality. The phenomena that are to be modelled are 

much to complex to be "catched" in simple models. In fact these simple 

models are intended as theoretical experiments: one tries to expose the 

consequences of a set of assumptions in order to develop a feeling for the 

relation between interaction mechanisms and dynamical behaviour. And one 

hopes that in the long run a combination of the outcome of many such ex

periments leads to a better understanding of the phenomena which are ob

served in nature. 

Consequently, the main interest is in obtaining a clear qualitative 

picture of the behaviour of solutions of the equations. This means that an 

analytical treatment of the equations, which are most of the time nonlinear, 

is preferable to a numerical treatment. So in this chapter the emphasis 

will be on analytical aspects. Yet numerical experiments can contribute 

quite a bit to the obtainment of qualitative insight and, in passing, I 

shall mention some problems which in my·opinion are well suited for a nu

merical analysis. 

The presentation will be rather informal. I intend to enlighten the 

most important ideas and results without worrying about precise mathematical 

formulations. However, all the time I shall give references where such for

mulations can be found. 

The chapter is divided into three sections devoted to the topics popu

lation growth, selection and migration _in population genetics, and epidemic 

models. I shall restrict my attention to deterministic models. For a general 

introduction to the mathematical theory of populations I refer to 

HOPPENSTEADT [31], LEVIN [38], MAY [43] and MAYNARD SMITH [45,46]. The 

reader interested in the historical papers of the pioneers will find read

ing SCUDO & ZIEGLER [60] and SMITH & KEYFITZ [64] a pleasant activity. 

Some older books on the subject are LOTKA [40], KOSTITZIN [36] and VOLTERRA 

[65]. 
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1. POPULATION GROWTH 

1.1. One of the earliest models of population growth, due to Malthus 

(± 1790), states that 

(1.1) dN = bN - dN, 
dt 

where N is the total population size, which is a function of the time t. 

The interpretation is as follows: the change in N is supposed to be equal 

to the difference of the effect of birth and death which are both assumed 
to be proportional to N itself (with respective constants of proportionality 

band d).Clearly this differential equation has the solution 

(1.2) N(t) N(O)e(b-d)t. 

Hence generically (i.e., for b ~ d) either the population evolves exponen
tially towards extinction or it grows exponentially beyond any fixed level. 

The parameter b-d is called the intrinsic rate of natural increase or the 
Malthusian parameter. 

1.2. In± 1840 Verhulst introduced density dependence into this model in 

order to explain the self-limiting growth which is often observed in nature. 
If one or both of the coefficients b and d are allowed to depend linearly 
on N, one can deduce from (1.1) the equation 

(1.3) dN 
dt = (8-oN)N. 

Now the equation is nonlinear but still it can be solved explicitly (note 

that the transformation x = N-l leads to a linear equation for x): 

(1.4) 

where c B(oN(O))-l -1. 

For 0 < N(O) < Bo-l the solution has the form shown in Figure 1 and it is 

called the logistic curve. 
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tN 

-+t 

Figure 1 

1.3. If one empirically observes the growth of a single bacterial species, 

then often the curve has the form shown in Figure 2, which clearly is quite 

tN 

-+t 

Figure 2 

different from that of Figure 1. In order to explain this fact, V. VOLTERRA 

[60,p.47-56] introduced the following model for a population which produces 

toxic metabqlic substances: 

(1.5) {~~ (t) 

N(O) 

t 

[a - bN(t) - f A(t-T)N(T)dT] N(t) 1 

0 

t > 0 

Here A(T) describes the poisoning of the cultural .medium at time t = T due 

to the metabolic substances secreted by one bacterium at time t = 0. It is 

important to note that (1.5) corresponds to an initial value problem and 
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that for special solutions, like equilibria and periodic solutions, one 

should consider the autonomous (i.e., translation invariant) equation 

(1.6) dN (t) 
dt 

t 

[a - bN(t) - f A(t-T)N(T)dT] N(t) 1 

In the special case that 

A(T) 
-h 

e 

-oo<t< 

(1.5) is equivalent to a two dimensional system of ordinary differential 

equations (see CUSHING [9] or MACDONALD [41] for a more general treatment 

of this' kind of equivalence). and one can verify that solutions exhibit the 

behaviour depicted in Figure 2, for suitable values of the parameters, by 

using phase plane analysis. For general A (say of class L1J one has to re

sort to numerical analysis. 

The equations (1.5) and (1.6) have stimulated much research. Typical 

questions that have been analyzed are the following: 

Under which conditions (on the parameters a and b and the function A) is 

it true that for any N0 > 0 the solution N(t) of (1.5) satisfies 

where 

lim N(t) 
t-+<x> 

* N , 

N* a(b+ f A(T)dT)-l 

0 

is the positive constant solution of (1.6)? 

- Under which conditions does the result above hold for all N0 sufficiently 

* near to N ? 

- Under which conditions does equation (1.6) have positive periodic solu-

tions? 

We refer to MILLER [49] and CUSHING [9] for a detailed account of these 

matters. 

1. 4. So far the models do not take into account the internal structure of 

the population in terms of age, weight, sex etc •. Clearly, for many popula

tions (for instance the human) an important characteristic of the individual 

is its age, because fertility depends on age in a rather prominent way. 
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For this reason much effort has been put into the construction of a mathe

matical theory of age dependent population growth (A.J. LOTKA, ± 1920, being 

one of the main architects) . 

Let n(t,a) be the age distribution of the population at time t. In 

other words, 

f2 n(t,a)da 

al 

gives the number of individuals with age between a 1 and a 2 at time t. First 

of all we assume that 

n(t+h,a+h) - n(t,a) -d(a)n(t,a)h + O(h) 

for small h, or, by taking the limit h + O, 

(1. 7) 
an an 
at+ Cla = -d(a)n. 

Here the nonnegative function d is the age specific death rate which is 

assumed to be known. The equation (1.7) takes into account the process of 

aging and the probability of dying. The second assumption describes the 

birth process 

( 1.8) n(t,O) f n(t,a)b(a)da • 

0 

Here n(t,0) are the new-borns at time t and b is the age specific fertility 

which is assumed to be known. Moreover, in order to obtain a well-posed 

initial value problem, we suppose that the age distribution at time t = 0 

is known: 

(1.9) n(O,a) !p(a). 

At first sight the problem (1.7) - (1.9) seems to be out of place in 

a colloquium about integral equations. However, the first order partial 

differential equation (1.7) can be integrated along the characteristics 

a= t +constant and then the boundary condition (1.8) leads to a well

known integral equation as we shall show. 

The solution of (1.7) which satisfies the initial condition (1.9) is 
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given by 

(1.10) 

n(t,a) 

n(t,a) 

t 

~(a-t)exp(- f d(a+a-t)da), 

0 

a 

n(t-a,O)exp(- f d(a)da), 

0 

Using the notation 

B(t) := n(t,0), 
a 

K(a) := b(a) exp(- f d(a)da), 

0 
t 

t < a 

t > a. 

f(t) := f ~(a)exp(- f d(a+a)da)b(a+t)da, 

0 0 

(note that K(a) is the product of the fertility at age a and the chance 

that an arbitrary individual will reach the age a) and substituting (1.10) 

into (1.8) we obtain 

(1.11) 

t 

B(t) = f B(t-a)K(a)da + f(t). 

0 

This linear Volterra integral equation of convolution type is called the 

renewal equation (for obvious reasons) and it is well studied both because 

it arises from the model we are discussing right now and because it has 

many applications in the theory of industrial replacement. For a comprehen

sive discussion of (1.11) we refer to BELLMAN & COOKE [2], FELLER [23,24], 

HOPPENSTEADT [31], KEYFITZ [35] and LOPEZ [39]. 

Under suitable assumptions on Kand f one can solve (1.11) by means of 

Laplace transformation. If we denote by g the Laplace transform of a func-

tion g, i.e. 

f -st 
g(s) e g(t)dt, 

0 

then Laplace transformation of (1.11) leads to 

B BK + f 



and hence to 

B 
f 

1-i< 

Applying the inverse transformation we obtain 

(1.12) B(t) 211i I f(s) st 
1-K(s) e ds, 

L 
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where L is a suitable line in the complex plane parallel to the imaginary 

axis. 

Most of all we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour as t + oo. 

As is well-known this behaviour is determined by the poles of the integrand 

in (1.12) and hence by the roots of the characteristic equation 

( 1.13) K(s) 1 , 

which, in this context, is called Lotka's equation. One easily verifies 

that the nonnegativity of K implies that there is at most one real root, 

say cr, and that all other roots have real part less than cr. It follows that 

B(t) ~ Cecrt as t + 00 , 

where the constant C depends on f. Again cr is called the intrinsic rate of 

natural increase or the Malthusian parameter. 

Thus we have shown that the population will decay or grow exponential

ly according to the sign of cr, which is in fact equal to the sign of 

K(O) - 1 (note that K, as a function of a real variable, is monotone de

creasing). The quantity 

a 

K(O) = f b(a}exp(- f d(aldalda 

0 0 

can be interpreted as the expected offspring of a new-born baby during his. 

lifetime, and this interpretation makes· our conclusi:on evident. 

We have introduced the age structure in the model, but we did not yet 

draw any conclusion about the evolution of the age distribution in the 

course of time. Substitution of the asymptotic behaviour of B in the ex

pression ( 1. lO) for n (t,a) for t > a leads to 
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Hence 

where 

(1.14) 

a 

at -era J n(t,a) ~ Ce (e exp(- d (et) det)) I 

0 

n(t,a)e-at 
lim C A(a) 
t->-oo 

a 

A(a) := e-aa exp(- J d(a)da). 

0 

t->- "'· 

So as time proceeds the age distribution gets a shape which is independent 

of the initial condition. For this reason the function A (which already, 

though in a somewhat different form, appears in a work of EULER [22] from 

1760) is called the stable age distribution. Note that the function 

n(t,a) -at A(a)e 

is a solution of (1.7)-(1.8) which one can also obtain directly by applying 

separation of variables. The stable age distribution has been the subject 

of many demographical investigations and discussions (see COALE [6], 

KEYFITZ [35] and LOPEZ [39]). 

1.5. As a next step it is natural to include both age - and density depen

dence in the model. If we assume that the death rate d and the fertility 

b depend on the total population size 

N(t) := J n(t,a)da, 

0 

we arrive at 

(1.15) 
{

an an at+ <la = -d(a,N)n, 

n(t,O) I n(t,a)b(a,N)da, 

n(O,a) <P(a). 

This problem has been studied by GURTIN & MACCAMY [28,29]. By integration 

along the characteristics they arrive at two coupled nonlinear Volterra 
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integral equations for B and N for which they prove the existence and unique

ness of solutions. 

In an equilibrium situation N is constant and 

(1.16) n n(a) 
N exp(- fa 

0 d(a,N)da) 

f oo 

0 exp(- f6 d(a,N)da)dy 

Substitution of this expression into the boundary condition leads to a con

dition for N: 

a 

(1.17) f b(a,N)exp(- f d(a,N)da)da 1. 

0 0 

Consequently, every root of (1.17) yields a steady state for which the cor

responding age distribution is given by (1.16). 

In [28] GURTIN & MACCAMY discuss the stability of equilibria. Lineari

zation of the equation about the steady state followed by separation of 

variables leads to a linear eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues turn out to 

be solutions of a transcendental equation. They show that the steady state 

is exponentially asymptotically stable if all roots of the transcendental 

equation lie in the left half plane. 

It would be interesting to find conditions on b and d which guarantee 

that every solution of (1.15) approaches a steady state as t + 00 , and to 

find complementary conditions which guarantee the existence of periodic so

lutions. In order to develop some feeling one can study special cases for 

which (1.15) is equivalent to a low dimensional system of ordinary differen

tial equations. In [29] GURTIN & MACCAMY follow this approach. Another pos

sibility would be to do some numerical experiments. 

2. SELECTION AND MIGRATION 

2.1. In the nucleus of the cells of many organisms one can recognize string

like structures called chromosomes. These are the carriers of genetic in

formation. In fact there is a relation between certain properties of the 

individual and the composition of the chemicals it has at certain locations 

on its chromosomes. Such a location is called a locus and the corresponding 

collection of chemicals a gene. The variant forms of the gene are called 

alleles. 

For many populations (for instance the human) chromosomes occur in 
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pairs and in the process of reproduction both parents contribute one chromo

some· of each pair to their offspring. In this section we shall consider such 

a diploid population. In order to make things as easy as possible we concen

trate on one locus, assuming that there are only two alleles, A and a. 

Hence there are three possible genotypes: AA, Aa and aa (note that the chro

mosom_es of one pair are indistinguishable from each other so that Aa and aA 

are identical). The types AA and aa are called homozygotes and ~a is called 

heterozygote. 

Using Mendel's law of inheritance and various other assumptions we 

shall derive equations describing the propagation of the alleles through 

the successive generations. Again our approach will be to gradually make 

the models more complicated by allowing the population to have additional 

structure and again we shall concentrate on the asymptotic behaviour as 

time goes to infinity. For more background information we refer to CROW & 

KIMURA [BJ, HOPPENSTEADT [31] and.NAGYLAKI [52], and to the general referen

ces given there (notably to the pioneering works of Haldane, Fisher and 

Wright). 

2.2. Random mating and the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. 

Let p, 2q and r denote the frequencies of respectively, the genotypes 

AA, Aa and aa in a certain generation (hence p + 2q + r = 1). Then, accord

ing to Mendel's laws of inheritance, the frequencies in the next generation 

can be read of from the following table: 

Type of mating Frequency Frequency.of offspring of genotype 
of this type 
of mating AA Aa aa 

AA x AA 
2 p~ p 0 0 

AA x Aa 4pq 2pq 2pq 0 

AA x aa 2rp 0 2rp 0 

Aa x Aa 4l 2 2q2 2 q q 

Aa x aa 4qr 0 2qr 2qr 

aa x 2 
0 0 

2 aa r r 

Sum 2 2 2 (p+2q+r) = 1 (p+q) 2 (p+q) (q+r) (q+r) 
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Here we take this law as an assumption but we remark that it can be derived 

as the deterministic limit, as the population size goes to infinity, of a 

stochastic model in which one assumes that the matings occur without regard 

to the genotype in question. 

If we assume that the relevant characteristics of the life of an in

dividual are independent of its genotype and that the generations are syn

chronized and non-overlapping, the dynamics are described by the difference 

equations 

2 
(pn +qn) ' 

(pn +qn) (qn +rn)' 

2 
(qn +rn) ' 

where the subscript n counts the generations. Let un denote the frequency 

of allele A in the n-th generation, i.e. un := pn + qn' then the equations 

can be written as 

Moreover, 

2 
u + u (1-u ) 

n n n 
u , 

n 

2 
(1-u ) . 

n 

and consequently the system reaches a steady state in one step! The equi-
2 2 

librium state in which p = u0 , q = u0 (1-u0) and r = (1-u0) for some 

u0 E [0,1] is called a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. 

2.3. Selection 

Now, in contrast with one of the assumptions above, we assume that the 

chance that a new-born individual reaches the age at which it becomes 

sexually mature depends on its genotype. 
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~ selection 
~-~ 2 

random mating and death 

Figure 3: Life cycle 

In particular we assume that this chance is a,8 or y for the genotype AA, 

Aa or aa. Let un denote the frequency of allele A in the n-th generation in 
stage 1, i.e. just after its birth. It is left as an exercise for the reader 
to verify that our assumptions lead to the difference equation 

(2 .1} 

where 

(2.2) g(u} 

g(u } 
n 

2 
au +Su (1-u} 

2 2 au +28u(l-u}+y(l-u} 

The relevant properties of the function g are: 

g(O) = 0, g (1) 1, 

g' (u} > 0 for 0 $ u $ 1, 

(use the fact that a,8,y E (0,1]). Hence if u0 E [0,1] then un E [0,1] for 
all n as it should be! 

If we choose the names A and a such that a ~ y, we can distinguish 

three qualitatively different cases: 



tg 

I. a ~ 6 ~ y, a > y 
heterozygote 
intermediate 

i 

s: stable i: unstable 

tg 

s 

u 

i 
I 
I 

II. 6 > a ~ y 

heterozygote 
superior 

Figure 4 

tg 

u -+u 

III. a ~ Y > 6 
heterozygote 
inferior 
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In all cases (2.1) has the (trivial) equilibria u = 0 and u = 1 which cor

respond to the situation that one of the two alleles is absent in the popu-

lation. In case I these are the only equilibria and u = is globally asymp-

totically stable: for any u0 E (O,l], limn->-oo un 1. This means that the 

allele a is doomed to disappear. In case II there is a third equilibrium 

u which is globally asymptotically stable (note that the stability is de

termined completely by the sign of g' (u) -1). So in this case both alleles 

remain present for all time. In case III the equilibrium u is unstable and 

it depends on the initial condition which of the alleles will ultimately 

be the only one: if u0 E (u,1] then lim u = 1, but if u0 E [0,u) then 
n->-oo n 

lim u O. 
n->-oo n 

2.4. Migration 

Next, consider a population distributed over a certain territory (its 

"habitat"). One can easily imagine a situation where a selective advantage 

at some point becomes a selective disadvantage at others (for instance, 

think of the colour of the soil in relation to the protective colouring of 

some sort of animal, differences being due to the gene) • According to 

SLATKIN [61] ·"spatial variation in the intensity of natural selection can 
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play an important part in determining the genetic structure of natural popu

lations". In this section we are going to study the effect of the joint 

action of selection and migration. However, we shall include one more stage 

in the life cycle of an individual, namely a process of regulation during 

which the total population density at each point is reduced to a fixed quan

tity, the carrying capacity. Although one can, to a large extent, justify 

this assumption by biological arguments, we admit that the desire to end 

with a tractable equation is an important motive too. 

(l\ selection . (':;\regulation ~ migration ur· -------'»> 0 ) 0 > 

random mating and death 

Figure 5: Life cycle 

4 

The symbols un, a,6 and y have the same meaning as before, but now they 

are functions of the spatial variable x, which is supposed to vary in the 

domain n. Let C(x) denote the carrying capacity at x and let b denote the 

number of descendants of one individual. We assume b >> C(x). 

The migration process is described through a given function k = k(x,y) 

which has the interpretation that the chance that an individual which is at 

y during stage 3 shall be at x in stage 4 is k(x,y). On the other hand, let 

K(x,y) denote the chance that an individual which is at x during stage 4 
3 4 descended from yin stage 3. If p and p denote the total population den-

sity in, respectively, stage 3 and 4 of one particular generation, then 

clearly 

3 k(x,y)p (y) 4 K(x,y}p (x] 

since both quantities describe what is at x and came from y. Moreover, by 

assumption, 

4 I 3 p (x) = k(x,y)p (y)dy. 

n 
3 Next we observe that the regulation process brings about that p , and hence 

4 
p , are independent of the generation we are looking at. Consequently we 

can express K explicitly in term of k: 



(2.3) K(x,y) 
k(x,y)C(y) 

f n k(x,n)c(nldn 

We remark that 

(2.4) f K(x,y)dy 

n 

1, 

as it should be, and that 

(2.5) f k(x,y)dx 

n 

1 , 

Vx E n, 

Vy E n 
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if and only if no individuals are lost during the migration process (which 

might be unrealistic if we consider the wind borne dissemination of seeds 

of plants in an oasis). 

Finally, as in (2.2) we define a function g, which now is a function 

of two variables, 

(2.6) g(x,u) 
2 

a(x)u +B(x)u(l-u) 
2 2 

a(x)u +28(x)u(l-u)+y(x) (1-u) 

Skipping some details we derive the equation by following the frequency 

of the allele A through one cycle: 

G)---{D---+{v---+·(4) <D 
un (x) g(x,un (x)) g(x,un (x)) J';; K(x,y)g(y,un (y))dy un+l (x) 

=: un+l (x) 

(2.7) un+l {x) = f K(x,y)g(y,un(y))dy 
n -

We make several remarks: 

1. The birth parameter b does not occur in the equation. 

2. g(x,0) = 0 and g(x,1) = 1. Hence u(x) = 0 and u(x) = 1 are (trivial) 

equilibria. 

3. A different order of the stages of the life cycle would have led to a 

different equation. These differences have biological interpretations. 

For instance, one can consider the situation where pollen is disseminated 

through insects or the wind and the situation where seeds are spread. 

4. Under various assumptions one can "derive" from (2.7), through a certain 

limit procedure, the nonlinear diffusion equation 
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(2.8) 
dU :l 2u 
- = -- + f(x,u) 
at ax2 

(see SLATKIN [61], NAGYLAKI [53], WEINBERGER [66] and FIFE [25]). This 

genetical interpretation has stimulated, beginning with the work of 

FISHER [27], much research in the field of nonlinear diffusion problems. 

5. For a numerical analysis, equation (2.7) seems easier than equation (2.8). 

6. Under suitable assumptions on K (i.e., on k and C) the right~hand side 

of (2.7) defines a mapping of X {</> E C(Q) I 0 s ~(x) s 1 for all xd1} 

into itself. Then for any initial condition u 0 E X, the sequence un is 

well-defined and un belongs to X for all n. 

There are lots of open problems in the qualitative analysis of (2.7). 

By looking at the corresponding literature for diffusion equations (see 

DIEKMANN & TEMME [18] and FIFE [25,26]) one can easily formulate conjectures 

and some of the proofs, in particular those depending on positivity and 

monotonicity arguments, can be imitated (see BOMINAAR [3]). Unfortunately 

the arguments based on the use of a Lyapunov functional break down. 

But let us concentrate on some known results, in particular on the work 

of WEINBERGER [66]. He considers the case where a,S and y are constant, 

Q = lRn and K(x,y) = A(x-y) for some radial symmetric, nonnegative, inte

grable function A, say of compact support. For the heterozygote intermediate 

case (see Figure 4.I) his most important result states that there exists a 

number c 0 such that: 

(i) lim 
n.._ 

(ii) lim 
n.._ 

min 
lxlsnc 

u (x) 
n 

for any c < c 0 and u 0 E X, u 0 % O. 

sup un(x) = 0 for any u 0 EX which has compact support. 
!xl<:nc0 

In this situation one says that the equation exhibits the hair-trigger 

effect: no matter how little of the allele A is initially present in an 

arbitrarily small subset of lRn , eventually the allele a is doomed to dis

appear every'where. Moreover, the spread of A takes place with the asymptotic 

speed c 0 . 

In fact, c 0 is equal to the minimal speed for which travelling plane

wavefront solutions do exist. These are solutions of a fixed shape which, 

as time increases, are propagated with a fixed velocity in a fixed direc

tion. So they are solutions of the form un(x) = w(x.v+nc), where the unit 

vector v defines the direction of the wave and the parameter c the speed. 

Substitution of this "ansatz" into (2.7) leads to a one-parameter family 

of convolution equations on the real line: 



(2 .9) w(!;) 

where 

(2 .10) 

f 
-00 

g(w(nllA <s-nldn 
c 
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(note that the equation does not depend on v because of the radial symmetry 

of A). 

The equation (2.9) has always, i.e. for all values of c, the constant solu

tions 0 and 1. We ask ourselves the question whether for some values of c 

the equation admits nonconstant solutions between 0 and 1? How can we charac

terize those values of c? 

In order to answer this question one has to study the characteristic 

equation 

(2.11) 

where 

(2 .12) 

L (/..) 
c 

L (A) 
c 

00 

g' (0) f -An -Ac f -Ax1 Ac(n)e dn = g'(O)e e A(x)dx. 

lRn 

This characteristic equation arises as the condition for the existence of 

an exponential solution of the equation obtained by linearizing (2.9) about 

zero, and one should compare its function with that of the characteristic 

polynomial in the case of an ordinary differential equation. The function 

Lc(A) is a monotone decreasing function of c and, on the real line, a con

vex function of A. 

g' (0) 

1 

tL 
c 

c = 0 

tL 
c 

Figure 6 

1 

tL 
c 

a 
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Clearly the definition 

( 2. 13) inf{c > O I L (A) 
c 

1 for some A > O} 

makes sense and 0 < c0 < In figure 6 we summarize the relevant knowledge 

about L . 
c 

It has been proved that for any c 2 c 0 there exists a nondecreasing 

solution w of (2.9) with w(-oo) = 0 and w(oo) = 1. For c > c0 , the basic idea 

of the proof in WEINBERGER [66] and DIEKMANN [12] is to use the information 

obtained from Lc(A) and the properties of gin the construction of two func

tions $ and w such that $ $ w, T$ 2 $, TW $ w, where T denotes the formal 

integral operator that is associated with the right hand side of (2.9). 

Then the result follows from the monotonicity of T. For c = c 0 , either one 

can follow the same procedure, but the construction is a little bit more 

complicated (see [66]), or one can resort on a limiting argument which shows 

that the set of speeds is closed (see BROWN & CARR [4]). 

The characterization of the set of speeds is completed by the comple

mentary result that for 0 $ c < c0 there are no nonconstant solutions of 

(2.9) with 0 $ w(~) s 1. This is a corollary of Weinberger's result about 

the asymptotic speed, but here .we sketch a different proof. Using Pitt's 

form of Wiener's general Tauberian theorem one can deduce that an arbitrary 

solution w of (2.9) with 0 $ w(~) $ 1, has to decrease exponentially to 

zero as~+ -oo. Furthermore, by using Laplace transformation, one can show 

that the exponent has to be a real root of the characteristic equation 

(2.11). Consequently, the nonexistence of such roots implies the nonexistence 

of this type of solution of (2.9) (see DIEKMANN & KAPER [17] for the de

tails) • 

The advantage of this approach is that the same method is suitable for 

obtaining results about uniqueness modulo translation. For c > c0 , let cr 

denote the smallest real root of (2.11). One can show that for every solu

tion w of (2.9) between 0 and 1 there exists a constant C such that 

If w1 and w2 are two such solutions we define a function v by 
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From the fact that w1 and w2 satisfy (2.9) we deduce that 

lv(t;l I $ g' (OJ f 

Since moreover v(-oo) = v(oo) = O, one can show that this inequality implies 

that v(f;) = 0 for all F; (see [17]) and we have obtained that for fixed 

c > c0 , equation (2.9) admits, modulo translation, one and only one non

constant solution between 0 and 1. (We remark that BARBOUR [1] has treated 

the uniqueness problem by using probabilistic arguments.) 

So we have seen that the global asymptotic stability of u = 1 in the 

heterozygote intermediate case carries over to the migration model in a 

strikingly strong sense, and we have found some new phenomena in the tran

sient behaviour, that is in the manner in which solutions evolve towards 

the asymptotic state. 

If the coefficients a,B and y do depend on x one can, in certain situa

tions, have monotonic (nonconstant) stable equilibria, which in this con

text are called clines (for instance, think of a gradually change, with 

respect to the distribution of genotypes, of the vegetation on a mountain

slope) . This has been thoroughly investigated for the diffusion equation 

(2.8). (see NAGYLAKI [52,53,38], SLATKIN [61], PELETIER [57] and the re

ferences given there). For the integro-difference equation (2.7) one can 

obtain similar results (unpublished work of the author; also see DOWNHAM 

& SHAW [19,20,21]) but so far a detailed and careful working out is missing. 

3. EPIDEMIC MODELS 

3.1. In 1927, KERMACK & MCKENDRICK [33] published a by now classical paper 

about a deterministic model for the spread (as a function of time) of an 

infectious disease in a closed population. Strange enough many people seem 

unaware of the fact that the model, in its full generality, leads to a 

Volterra integral equation. Instead they speak and write only about a 

special case in which the model leads to a system of ordinary differential 

equations. For that reason we shall paraphrase part of their article. 

Consider a population divided into two classes S and I. We shall de

note the number of individuals belonging to a certain class with the same 

character and we shall consider these numbers as "smooth" real-valued func-

tions of the time t (an assumption which clearly is unrealistic if we 
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consider a small population of, say, ten individuals). 

The class S consists of those who are susceptible to a certain infec

tious disease and the class I of those who were infected. We provide the 
class I with an internal structure by keeping track of the class-age. This 
means that we distinguish the members of I according to the time elapsed 
since they were infected. So let i(t,T) denote the density, at time t, of 

those members of I which have class-age T, then 

I(t) f i(t,T)dT. 

0 

We assume that: 

(i) the disease induces permanent immunity, so that the transition from I 

to S does not occur; 

(ii) all changes are due to infection (S(t)+I(t) 

is demographically closed); 

(iii) a nonnegative function A is given such that 

(3.1) s<t> -S(t) f i(t,T)A(T)dT. 

0 

constant, the population 

With respect to (iii) we remark that the interaction between the clas
ses S and I is of "mass action" type, but with the factor I replaced by a 

weighted average over the age-structured density. The function A is charac
teristic for the disease and a typical example is sketched in Figure 7 

+T 
latent infectious period 
period 

Figure 7 

On account of these assumptions we have 
ih ili o. -+ a:r- = (lt 
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Hence 

i(t,T) i(t-T,0), t > T, 

i(t,T) i(O,T-t), t < T, 

and 

S(t) I (t) -i (t,O). 

In order to complete the model, we assume that all these relations hold for 

t > 0 and that on t = 0 we possess all the necessary information to derive 

a well-posed problem. This amount to putting 

S(O) = s0 , 

0 :$; T < 00 , 

Where s0 is a given number and i 0 a given function. We rewrite (3.1): 

t 

s (t) S(t){ J i(t-T,O)A(T)dT + J i(O,T-t)A(T)dT} 

0 t 
t 

= S(t){ J S(t-T)A(T)dT - J i 0 (T)A(t+T)dT}. 

0 0 

Dividing the equation by S(t) and integrating from 0 to t we obtain 

where 

t 

ln s~:) = J (S(t-T)-So)A(T)dT - f(t), 

0 

t 

f(t) J J io(T)A(s+T)dTds. 

0 0 

Thus, the function f is monotone nondecreasing. Introduction of a new de

pendent variable 

u(t) 
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leads to an equation in the standard form of nonlinear Volterra equations 
of convolution type (or, nonlinear renewal equations): 

(3.2) u(t) 

where 

g(u) 

t 

s0 f g(u(t-T))A(T)dT + f(t), 

0 

1 -
-u 

e 

So, starting from assumptions about the interaction between the dif

ferent groups, we have derived one equation for one dependent variable u, 

which measures the number of susceptibles. This is possible because in this 

model the number of newly infected equals the decrease of the number of 

susceptibles. From a mathematical point of view we do not have to keep 

books of the infected. 

Under fairly weak conditions on A and f one can prove the existence 

and uniqueness of a solution of equation (3.2) (see MILLER [48]). The solu

tion inherits nonnegativity from A and f and likewise monotonicity from f 

(in view of the biological interpretation these properties are necessary; 

in this way the monotonicity reflects our assumptions that the population 

is demographically closed and that the disease induces permanent immunity). 

Finally, assuming that 

and 

y := f A(T)dT < oo 

0 

f(oo) < 00 1 

one can prove that the solution is bounded and consequently that u( 00 ) 

exists and satisfies the scalar equation 

(3.3) u(oo) ys0 g(u(oo)) + f(oo). 
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ty y 

y g(u) 

+u 

Figure 8 

The drawing in Figure 8 should convince the reader that equation (3.3) has, 

for each positive f(oo), a unique positive solution u(oo). From the fact that 

u(oo) < 00 , Kermack and McKendrick deduce the following conclusion 

"An epidemic, in general, comes to an end, before the susceptible 

population has been exhausted". 

Subsequently they ask themselves what will be the consequence of the 

introduction of a very small number of infectives in a up to then uninfected 

population. Mathematically, this amounts to the question: what happens to 

u(oo) if f (oo) converges to zero? 
-1 

If f(oo) approaches zero, the straight line y = (ys0 ) (u-f(oo)) in 

Figure 8 shifts upwards parallel to itself untill it passes through the 

origin. So we see that u(oo) is strictly increasing as a function of f(oo). 

Moreover this geometrical argument shows that the ratio between the slope 
-1 

(yS0 ) of the line and the slope 1 of the tangent line to the curve at zero 

determines whether u(oo) converges to zero or not. If ys0 > 1 the scalar 

equation 

has a positive root, which we shall call p, and 

lim u(oo) p. 
f (oo) 4-0 
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If, on the other hand, ys0 $ 1 then 

lim u(oo) 0, 
f (oo) +o 

and if ys0 < 1 we have the even stronger property 

U (oo) -1 :;; ( 1-ys0 ) f (oo). 

So we conclude that the qualitative behaviour of the solution depends cru

cially on the value of the parameter ys0 . For this reason one says that the 

parameter has a threshold value one, and the remarks above form an informal 

mathematical formulation of Kermack and McKendrick's celebrated Threshold 

Theorem. Another formulation, with a biological flavour, is the following: 

if ys0 > 1, the fraction of the susceptible population which escapes from 

being infected is bounded from above (namely S(oo) < e-p) independently of So 
the number of introduced infectives, whereas, on the contrary, for ys0 < 1 

such a bound does not exist. For still other formulations we refer to 

DIEKMANN [11], HOPPENSTEADT [30,31], METZ [47] and REDDINGIUS [58]. 

There is a simple biological interpretation of the parameter ys0 which 

makes this result easy understandable. One can view ys0 as the number of 

those who will be infected by one freshly infected individual which is in

troduced in the population (see HOPPENSTEADT [30]). If this number exceeds 

one, an avalanche occurs, if it is less than one things blow over. 

3.2. Spread in space and time 

One can incorporate space dependence into the model by assuming that 

individuals, although they stay at their position, exert their infective 

influence in a certain neighbourhood (for instance, think of a cornfield 

where a disease spreads like a forest-fire). This leads to the equation 

t 

(3. 4) u(t,x) = u0 (t,x) + f A(T) f g(u(t-T,X-s))V(s)dsdT, 
0 lR.n 

where V is a given radial symmetric function (see [12]). For this equation 

results have been proved which are completely analogous to those we have 

discussed in connection with the heterozygote intermediate model: the equa

tion exhibits the hair-trigger effect and there exists an asymptotic speed 



of propagation which equals the minimal speed for travelling wavefronts 

(see [12,13,14] and, for a survey in the style of this chapter see [15]; 

also see the interesting review of MOLLISON [SO]). 

3.3. Limited immunity 
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One can as well generalize the model of section 3.1 in a different di

rection, namely by dropping the assumption of permanent immunity (see [34] 

for this and other generalizations). In [37] Lauwerier posed the question 

whether this could open the way to periodic solutions describing, to some 

extent, the phenomenon of· periodic outbursts. 

So let us assume that the support of A is contained in [O,T 1J and that 

individuals retake their susceptibility exactly T2 units of time after 

tA 

latent infectious 

Figure 9 

immune 

susceptible 
i again 

exposure (for some Tl and T2 with T2 > T1- > 0). As before we obtain 

Tl 

i(t,0) = S(t) J i(t-T,O)A(T)dT. 

0 

The fact that the total population remains constant is expressed by the re

lation 

T2 

S(t) + J i(t-T,O)dT = C • 

0 

Elimination of S leads to an equation for i(t,0) alone, which after some 

straightforward changes of variables can be written as 
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(3 .5) y(t) 

t 

y(l- f y(T)dT) 

t-1 

t 

f y(T)B(t-T)dT. 

t-1 

Here B is a nonnegative and integrable function such that 

1 

f B(T)dT 

0 

and such that supp B c [0,1). The parameter y measures, as before, the total 

population size and the infective strength of the disease. 

Let us first concentrate on steady state solutions y(t) 

(3.5). These are found from the roots of the scalar equation 

(3 .6) y y(l-y)y 

and consequently 

o, 

ty 

s 

u 

y-1 
y 

s 

u 

Figure 10 

u 

y of equation 

s: stable 

u: unstable 

If y < 1, the state y = O, in which the disease is absent, is globally 

exponentially stable (here stability has to be defined in terms of solu

tions of some appropriate initial value problem; see [16] for an extensive 

discussion of these matters) • If y passes through one bifurcation and ex

change of stability take place. The state y = y 2 , in which the disease is 

endemic, becomes positive (and hence biologically significant) and it takes 

over the stability from y = 0. 

So if y increases beyond one the state y 2 is initially stable. Does it 



retain its stability? 

Once again we are led to consider a characteristic equation 

(3.7) 
1-e-\ 

B(A) + (1-y) ~A~ 

which arises as the condition for the existence of exponential solutions 

for the equation obtained by linearizing (3.5) about y2 . 
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Numerical experiments and some analytical arguments (see MONTIJN [51]) 

indicate that for many (though not all) functions B a number yH(B) exists 

such that as y passes through yH(B) a pair of complex conjugated roots of 

equation (3.7) crosses tii.e imaginary axis. Consequently y2 looses its 

stability and a periodic solution arises (for the general theory of this 

phenomenon, a so-called Hopf-bifurcation, we refer to MARSDEN & MCCRACKEN 

[42]; CUSHING [10] is a reference pertaining to the present context; also 

see [16]). Analytically one can obtain some information about the periodic 

solution for y in a small neighbourhood of yH(B). Moreover some abstract 

results are known about the global behaviour of the bifurcating branch of 

periodic solutions (see [5,55,56]). However, for such a concrete example it 

could be interesting to follow the periodic solution numerically as a func

tion of y. 

A numerical study of equation (3.5) aiming at an understanding of the 

global dynamical behaviour might be an exciting but difficult enterprise. 

Most of all through the investigation of difference equations (see MAY [44]) 

one has recently realized that innocent looking nonlinear equations can ex

hibit very exotic dynamical behaviour (see KAPLAN & MARarTO [32]) . I con

jecture that equation (3.5) falls into tJ::.is category. As an indication in 

this direction one should note that, as y tends to minus infinity, the roots 
-\ . 

of (3.7) tend to the roots of 1-e = O, and hence to the infinitely many 

points A= ±2nni, n = 1,2,3, •.• , on the imaginary axis. By analogy with the 

situation described in ROSENBLAT & DAVIS [59] one is led to believe that 

equation (3.5) has, for large values of y, infinitely many periodic solu

tions which bifurcate from infinity. It is our plan to study these problems 

within a general dynamical system framework for equations like (3.5). 

It is important to observe that equation (3.5) is autonomous (that is, 

translation invariant). Recently much attention has been paid to epidemic 

models where seasonal variations are included in the equations as an ex

plicit periodic time dependence. Although this theory leads to many 
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interesting results about nonlinear integral equations, we shall not com

ment on these matters here. Rather we refer to the pertinent literature, 

a representative choice being COOKE & KAPLAN [7], SMITH [62,63] and 

NUSSBAUM [54,55,56]. 

EPILOGUE. Not all of the questions presented above have "real" biological 

significance and most of the models are rather naive. However, it has been 

my intention to demonstrate that the interplay of building models and ana

lyzing equations can be seen as a dynamic process which leads to the enrich

ment of both biological and mathematical theory. 
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1 • INLEIDING 

Gedurende meer dan dertig jaar heeft in de aerodynamica de beschouwing 

van de z.g. dragende vlak theorie een belangrijke rol gespeeld. Ook in ons 

land is er een redelijke ervaring aanwezig met de behandeling van deze ver

gelijking en alhoewel de verdere ontwikkelingen van de hier te beschrijven 

methodes vrijwel tot een eind zijn gekomen, leek het toch goed, .·in het kader 

van dit colloquium, aandacht te besteden zowel aan de vergelijking als aan 

zijn afleiding en zijn oplossing. 

We zullen de afleiding presenteren voor een incompressibele vloeistof, 

die om een vleugelachtig·oppervlak stroomt. 

Voor x + -oo nemen we aan dat er een uniforme snelheid U is in de rich-

ting van de positieve x-as. Verder zullen we ervan uitgaan dat de door het 

oppervlak veroorzaakte stoorsnelheden u,v,w in respectievelijk de x,y en z 

richting klein zijn t.o.v. U (zie figuur 1). 

De algemene vergelijkingen 

van de vloeistofdynamica zijn 

( 1.1) 
ap 
at + div(p ~) 

en dv 
(1. 2) p-= 

dt 
- grad p 

waarbij p de dichtheid is, 

v de snelheidsvector en p 

de druk. 

Als p constant is en de 

stroming stationair geldt 

( 1. 3) div v = O, 

0 

(1.4) 
1 

(~. grad) v = - P grad p. 

z 

Passen we op deze vergelijking de rot. operator toe, dan volgt 

rot(~.grad) ~ = (~.grad) rot~+ div ~rot~ - (rot ~.grad) ~ = O. 

Het is duidelijk dat rot v = 0 aan deze vergelijking voldoet. In dat geval 

vinden·we dan 

(1. 5) v = grad <P 
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en op grond van de vergelijking (1.3) volgt er nu 

(1.6) div grad cp 
if_ a2cp a2cp -

2 + 2 + 2 - o. 
dX oy dZ 

Dit is de vergelijking voor de zogenaamde snelheidspotentiaal. 

We kunnen ook een afleiding geven in termen van de zogenaamde versnellings

potentiaal W· Immers uit (1.2) volgt voor p is constant 

(1. 7) 

Als we nu stellen dat voor x + -oo, p + poo en w + 0 dan volgt 

(1. 8) 

Uit (1.4) volgt dan direkt dat 

(1.9) grad (~ ~·~ + ~) o. 

Dit betekent dus dat de uitdrukking tussen haakjes constant is in het gehele 

stromingsveld en er moet dus gelden 

Voeren we in deze vergelijking nu in dat u,v en w klein zijn t.o.v. U dan 

volgt 

Uu 
acp 

u(ax - u). 

Als we in deze vergelijking nu de zogenaamde stoorsnelheidspotentiaal 

$ = cp - Ux invoeren die eveneens aan de Laplace vergelijking voldoet, dah 

krijgen we als resultaat 

( 1. 10) u a$ 
:lx 

Het is nu direkt duidelijk dat ook w aan de Laplace vergelijking moet 

voldoen, dus er geldt 

(1.11) 0. 
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Deze vergelijking hebben we afgeleid, omdat het bij een draagvlak 

vooral gaat om de draagkracht die het resultaat is van de verschillen in 

druk tussen onder- en bovenkant van het draagvlak. 

Zoals uit (1.8) volgt is~ hiervoor een geschikte grootheid omdat de 

druk daarmee rechtstreeks bepaald wordt. 

Geschikte differentiaalvergelijkingen zijn nu verkregen. Nu moeten nog 

de randvoorwaarden worden afgeleid. Het gegeven oppervlak F(x,y;z) = 0 zal 

in het algemeen ondoordringbaar zijn voor de stroming, dat wil zeggen: de 

normaalsnelheid zal nul moeten zijn. Dit betekent dus als n een normaal is 

op het oppervlak dat 

( 1. 12) v.n = 0 

ofwel (U + u)F + v F + w F = O. 
x y z 

Als nu de normaalrichting weinig van 
F 

de z-richting afwijkt dan geldt ~ en 
F z 

t.o.v. de eenheid. Als we dan bovendien gebruik maken van het ~ klein 
z 

feit dat u, v en w klein zijn t.o.v. U dan volgt 

(1.13) 

Indien bovendien nog geldt dat de spanwijdte en de koorde van de 

vleugel groot zijn t.o.v. de afwijkingen van het vlak z 0, dan is het 

gebruikelijk de randvoorwaarde (1.13) op te leggen op het vlak z = 0 en 

wel op het geprojekteerde vleugeloppervlak. In deze beschouwingen is dus 

dan een eventuele dikte van het draagvlak verdwenen, als we de randvoor

waarde voor de onderkant en de bovenkant van het draagvlak dezelfde nemen. 

Om dus nu ons probleem op te lossen, zal dus een oplossing gezocht 

worden van ve'rg. (1.6) of (1.11) metals randvoorwaarde verg. (1.13). Het 

is vanuit de potentiaaltheorie bekend, .dat dergelijke problemen als inte

graalvergelijkingen kunnen worden geschreven. 

2. DE AFLEIDING VAN DE TE GEBRUIKEN INTEGRAALVERGELIJKING 

Gebruikmakend van de divergentiestelling van Gauss kan worden aange

toond dat voor een glad of bijna glad oppervlak geldt dat de oplossing 

~van&~= 0 kan worden geschreven als (zie ref (1) en ref (2)) 
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(2 .1) ~(x) J J 
F=O 

_1_ a~ ds + 41'1T J J lx-!:;I an 
F=O 

- a 1 
4' an I x-i:; I ds. 

Hierin is x een punt van het uitwendige gebied rondom F terwijl !:; een 

punt is van bet oppervlak F = 0, n is de naar buiten gerichte normaal. Het 

is duidelijk dat de eerste integraal de potentiaal is tengevolge van een 

belegging van het oppervlak met bronnen met een sterkte ~!· De tweede 

integraal is de potentiaal tengevolge van een belegqing met dipolen met 

sterkte ~. 

Het is nu mogelijk ons potentiaalprobleem op een.geschikte manier te 

formuleren door gebruik te maken van het feit dat elke oplossing van de 

potentiaalvergelijking l~ = 0 voor bet inwendige probleem moet voldoen aan 

(2.2) o - _!_ J J 1 a~ ds - 41'1T J J - 4'1T lx-!:;I an 
= a 1 
4' an Ti'='ff ds 

F=O F=O 

voor een uitwendig punt x. 

Door de vergelijkingen (2.1) en (2.2) te combineren ontstaat 

(2.3) A:cx> 1 J J 1 {a~ a$} d + 1 J J cA: ~> a 1 d 
'f = - 4'1T lx-i:;I an - an s 4'1T 'f-'f an lx-i:;I s. 

F=O F=O 

De potentiaal ~is nu naar vriJe verkiezing zowel als een.bronverdeling over 

F = 0 (~=$op F = 0) of als een dipoolverdeling weer te geven (~! = ~:). 
In ons geval· is het belangrijk om zich te reaiiseren, dat het in feite 

om een discontinuiteit in de druk, dat wil dus zeggen, om een discontinui

teit in $ gaat. Het ligt daarom zeer voor de hand te zoeken naar een oplos

sing van ons probleem in termen van een dipoolverdeling cr over het opper-

v lak F = 0 voor de versnellingspotentiaal w 

(2.4) ~ = + ~'IT f J a 1 
cr an TX-IT d~. 

F=O 

Gebruikmakend van vergelijking (1.10) en (1.13) volgt nu formeel 

x 

(2. 5) w = 4;u aaz J { J J a 1 
cr an TX-IT ds} dx. 

- 00 F=O 

Het zou ons te ver voeren om bier precies aan te geven ender wat voor 

omstandigheden hiermee een eenduidige oplossing van ons probleem gewaarborgd 

is. Het is in ieder geval zeker dat voor voldoend gladde oppervlakken de 

funktie cr eenduidig is te bepalen, en daarmee uiteraard ook ~ (althans op 
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een constante na). Helaas zou ons dit echter tot ongewenste oplossingen 

voeren, omdat volgens de paradox van D'Alembert een rotatievrije stroming 

slechts een oplossing kan opleveren, die de totale kracht die door de vloei

stof op een lichaam wordt uitegeoefend nul maakt. Het was ons echter juist 

om een draagkracht te doen. 

Hier rijzen dus grote problemen. De oplossing wordt verkregen door toe 

te laten dat er zogenaamde werveldraden in de vloeistof aanwezig zijn. Deze 

kunnen worden beschouwd als lijnen waar rot ~ singulier is, terwijl rot v 

overal elders nul is. In de draagvlaktheorie lopen deze draden af naar 

x = +00 waardoor de oplossing daar niet langer regulier is. Op deze wijze 

is de oplossing echter in het geheel niet meer bepaald. Deze bepaaldheid 

keert terug door gebruik te maken van het experimenteel waargenomen feit, 

dat de afstroming aan de vleugelachterrand glad is, wat wil zeggen dat daar 

moet gelden, dat er tussen ender- en bovenvlak van de vleugel geen drukver

schil is, dus ~W O. 

Het is aan te tonen dat ook in dit geval vergelijking (2.4) nog steeds 

geldt, daar hij in feite equivalent is met een belegging met elementaire 

"hoefijzerwervels" over het draagvlak, die afdruipen naar x + +00 • 

We zullen nu vergelijking (2.5) wat nader beschouwen voor het geval het 

oppervlak F = 0 overeenkomt met het geprojekteerde vleugeloppervlak z = 0. 

I d . 1 · a a "l t 1 t " d' t' -n it geva is an = az , terwi] er er p aa se van x = ~ een iscon inui-

teit in w optreedt die gelijk is aan de.lokale cr waarde; terwijl deze dis

continuiteit in W juist het verschil ~p/p is over de onderkant en de boven

kant van de vleugel. 

Er ontstaat nu 

(2.6) w 

(2. 7) ff a z x-s 
- 41TUp ~p az 2 2 ( 1 + I 2 2'' ds dn. 

(y-nl + z (x-sl + (y-nl 2 + z 
F=O 

Differentieren we dit stomweg uit en stellen we dan z 

resultaat 

0, dan is het 

(2.8) w 
4:Up f I 

F=O 

~ {1 + x - s ds dn. 

(y-nl 2 /cx-S> 2 + Cy-nl 2' 
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Dit is de vorm waarin de vergelijking van de zogenaamde dragende vlak 

theorie vaak wordt aangetroffen. Het zal duidelijk zijn, dat de vergelijking 

in deze vorm in hoge mate singulier is. In dit geval is er een zin aan te 

geven door gebruik te maken van de hoofdwaarde van Hadaward. 

(2. 9) 

+s 

f~dn 
(y-n)2 

-s 

y-E 

lim {I~ dn + 
E-+0 -s (y-n) 

s 
~ dn - 2f(y) }. 

2 E 
(y-nl 

y+E 
I 

We zullen nu pogen aan te geven hoe een dergelijke vergelijking als 

(2.8) kan worden opgelost. We moeten daarbij bedenken, dat oorspronkelijk 

door de aerodynamici een veel eenvoudiger vorm van deze vergelijking is 

gebruikt, de zgn. dragende lijn theorie, terwijl natuurlijk uit de theorie 

van de stroming om vleugelprofielen al. wel bekend was wat men kon verwachten 

voor de drukverdeling in de koorderichting (x). Reeds voor de introductie 

van digitale rekenmachines is er daarom al getracht een handzame (letterlijk) 

oplossingstechniek voor vergelijking (2.8) aan te geven. 

In het volgende hoofdstuk zullen we wat dieper op deze problemen ingaan. 

3. OPLOSSINGSMETHODE VAN MULTHOPP 

Een van de eerste en ook meest succesvolle methodes om een oplossing 

van het dragende vlak probleem te verkrijgen is afkomstig van MULTHOP [3]. 

Als de vleugel gegeven is als in fig. 2 en we voeren nu in 

(3. 1) , a 

x -x 
x ( 3. 2) s' n 

Z, l ( n ' l = __!____!:., 
s s 

en bovendien X' 
l;-l; 

1 
:e:(Ti'T' 

dan is de integraalvergelijking te 

schrijven als 

(3. 3) a (l; ,n) 
+1 1 {',c 

1 ( f P l (n I) 
2Tf r _(_n ___ n._'_) _2 4s 

-1 0 

X - X' 
• [1 + --;======;;2;======;,J 

/cx-x')2 + _s __ (n-n'l2 
l (n') 2 

dX'dn' • 

fig. 2 

y 



De essentiele stap is nu om te stellen dat 

(3. 4) /:;c 
p 

4s R 
l(n') l ar(n') h (X'). 

r=O r 

Het voordeel van deze formule zal duidelijk zijn. 
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Door een geschikte keuze van het stelsel basisfunkties hr(X') kan een 

drukverdeling in koorde richting worden verkregen die zo goed mogelijk 

aansluit bij wat bekend is van twee-dimensionale drukverdelingen. De 

funkties ar(n') beschrijven dan het verloop in de spanwijdte richting. 

Voeren we dit nu in, in vergelijking (3.3), dan ontstaat 

R 
+1 

ar(n')Hr(~,n;n') 
( 3. 5) a.(~,n> 21f l f 2 

dn' 
r=O 

-1 <n-n' > 
met 1 

(3 .6) Hr(~,n;n') f h (X') [1 
x - X' ,] + 

r 
ltx-x• > 2 

s2 
<n-n' l 2 0 + 

l(n'l 2 

Op deze wijze hebben we dus nu het probleem teruggebracht tot het op

lossen van een systeem van (R+l) onbekende funkties ar(n'). 

Multhopp voelt zich bij dit probleem onmiddellijk thuis, omdat het veel 

gemeen heeft met het welbekende probleem uit de dragende lijn theorie 

(3. 7) a(nl 

+1 

- 21f f 
-1 

y(n'l an• 
2 

<n-n' l 

waarvoor hij al eerder een succesvolle me.thode had ontworpen. 

Deze methode maakt gebruik van het feit dat zowel voor ar als voor y geldt 

dat beide funkties zich gedragen als 

(3.8) a ~le 
r 

als £ de afstand tot de vleugeltip is. 

Voor y wordt dan een trigonometrische interpolatieformule gebruikt 

door in te voeren 

(3. 9) n cos a 
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en 

(3.10) y = l BA sin AB 

waardoor automatisch aan (3.8) is voldaan. 

Stel, dat we het interval O s 6 s TI equidistant verdelen in (m+l) stukjes, 

dan geldt 

n = 1 (+l)mi 

m wordt altijd even genomen. 

Als nu in Bn, y gegeven is door yn, dan is uiteraard de vraag wat BA 

is. Deze kan als volgt beantwoord worden. 

Vergelijking (3.10) is te schrijven als volgt 

n=m 
(3.11) y l yn gn (6). 

n=l 

Als we nu stellen dat gn(B) = 1 voor 6 

is eenvoudig in te zien dat geldt · 

(3.12) 
sin(m+l)B sin Bn 

(m+l) cos(m+l)Bn•(cos 6 - cos Bn) 

En hieruit volgt nu 

(3 .13) 

waarbij 

TI 

00 

l <SA sin AB 
1 

<SA=~ I gn(B) sin AB. 

0 

0 voor p + n dan 

Uitvoeren van deze integratie met gebruik van de volgende integraal 

TI 

(3.14) *) ~I 
0 

cos pB dB 
cos 6 - cos 6 

n 

sin pB 
. n 
sin 6 

n 

*) .. iB 
Op de ·eenheidscirkel geldt z = e , dus integraal is te schrijven 

1 1, p iB -iB Tii als --:- 'f z I ( (z - e n) (z + e· n)) dz = TI""" • Res (polen liggen op .de 
Tii . ipBn . . -~ a ~·a . 

integratieweg) = e /(eiBn - e-iBn) + e ip n;(e 1 n - e16n) = 

= sin pBn/sin Bn. 



geef t 

.SA m+l 
sin 

0 

zodat uiteindelijk geldt 

(3 .15) y 

A.6 n voor A < m+l, 

voor A ;::;: m+l, 

sin A.6 sin A.6. 
n 
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Multhopp gebruikt nu deze formule voor oplossen van vergelijking (3.5) 

door een voorstelling zoals gegeven in vergelijking (3.14) toe te passen 

op de combinatie arHr' zij het dan dat er eerst een correctie is gemaakt 

voor een logarithmische singulariteit die in de integrand van (3.5) optreedt 

en waar we later op terug zullen komen. 

Met deze voorstellingswijze en door formeel over de singulariteit heen 

te integreren lukt het nu Multhopp een betrekkelijk simpel systeem van uit

drukkingen te verkrijgen. Als we aannemen dat het vrij eenvoudig is, vol

doend nauwkeurige antwoorden voor Hr(s,n;n') te produceren, dan is hiermee 

de zaak afgedaan. En eerlijk gezegd was de zaak hiermee vele jaren lang ook 

afgedaan omdat men in wezen alleen in geintegreerde uitdrukkingen geinteres

seerd was, zoals b.v. 

+1 1 

I I 
-1 0 

b.c dx' dn. 
p 

Multhopp volstond er daarom mee twee verschillende basisfuncties in de 

x-richting te kiezen en in het algemeen niet meer dan 7 basispunten en in 

de spanwijdte richting. 

Door nu in de X-richting 2 collocatiepunten te kiezen bij elk span

wijdte station, ontstaat in totaal een aantal lineaire vergelijkingen in 

de onbekende grootheden a (n ); door de daar ter plaatse voorgeschreven 
. r n 

grootheid a is het rechterlid van deze vergelijkingen bepaald. 

Toen in de loop der jaren de mogelijkheden van de digitale computer 

in principe het oplossen met veel meer onbekenden toeliet, terwijl ook de 

technici grotere nauwkeurigheid eisten, viel de Multhopp-methode door de 

mand. Er was geen sprake van convergentie in de resultaten bij het laten 

toenemen van met name R, dus het aantal collocatiepunten in de koorde 

richting. Maar vooral ook in de drukverdeling waren de verschillen groot. 

Een nader onderzoek was noodzakelijk. 
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Als we de Multhopp methode nu nader bekijken, dan vallen direkt een 

aantal merkwaardigheden op. 

In de eerste plaats is het zo dat volgens verg. (3.5) en (3.7) de funktie 

arHr gezamenlijk door een Fourierreeks worden voorgesteld terwijl het toch 

eigenlijk om ar gaat. Bij nader onderzoek blijkt dat Hr zich helemaal niet 

zo fijn gedraagt voor met name hogere waardes van R, wat dan betekent dat er 

van de nauwkeurigheid van integratie niet zoveel overblijft met-een beperkt 

aantal punten in spanwijdte richting. Maar het is zeer goed mogelijk dat ar 

in het geheel niet zoveel Fouriercomponenten nodig heeft, om goed te worden 

gerepresenteerd. 

Het ligt dus zeer voor de hand een scheiding te maken in de representa

tie van ar en die van Hr. Het voordeel daarvan is dat de integratienauw

keurigheid kan worden opgevoerd zonder dat het aantal vergelijkingen exces

sief toeneemt. 

Een tweede punt om wat nader te bekijken lijkt de integratieprocedure 

volgens verg. (3.7) en (3.14). Een betere methode dan welke door Multhopp ge

suggereerd, lijkt te zijn de singulariteit zodanig af te splitsen dat er een 

regulier deel overblijft, waarop dan wel en met aan te geven nauwkeurigheid 

een vergelijking als (3.15) kan worden toegepast. 

Een dergelijke methode is iets meer dan 10 jaar geleden ontwikkeld 

(ref. 4) op het NLR en in het volgende hoofdstuk zullen we de voornaamste 

punten wat nader beschouwen. 

4. DE OPLOSSINGSMETHODE VAN HET NLR 

We gaan weer uit van verg. (3.5) en (3.6). Nader onderzoek van het 

gedrag van de funktie Hr voor n' + n leert, dat Hr een term bevat van de 

orde (n-n•) 2ln(n-n'). Dit betekent dus dat de integrand van (3.5) een loga

ritmische singulariteit bevat. We voeren daarom in 

(4.1) F 
r 

s2 2 dhr 
Hr(~,n;n') + ~~- (n-n') ln ln-n'I· dX' (n=n'l. 

l<n> 2 

Bovendien nemen we aan dat w.e de funkties ar kunnen voorstellen door trigo

nometrische interpolatie, dus volgens verg. (3.15) 

(4. 2) 
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Vullen we dit in in verg. (3.5) dan ontstaat 

1 R 2 m 

- 271 I m+1 I 
r=O n=l 

1T 
m f Fr(l;,n;S')sin µS' sin S' 

a (n I L~in µSn 2 
r n µ=1 (cos S - cos 8') 

0 

dS' + 

1T 

1 ~ 2 s2 dhr ~ ~ f 
+ 211 l m+l ---2 dX' (8=8') l ar(nnl l sin µSn lnlcos 8 - cos S' I 

r=O l(nl n=l µ=1 0 

(4. 3) sin µS' sin 8' dS'. 

Het ligt nu natuurlijk erg voor de hand de singuliere integrand te regula

riseren door het invoeren van een funktie 

(4.4) li <" n· s • l r ....,, , 

<lF r 
{Fr(l;,n;8 1 )-Fr(l;,n18)-(cos 8 - cos 8') a I (8=8')}sin 8' 

(cos e - cos s·i 2 

Een kleine opmerking is hier op zijn plaats. Het zou misschien meer 

voor de hand hebben gelegen om de sin 8 1 buiten deze definitie te hebben 

gelaten. Oat de sin 8' is toegevoegd he~ft als reden dat de nu resulterende 

integralen alle analytisch kunnen worden opgelost, wat uiteraard een groot 

voordeel betekent. om dat te bereiken wordt nu voor de funktie H ook een 
r 

trigoniometrische voorstelling gekozen, echter met aanzienlijk meer basis-

punten dan die voor ar' of om het anders te zeggen, onafhankelijk daarvan. 

We kiezen voor het aantal basispuntan a(m+1) - 1; het getal a beheerst 

daarmede dus de integratienauwkeurigheid; we kunnen dan schrijven: 

li <" e ·S'l r "p' v' · 

(4. 5) 

a(m+l)-1 a(m+1)-1 

I 
A=l 

H (I; ,e ';SA) I sin µ8' sin µSA 
r P v µ=1 

a(m+l)-1 1 _ A sin SA sin a(m+l) S' 
I -c-1-i· H ci; ,8 ;8,l c-11 e s• 

µ=l a m+ r p v A cos A - cos 

volgens verg. (3.12). 

Het totale systeem kan nu worden geschreven als 
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(4. 6) 
1 R m a(m+l)-1 1 _ 

a.(!; ,n ) = -2 l l a (n ){ l _(_1_) H (I; ,S ; SA)y A + 
p v r=O n=l r n A=l a m+ r p v n 

(8'=8 )S } 
\! Vn 

waarbij dan geldt 

2(-l)A sin SA 
11 m 

J 
sin a(m+l) s I sin µS' (4. 7)a l sin µS dS', ynA 11 (m+l) 

µ=1 n cos SA - cos S' 
0 

2 sin 8 11 m 

J 
sin 8' sin µ8' (4. 7)b 

\) 

l sin µSn d8', E 11(m+1) sin 8 (cos 8 \) - COS e I) vn 
n µ=1 

0 
m 11 

(4. 7) c 
2 l sin µ8 

J 
sin 8' sin µ8 I 

d8', \;vn 11(m+1) µ=1 n cos 8 - cos e I 

0 
\) 

11 
2 

m 

J svn = 11 (m+l) l sin µ8 ln I cos 8 - cos e •I sin µ8' sin 8' d8'. 
µ=1 n \) 

0 

(4.7)d 

We zullen niet al deze integralen uitwerken, maar het blijkt dat ze 

allemaal analytisch zijn uit te werken. Als voorbeeld zullen we de eerste 

beschouwen. 

11 11 

J sin a(m+l) 8' sin µ8' dS' 
cos SA - cos 8' 

0 
~ J 

0 

cos {a(m+ll - µ}8' - cos {a(m+1l + µ}8' de'. 
cos SA - cos 8' 

Dit is volgens formule (3.14) te schrijven als 

ofwel 

r 
- 2 11 

sin {a(m+l) - µ}SA - sin-{a(m+l) +µ}SA 

sin SA 

2 m 
Y~A = m+l l sin µSn sin µSA. 

µ=1 

. A 11 (-1} 
sin µSA 

sin SA 

Maken we nu gebruik van verg. (3.12), (3.13) en (3.15) dan volgt hieruit 

sin A 11 sin 8 
(4.8)a a n 

cos en - cos eA 

(4.8)b voor 8 
n 



Op dezelfde wijze zijn voor de overige grootheden uit verg. (4.7) 

verrassend eenvoudige uitdrukkingen af te leiden. Hiervoor verwijzen we 
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naar ref. 4. Het is duidelijk dat voor het verkrijgen van een goed resultaat 
<lFr -

ook de grootheden-;;;--;-- en H (s,8 ;8 ) berekend moeten worden. Hoewel dat op 
oT] r V V 

zichzelf best een interessant stukje analytisch geconstrueer is, moeten we 

dat hier achterwege laten en verwijzen naar de bijlage van ref. 4. Vooral 

de uitdrukking voor H (s,8 ;8 ) is bepaald niet eenvoudig. 
r v v 

De ook benodigde uitdrukking voor F (s ,8 ;8 ) is gelukkig wel zeer eenvou
r p v v 

dig. Uit verg. (3.6) volgt rechtstreeks 

(4.9) 

~ 
F (s ,8 ;8),,; 2 f h (X') dX'. 

r p v v r 
0 

Maar deze uitdrukking geeft ons aanleiding op te merken, dat we tot dusverre 

nog niets hebben opgemerkt over de toch ook zeer gewichtige keuze van de 

funkties hr. Deze funkties zullen zo moeten zijn dat ze karakteristieken 

van de drukverdeling in koorderichting goed weergeven. 

Uit de theorie voor een oneindig lange vlakke plaat is bekend dat deze 

drukverdeling een wortelsingulariteit aan de voorzijde bevat, terwijl aan de 

achterkant de druk naar nul gaat. Tegenwoordig is het algemeen gebruikelijk 

om hiervoor te kiezen 

(4.10) h (X') 
r 7f 

Tr(l-2X') + Tr+l. (1-2X') 

Ix• (1-x'>' 

Door nu te stellen 

(4.11) X' 1 - cos 1/J 
2 

gaat deze forinule over in 

(4.12) 
2 
7f 

cos 2r+l 1/J 
2 

sin ~ 
2 

en uit deze voorstelling is direkt duidelijk, dat hr aan de gestelde eisen 

voldoet. Ook volgt nu onmiddellijk bijv. 
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(4.13) 
Ip ~p 

F(!;,6;6) 2 h (X') dX' 4 I rpvv r 11 

0 0 

2 {~ sin r~ + sin (r+l) ~}. 
11 r r+l 

De algemene uitdrukking voor Hr wordt 

(4.14) 

2X-1 en s2 

11 

2 I [cos rijl + cos(r+l)ijl] 

0 

(n'-nlf.(~'l 

cos 2r+1 ijJ 
2 

cos ~ dijl 
2 

s 1 + cos ijJ 

-1-;=====2?====2"'• dijl 
(Sl +cos ijl) + s2 

Het is uiteraard duidelijk dat vooral de nauwkeurigheid waarmee de 

funktie Hr wordt bepaald van grote invloed is op de nauwkeurigheid van het 

totale resultaat. Uit de formule (4.14) blijkt al wel dat er problemen te 

verwachten zijn voor r relatief groot en s2 klein. Trouwens de gehele pro

blematiek rondom vergelijking (4.14) is nogal ingewikkeld. Zo is het bijv. 

niet moeilijk in te zien dat we met een zogenaamde elliptische integraal te 

maken hebben. Maar dat helpt ons niet veel want er zijn geen programma's 

om dat ding in voldoende nauwkeurigheid. te berekenen. Daarom kan men beter 

voor een rechtstreekse aanpak kiezen. Nu is in het verleden nogal eens ge

kozen voor een integratieroutine met zelfregelende .stapgrootte t.b.v. een 

gegeven nauwkeurigheid. Maar het bleek al snel dat dit een kostbare grap 

was, omdat dan de integraal onnodig met een nog twee maal zo fijne verdeling 

werd uitgerekend en dat kost tijd en gelG. 

Op het NLR is daarom destijds gekozen voor een weliswaar niet elegante 

maar rechtstreekse benadering. De integraal is berekend met de trapezium

regel, die voor een periodieke funktie·ook tegelijkertijd optimaal is. Het 

aantal integratiepunten (L+l) is gekozen in afhankelijkheid van de parame

ters s 1 en s 2 en zodanig, dat een bepaalde nauwkeurigheid is gegarandeerd 

voor r = 0 tot r = 10. Op deze wijze kan snel worden gerekend met een vast

staande nauwkeurigheid. Alleen voor IS1 1 < 1 en ls2 1 < 0,02-moet gebruik ge

maakt worden van een andere procedure omdat dan f(ijl) bijna discontinu is en 

dus onnauwkeurigheid ontstaat door het wegvallen van cijfers door aftre.kking. 

Door nu het grootste deel analytisch te integreren en de kleine rest weer 

numeriek lukt het ook hier de nauwkeurigheid te handhaven. 
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Op deze wijze is nu alles beschikbaar om vergelijking (4.6) om te 

zetten in een lineair stelsel vergelijkingen. Daartoe kiezen we een aantal 

collocatiepunten, nl. voor elk spanwijdte station en, (R+l) punten in 

koorde richting. We verkrijgen dan juist m(R+l) vergelijkingen voor de 

m(R+l) onbekenden ar(nnl waarmee dan de oplossing bepaald is. Opgemerkt 

moet worden, dat we in het algemeen met een volle matrix te doen hebben. 

Als nu voldaan is aan de basisveronderstellingen van de methode, nl. 

dat de rand van de vleugelplanform twee keer continu differentieerbaar is, 

dus een continue kromtestraal heeft, dan kan op deze wijze de oplossing van 

het dragende vlak probleem met een gewenste mate van nauwkeurigheid worden 

verkregen. 

Zo is het nu mogelijk om voor een bepaalde gekozen waarde van m en R 

een oplossing met een voorgeschreven nauwkeurigheid te berekenen door a te 

varieren. Vervolgens is het mogelijk om de convergentie van de resultaten 

met betrekking tot m en daarna met betrekking tot R te bekijken. Al deze 

exercities leiden tot een convergent resultaat. Iets wat bij Multhopp ver 

te zoeken was. 

Als een voorbeeld van het verschil in resultaat dat verkegen kan warden, 

volgen hier de waardes van a 1 voor n = 0,5406 voor een rechthoekige vleugel 
1 

met l(n) = 4 voor de oorspronkelijke Multhopp methode en voor de NLR methode 

met a = 1 en a = 8 voor verschillende waarden van R 

R = 1 R = 2 R = 3 R = 4 

0.0118 0.0078 -0.0015 -0.0088 Multhopp 

0.0055 0.0018 -0.0002 -0.0013 ~Ra = 1 

0.0064 0.0064 0.0064 0.0064 ~Ra = 8 

Het is duidelijk dat hier R = 1 al voldoende is om een goed resultaat 

te verkrijgen maar dat de onvoldoende integratienauwkeurigheid van de 

Multhopp methode, zowel als de NLR methode voor a = 1 dit niet kunnen op

leveren. Overigens is dus Multhopp niet hetzelfde als NLR a= 1. 

In de loop van de afgelopen 10 jaar zijn er uitvoerige numerieke stu

dies gemaakt op basis van een beschikbaar programma. Zie ref. 5, 6 en 7. 
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AFSLUITENDE OPMERKINGEN. 

De hierboven beschreven methode voor de oplossing van de dragende vlak 

vergelijking is natuurlijk uit te breiden tot het oplossen van verwante 

problemen van een trillende vleugel met lage frequentie of voor scheeps~ 

schroeven. Beide uitbreidingen zijn op basis van de hier beschreven theorie 

gegeven. Die voor scheepsschroeven bijv. in ref. 8. 

Het is uiteraard ook mogelijk geheel andere methodes te benutten om de 

vergelijking op te lossen. Zo zou men het probleem ook kunnen oplossen door 

de vleugel in elementen te verdelen en op ieder element le in geschikte 
p 

vorm te geven, of zoals dat ook wel gebeurd is, werken met een verdeling van 

hoefijzerwervels over elk element. 

Het is hier echter niet de plaats daar dieper op in te gaan, alhoewel 

er zeker aanleiding zou kunnen bestaan in het licht van recente ontwikke

lingen het probleem opnieuw te bekijken. Maar de technische noodzaak daar

voor is eigenlijk niet aanwezig. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past 10 - 15 years theoretical aerodynamic research based 

on the application of calculation methods has become increasingly 

important for aircraft developments. A great deal of these methods is 

based on the assumption of potential flow. This assumption allows the 

application of integral equation methods, which because of their 

dimension reducing character are especially attractive for the solution 

of large scale problems. 

In aerodynamic wing design two types of flowproblems may be 

considered. The first type is the "analysis" or "direct" problem which 

involves the determination of the velocity distribution along the surface 

of a body in a given onset flow. The second type is the "design" or 

"inverse" problem, which involves the determination of the geometry of 

a body such that it generates in a given onset flow an apriori specified 

velocity distribution along its surface. 

The analysis problem amounts to the Neumann problem of prescribed 

normal derivative of the potential along the surface of the body, which 

may be solved by considering a linear integral equation. 

The design problem amounts to the solution of two coupled non-linear 

integral equations, one of which is associated with the Neumann problem. 

The other one is associated with the Dirichlet problem of prescribed 

potential. 

In this paper the two-dimensional analysis problem for a single 

airfoil and the two-dimensional design problem for a wing-flap 

configuration are considered. 

In general, if calculation methods for the solution of such problems 

are being developed for engineering purposes, a few problems appear that 

have little to do with the mathematical formulation of the solution, but 

that have a great influence on the ultimate practical applicability. 

The prospective user will have insight into the physics of the problems 

to be solved such that he will be able to correlate to a certain extent 

geometrical and aerodynamical properties. This knowledge can be used at 

the selection of the parameters controling the numerical procedure. 

Therefore these parameters should have a direct physical meaning. Then 

the user will be able to use the method without having a thorough under-
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standing of the numerical details. A second problem is the fulfilment of 

the requirement to use the computer in an economic way, such that a 

given accuracy of the solution is obtained with computing costs as low 

as possible. A third problem is the wish to extend the applicability of 

the calculation method to three-dimensional problems. This implies that 

the algorithms to be applied should be chosen such that they allow an 

extension as straightforwardly as possible. 

The solution of the analysis problem has already been formulated 

long ago (see e.g. Ref. 1) and for its determination computerprograms 

were developed (see e.g. Refs. 2, 3). Ever since, many researchers have 

been and still are working on this problem; their goal being to arrive 

at a calculation method that for their particular problem is optimally 

suited in terms of manpower and computereconimics. 

At NLR a computerprogram has been in use for some ten years for 

the calculation of the velocity distribution on complete aircraft 

configurations (see Ref. 5). Since the development of this program new 

improved techniques have become available, so that when it was decided 

to attack the design problem, also the solution of the analysis problem 

was reviewed again. 

At the solution of the design problem an extra difficulty may arise, 

i.e. the fact that an arbitrarily prescribed velocity distribution can 

lead to physically impossible shapes with e.g. locally negative thick

ness. However, engineering arguments available to the designer will 

often allow to prescribe the velocity distribution in a qualitatively or 

quantitatively approximated sense only. A plausible use of this fact can 

be made by exchanging the implied amount of freedom for control over the 

geometry to be determined. Another necessity for applying constraints 

on the geometry may arise from constructive or manufacturing requirements. 

Up to now, there are only a few calculation methods available that 

lead to a more or less satisfactory solution of the design problem 

(Refs. 8, 9, 10, 11). The main drawback of the methods of References 8, 

9, 10 is the fact that they offer little possibilities to incorporate 

constraints with respect to the geometry. The method of Reference 11 has 

the disadvantage of a not very flexible contour representation. 

In the following a review of alternatives for the solution of the 



analysis problem is given before describing the procedure that has been 

developed for the solution of the design problem. These methods are 

based on simulation of the flow by means of a doublet distribution along 

the contour of the airfoil. The unknown doubletstrength and the unknown 

contour are determined by solving the linear and non-linear integral 

equations associated with the respective problems. The design problem is 

solved with application of a constraint to the geometry. All matters are 

illustrated by means of numerical results. 

This work has been performed by NLR under contract for the 

Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR). 

2 FORMULATION OF THE FLOW PROBLEMS 

The two-dimensional incompressible inviscid flow around an airfoil 

is considered. The problems to be solved are the determination of the 

velocity distribution along-the contour of a given airfoil (analysis 

problem) and the determination of the shape of an airfoil which generates 

approximately a specified velocity distribution (design problem). 

In both cases there exists a velocity potential $ which satisfies 

the Laplace equation (see Fig. 1) 

0 in the flow domain G 

and which is subject to the conditions 

$ = V sin y 00 

at infinity 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The solution to the analysis problem is determined by the boundary 

condition 

$ = 0 
n 

at the given airfoil contour C (2.3) 

The solution to the design problem is determined by the boundary 

conditions 
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~ = 0 n 
at the unknown airfoil contour C 

where Vt is the specified velocity. 

(2.4) 

In both cases physically meaningfUl solutions are obtained only 

if also the socalled Kutta condition of smooth flow is fulfilled at the 

trailing edges of the airfoil elements. 

The geometrical constraint for the design problem may be formulated 

as: 

y (x) ~ y (x) (2.5) 

which expresses the requirement that the airfoil contour to be determined 

y (x) should deviate not too much from a given contour y (x). 

3 DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

From general potential theory it follows that the velocity potential 

~ may be written 

~ = ~00 + ~d (3.1) 

where 

~00 = V00 cos a x + V00 sin a y (3.2) 

is the velocity potential due to the uniform flow, and where ~d is the 

perturbation velocity potential due to the presence of the airfoil. 

If there is a circulation around the airfoil i.e. in the case of 

lift, the perturbation potential exhibits a discontinuity of constant 

magnitude along a line extending from a point on the airfoil to infinity. 

Such a perturbation potential can be represented as the potential due 

to a doublet distribution µ of varying strength along the contour of the 

airfoil and a doublet distribution of constant strength µw along the line 

of discontinuity (see Fig. 2). 

As the velocity due to the doublet distribution approaches zero at 
h 

infinity the boundary condition for ~ at infinity is fulfilled auto-

matically. 



As far as the boundary condition of zero normal velocity at the 

airfoil contour is concerned, the following remarks may be made. It can 

be shown (see Ref. 1) that if a double layer is approached from opposite 

sides, the normal derivatives of its potential have equal limits. Hence 

at the airfoil contour: 

+ -cp = cp = 0 
n n 

(3.3) 

where the + sign refers to the outer side and the - sign to the inner 

side. 

Now, from Green's theorem (Ref. 1) it follows that cp is a constant 

throughout the flow region if the normal derivative of cp vanishes at 

the boundary. Also the reverse is true, which implies that cp = O if 
n 

cp is prescribed to be constant along the boundary. In other words the 

Neumann boundary condition for the flow around the airfoil may be 

replaced by a Dirichlet boundary condition 

(3.4) 

for the flow inside the airfoil. 

The value of the constant is irrelevant and may thus be taken equal to 

zero. 

A third alternative for the Neumann boundary condition appears if 

it is noted that the condition of zero normal velocity is derived from 

the fact that the airfoil contour should be a stream line. Hence the 

Neumann condition can also be replaced by the requirement that the 

streamfunction has a constant value along the airfoil contour. 

Another wellknown property of a double layer is the fact that it 

gives rise to a discontinuity in the potential across the layer such 

that 

-2 nµ 

Setting cp- 0 leads to the observation that 

+ ~ 
cpt = - 2 1T dt (3.6) 
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so that the boundary condition of prescribed tangential velocity at the 

airfoil contour may be replaced by the condition 

~ =-_l_ v 
dt 27T t 

(3.7) 

It can be shown (see e.g. Ref. 6) that the Kutta condition is fulfilled 

implicitly if the line of discontinuity in potential is chosen to emanate 

from the trailing edge, if the constant doublet strength along this line 

is chosen according to 

(3.8a) 

where µu and µ1 denote the doublet strength at the trailing edge at 

upper and lower side respectively (see fig. 2) and if furthermore 

(3.8b) 

Now consider the potential due to a doublet distribution as indicated 

above. At any point outside the airfoil contour C, the potential is 

given by: 
s 

cpo = -I () 
µ(s) as d 

0 
jtan- 1 ~ lds - 100 

() l -1 £!)_ l µ - tan 
w 8 Cls x-1: ds 

s 

I Cl l tan - 1 ~=t l ds + 
-1 y-yT 

- - µ(s) as µ tan 
w x-xT 

(3.9) 

0 

If C is approached from the exterior an appropriate limiting procedure 

shows that 

+ 0 
cpd = - 7Tµ + cpd 

And if C is approached from the interior 

Furthermore it can be shown that 

acp 0 
d 

an 

(3.10a) 

(3.10b) 

(3.11) 



The appearance of the integrand of eq. (3,9) suggests a possible benefit 

from partial integration before evaluating the integral. In that case 

the expression for $~becomes: 
s 

$~ = J ~ tan- 1 ~=t ds + 1Tµ1 (3.12) 

0 

The stream function due to the doublet distribution is given by the 

expression: 
s 

1/1 d - J µ ( s ) ~s l fo r l ds + µw R.u r T (3.13a) 

0 
or s 

1/ld = f ~ R.n r ds (3.13b) 

0 

where 

Now, the application of the boundary conditions in their alternative 

forms in combination with the alternative expressions for the velocity 

potential or the stream function leads to a number of integral equations. 

From theoretical point of view these integral equations are fully 

equivalent as far as they refer to the same problem. Some combinations 

lead to equations of the first kind, the solution of which can be 

troublesome. Other combinations lead to equations of the second kind. 

It has appeared that the determination of an accurate solution to these 

equations is not trivial either. 

In an attempt to choose that formulation which leads to a 

calculation method which is optimal with ·respect to computing time, 
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range of application and flexibility as far as extensions to more complex 

and 3D problems are concerned, five alternative formulations for the 

solution of·the analysis problem have been considered. Several other 

formulations could be devised. However, the associated integral equations 

will have more complicated kernels or have other computing time 

increasing features. 

In relation to the boundary condition $ = 0 the following i~tegral 
n 

equation may be derived: 
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s 

I .£!:!. 
ds 

a l -1 v-nl - tan "-'-' ds 
an x-1; 

( 3. 14) 

0 

Application of the boundary condition ~= 0 gives rise to the integral 

equations: 
s 

I (3.15a) 

0 

or 

-/s .£!:!. ds .Q,n r ds V00 (x sin a - y cos a) ( 3. 15b) 

0 

From the boundary condition ~-= 0 the following integral equations 

result: 

s 

TIµ - J a j -1 ;c:Ql -1 y-yT 
µ ~ tan x=~ ds + µw tan -- = -V00 (x cos a + y sin a) 

s x-xT 
0 ( 3. 16a) 

or 
s 

TI(µ+µ 1 ) + J dµ tan- 1 ;[::.!} ds 
ds y-1; 

-V00 (x cos a + y sina (3.16b) 

0 

For the solution of the Dirichlet problem for the outer flow the 

following integral equation may be considered 

dµ + f 
-TI dt 

0 

s 
dµ __E.jtan- 1 Y-~ids = -V (ax cos a+~ sin a)+ Vt 
ds at x-1; 00 at at 

(3, 17) 

The design problem as formulated before resolves itself into the 

solution of one of the equations (3.14) to (3.16) in combination with 

eq. (3,7) or eq. (3.17) under the constraint given by eq. (2.5). These 

integral equations are linear with respect to the unknown doublet 

strength but nonlinear with respect to the function representing the 

airfoil contour. 

As has been remarked before the solution of the analysis problem 

of determining the velocity distribution along a given airfoil in 

uniform flow will be considered first. 
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4 THE ANALYSIS PROBLEM 

4.1 The independent variable 

Within the expressions for the integral equations as derived before 
the arclength measured along the airfoil contour appears as the 
independent variable. In a way the arclength may be the "natural" choice 
for the independent variable, but it is not at all obvious that this 
would also be the optimal choice from the numerical point of view. On 

the contrary, in this respect far better choices may be made. As the 
choice of x or y as independent variable will certainly be no improve
ment, it will be clear that a better choice will involve the 

application of a transformation. 

Such a transformation is used in the elegant collocation method of 
reference 12 for the solution of integral equation (3.16a). This method 
is based on cubic spline representation of both airfoil contour and 
doublet strength. A transformation is applied in order to be able to 
apply a uniform mesh in th·e new independent variable. This may lead to 
accurate results using only a limited number of knots for the splines. 
A drawback of the method is however the violation of the main side 
condition for the development of a practical method as mentioned in the 
introduction, i.e. the wish to avoid the application of parameters which 
control the numerical accuracy but which have no direct physical meaning. 
This will be illustrated by means of a few results for a socalled 
supercritical shock-free airfoil. 

Such an airf'oil derives its special properties, which are of great 
importance for to-day aircraft design, from a rather peculiar behaviour 
of the curvature (see fig. 3). As a direct consequence of this behaviour 
the determination of an appropriate transformation to a new independent 
variable is rather cumbersome. The application of transformation 1 
of figure 4 as proposed in reference 12, which involves the choice of a 
parameter B by the user of the method, leads to a rather unsatisfactory 
result when a relatively small number of knots for the contour spline 
is used. This is illustrated in figure 5a where in the nose region 

the deviation from the correct solution is depicted as a functiOJ:J. of the 
x-coordinate. From the results obtained by means of a second additional 
transformation it becomes clear that a small number of knots will be 
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sufficient if a more appropriate transformation is applied (see Fig. 5b). 

The correct solution to which these results have been compared was 

obtained by applying the latter transformation and 160 knots for the 

spline. With these results it is illustrated that the application of a 

transformation to a new independent variable may indeed lead to a 

relatively short computing time but in general only at the cost of 

determining by trial and error an appropriate transformation. At the NLR 

this conclusion and the observation that the derivation of an 

appropriate transformation in three dimensions would be a highly 

complicated matter has led to the decision to forget about trans

formations and to return to the arclength as the independent variable. 

4.2 The order of approximation 

The method which is in use at the NLR at present, is based on first 

order approximations and has as a consequence a number of drawbacks 

which could be avoided when higher order approximations would be applie~ 

As a first attempt to improve upon this situation a third order method 

was considered. It appeared however that the complexity of the 

evaluation of the integrals then leads to an increase in computing time 

which is not recovered by a decrease associated with a smaller number 

of parameters required for the representation of the contour and the 

doublet distribution. This observation together with the experiences 

reported in the literature (see e.g. Refs. 7, 8) have led to the 

decision to focus upon second order approximations. 

4.3 Solution of the integral equations 

4.3.1General principles 

The integral equations are solved by means of collocation methods. 

The airfoil contour is assumed to be given by a number n + 1 of discrete 

points, counting the trailing edge point at the lower side as the first 

point and the trailing edge point at the upper side as the last point. 

The second and consecutive points up to the nth point are used as 

collocation points (see Fig. 6) i.e. the points where the boundary 

condition is applied. Furthermore the independent variable s is replaced 

by the approximation T of the arclength which is obtained by measuring 

the arclength along the straight line segments that connect the given 
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contour points. 

The integrals are evaluated by summation of the subintegrals over 
the elements in which the airfoil contour is divided. The end points 
of these elements are the points { T = ti I t 1 = T1 ; ti ~(Ti+ Ti_ 1); 

t = T } midway between the given contour points T = T .. On each n n+l i 
element the coordinates of the airfoil contour and the doublet strength 
are approximated by a three terms Taylor series expansion: 

f (T) = f (T.) + f (T.) (T - T.) + ~ f. (T - T. )2 
l l l l l 

(4.1) 

where the dots refer to differentiation to T. 
The constants in this expression are determined from the different 
representations that have been considered. All representations will be 
of interpolating type, which means that the function considered will 
assume specified values at the knots of the representation. In all cases 
the knots for the contour representation are taken at T =Ti. 

4.3.2 The integral equation resulting from the boundary condition ~n 0 
The integral equation reads according to eq. (3.14): s 

I dµ L{tan- 1 y-Tl }ds = -V cos~ Clx - V · ~ ds Cln x-~ oo ~ Cln. oo sin a Cln 
0 

Here only the derivative of the duublet strength appears, so that it is 
obvious to consider a new function: 

y dµ * 
ds (4.2) 

To be consistent with the other approaches this function should vary 
linearly over the contour elements. Two different representations of 
this function have been considered. In the first representation the 
knots of they distribution are taken at T = T. so that at the (i-1) 

l 
element 

y. +y (T.) (T-T.) 
l l l (4.3) 

where y (Ti) is expressed in terms of yi_ 1 , yi and Yi+l by means 

* The minus sign is introduced to be consistent with the usual definition 
of vorticity. 
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of divided differences. 

In this way they distribution is determined by n+1 unknows. As there 

are only n-1 collocation points which give rise to n-1 algebraic 

equations, two extra equations are needed. These equations are obtained 

by setting 

which is in accordance with the Kutta condition. 

This approach is indicated in table 1 as case Ia. 

(4.4) 

In the second representation the knots of y are taken at 1 

so that at the (i-1)th element 

y(T) 
1 - t. 

i 1 - ti-1 

ti - ti-1, 

where yi refers to the value of y at 1= ti. 

(4.5) 

t. 
i 

In this way they distribution is determined by n unknows. The one extra 

equation that is needed here is obtained by setting 

(4.6) 

This approach will be referred to as case Ib. 

The second representation of y is such that this function is continuous 

across the edges of the contour elements, whereas this continuity is 

not ensured in the first representation. In both cases the derivatives 

needed for the contour approximation are taken from divided differences. 

4.3.3The integral equations resulting from ·the boundary condition~= O 

The first integral equation (3.15a) to be considered reads: 
s 

f µ :s {R-n}r ds - µw R-n rT 

0 

V00 (x sin a - y cos a). 

The knots for the doublet distribution are taken at 1 =Ti' which gives 

rise to n+1 unknows µi. The derivatives ofµ are obtained by means of 

divided differences. This approach is referred to as case IIa. 

The second integral equation to be considered (3.15b) reads after 

substitution of eq. (4.2): 



s 
J y £n r ds 

0 

V00 (x sin a - y cos a). 

For y the representation of eq. (4.3) is used. 

This approach is referred to as case IIb. 
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(4.7) 

In both cases the contour representation is the same as in cases 

Ia,b. The two extra equations that are needed to complete the system of 

algebraic equations in both cases are obtained by extrapolating 

quadratically the first and last unknown from the three neighboring 

points. 

4.3.4The integral equations resulting from the boundary condition~- 0 

TIµ -

and 

Both integral equations 
s 

that have been considered 

j µ ~{tan- 1 ~}ds -1 y-yT ) 
+ µw tan = - V00 (x cos a + y sin a 

x-x r 
0 (3.16a) 

s 

I .9±!. tan - 1 J':=-11 ds 
ds x-1; -V 

00 
(x cos a + y sin a) ( 3. 16b) 

0 

have been treated in the same way. 

For each equation two different representations of the doublet 

distribution have been considered, together with analogous 

representations for the airfoil contour. In both representations the 

knots are taken at T = T .. 
l 

In the first representation the derivatives for the local 

expansions are obtained by means of divided differences. In the second 

representation a quadratic spline fit is used for both the doublet 

distribution and the airfoil contour in order to determine the 

derivatives. In both cases n+1 unknows have to be determined. The two 

extra equations are obtained by setting the first derivative of µ at 

the trailing edge points at upper and lower side equal to the first 

derivative at the neighboring points. The difference between the two 

representations is that there exist discontinuities in function and 

derivatives across the edges of the contour elements at the first 
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representation, while at the second representation both the function and 

its first derivative are continuous. In the following these approaches 

are referred to as methods IIIa, b and IIIc, d respectively. 

4. 4 Numerical results 

It is rather difficult to establish a suitable norm for judging 

the practical usefulness of a particular method. However, with respect 

to the accuracy of the results a few general rules may be maintained: 

As a matter of course, the method should procedure increasingly 

better approximations of the true solution if the number of knots is 

increased which implies that the method should be able to produce 

an approximation of known exact solutions up to a given accuracy. 

Ever for a relatively small number of knots the method should 

procedure reliable results for airfoils which have fairly extreme 

geometrical qualities such as the appearance of large curvatures or 

a very small thickness compared to the chordlength. 

The accuracy of the solution should be of the same order of magnitude 

all over the contour with a possible exception of the region near the 

trailing edge.* 

From the investigations carried out at the NLR it has appeared that 

a fairly severe test case is formed by a thin cambered airfoil belonging 

to the class of socalled Karman-Treftz airfoils (see e.g. Ref. 13). 

These are obtained by conformal mapping from a circle 

z = z + ae 
0 

i8 

using the transformation 

5.-=......£.£ =(~) p 
I:; + pc z + c 

with 

z -a ( E: - i y) 
0 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

* The real flow close to the trailing edge will be largely influenced 
by viscous effects, so that the user of the methods considered will 
not be very interested in an accurate calculation of the local 
potential flow as long as it does not affect the solution on the 
remainder of the airfoil. 



12. 

a = _,_(_1 _-__,Y_2.,,_)_2_-~e:_P ____ _ 
12. 

p (~-e:)(1-y2)2 

c = a (~ - e:) 

The testcase considered has been obtained by setting 

E: = .05 y = .1 p = 1.99 

and ta.king an angle of attack of 6°. 
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(4.10) 

The methods described in section 4.3 and l~sted in Table 1 have been 

applied to this testcase; the results are compared to the exact solution 

in figures I to 15. In these figures the pressure coefficient defined by 

c - (<jl +)2 
p t 

is depicted as a function of x/c where c is the chordlength of the 

airfoil. The tangential velocity <jl; is calculated from 

s 
+ dµ f <jlt = - TI dt + 

0 

dµ a { -1 v-nf - -- - tan "----'-'- ds + V . t 
ds dt x-E;, oo 

(4. ·11) 

which expression is obtained by formal differentiation of eq. (3.10a) 

after substitution of eq. (3.12). 

From figure I may be concluded that the application of method Ia 

leads to a very poor result. Apparently this is partly due to the 

discontinuities in the Y-representation as may be concluded from the 

results of method Ib given in figure 8. Here an approximation of the 

exact solution is obtained which shows more or less the right behaviour 

except in the region near the trailing edge. The reason for this defect 

becomes clear if it is realised that the analysis problem as it has been 

formulated, deteriorates into an underdetermined problem if the thick

ness of the airfoil tends to zero. So, it may be expected that the small 

thickness of the airfoil especially near the trailing edge causes the 

system of algebraic equations to be nearly linearly dependent. As appears 

from figure 9 this problem may be solved by reducing the order of the 

system by deflating the matrix. Then a result is obtained which shows a 

reasonable agreement with the exact solution. 
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When method Ila is applied, the approximated pressure distribution 

has a reasonable accuracy except in the noseregion where appreciable 

deviations from the true solution appear (see fig. 10). The alternative 

method IIb leads to a much better overall result as can be seen in 

figure 11. 

Figure 12 shows that method IIIa leads to a rather poor result with 

a very large inaccuracy near the nose, while the result of method IIIc 

is also poor but then especially near the trailing edge. 

It has been attemped to improve the results of the methods Ia, Ila 

and IIIa, c by increasing the number of specified points(n). In case 

IIIa this established a much better accuracy as may be seen in figure 14. 

With the other methods no appreciable improvement was obtained. 

When quadratic spline approximations of both the airfoil contour 

and the doublet distribution are used, the alternative integral 

equations (3.16a) and (3.16b) become equivalent in the discretized form 

also, because of the continuity of both function and first derivative 

across the contour elements. This observation is confirmed by the results 

of methods IIIb and IIId which lead to exactly the same solution. 

Figure 15 shows that this solution has a reasonable overall accuracy. 

4.5 Conclusisons 

From the numerical results reviewed in the former section it may 

be concluded that there are four methods which can be considered as good 

alternatives when the overall accuracy of the solution for a given 

number of points is taken as a norm. These methods are Ib with deflation, 

IIb and IIIb or IIId. 

Now some remarks made in section 1 may be recalled. Firstly, the 

method should be economic, secondly the method should be extensible to 

three dimensions. 

The methods as described here involve approximately the same amount 

of computing time when using the same number of knots and as such may 

be considered equivalent. However, refinements with respect to the 

numerical evaluations may lead to a saving of computing time. 

Possibly such an improvement may be obtained by developing a more 

economic method for the solution of the ultimate system of algebraic 
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equations. When large systems are considered iterative methods are very 

attractive if the number of iterations is much smaller than the number 

of equations. But iterative methods can only be applied successfully if 

the matrix of the system of equations has a suitable structure. Now, 

apart from the deflation in method Ib, which already needs extra 

computing time, the matrices resulting from application of the methods 

Ib and IIb are structured such that the success of iterative methods is 

questionable. The matrix resulting from method IIIb, d however has a 

more promising structure. 

A second objection against methods Ib and IIb is the fact that the 

formulation leads to the determination of a function y, In three 

dimensions this function would be replaced by a vetorial quantity. This 

involves the determination of two separate functions which doubles the 

number of unknows as compared with the doublet distribution itself. 

Though this does not lead to insurmountable difficulties, the doublet 

distribution will be preferred if the alternatives are more or less 

equivalent otherwise. 

These observations lead to the inevitable conclusion that method 

IIIb should be followed for the solution of the analysis problem. 

Having arrived at this conclusion a further verification was made by 

applying method IIIb for the determination of the pressure distribution 

on the quasi-elliptical airfoil of figure 3. In table 2 the results 

for 40 knots are compared with a reference solution obtained with the 

method of reference 12 using 160 knots and with the result of the latter 

method using 40 knots. It can be observed that the present method leads 

to a slightly better overall accuracy _than the method of reference 12 

using the same number of knots. This has to be due to the fact that the 

present method involves the choice of knots based on physical insight 

of the user, while within the method of reference 12 the location of 

the knots is determined by the applied transformation. 

5 THE DESIGN PROBLEM 

5. 1 Basic idea 

The problem to be solved is to determine the shape of an airfoil 
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such that it will procedure a specified velocity distribution. It is 

assumed that the velocity distribution on all the airfoil elements will 

be given as a function of the x-coordinate, together with a guess of 

the true shape of the airfoil contour. One point of the airfoil contour 

will be fixed. In addition it will be required that the deviation 

between the true shape and the initial guess will be small. The latter 

requirement serves merely as an example of constraint on the geometry. 

As will be shown later on with the aid of some numerical examples there 

will be probably no need for such a constraint, from numerical point 

of view, if the prescribed velocity distribution is realistic in the 

sense that it can be generated by an airfoil. 

At NLR the investigations on improvement of the calculation 

method for the analysis problem and the search for a useful method for 

the solution of the design problem took place more or less simultaneous

ly. Thus, the conclusion of the former section was not reached yet 

when a first attempt was made to solve the design problem (Ref. 14). 

This is the reason why the method to be described here differs at a 

number of points from the method that would have been applied if the 

conclusion had been reached at an earlier stage. These points are the 

following: 

for simulating the flow a vorticity distribution is used in stead 

of a doublet distribution which implies that the perturbation 

velocity potential is given by eq .. (3.12) after substitution of 

eq. ( 4. 2). 

the Neumann boundary condition is replaced by ~~ 

~- = 0. 

0 instead of by 

the airfoil contour as well as the vorticity distribution are re

presented by cubic Hermite polynomials instead of quadratic splines. 

According to eq. (4.11) after substitution of eq. (4.2) the 

tangential velocity at the outer side of the airfoil contour is given 

by: 

~ + 
t 

s 

rry(t) - f y(s) a!{tan- 1 ~=~}ds 
0 

+ v 
00 

t 

while the velocity at the inner side is given by: 

( 5. 1 ) 



s 

- TIY(t) -J y (s) ~{tan- 1 ~=~ Ids + V00 

0 

Applying the conditions 

and 

0 

t (5.2) 

(5.4) 

leads then to a set of integral equations which are linear with respect 

to the unknown vorticity y and non-linear with respect to the unknown 

airfoilcontour given by y(x). These equations have to be solved under 

the constraint 

y(x)-;::;y (x) 

Now, minimizing the least squares functional 
s 

where 

F = J (F2 + F2 + F2 ) dt 
t n c 

0 

Ft wt (</>~ - Vt) 

F w <P~ n n 

F w (y - y c c 

(5.6) 

(5,8) 

(5,9) 

the functions y and y and the angle of attack a will be determined such 

that the equations (5,3) and (5.4) will be fulfilled in a least squares 

sense. 

The fact that eq. (5,4) is fulfilled in a least squares sense 

instead of by collocation simplifies the optimization procedure and 

introduces some extra flexibility. 

The weighting functions W may be used to counter balance the 

different requirements. 
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5.2 Numerical approximations 

At each contour element the airfoil co-ordinates and the vorticity 
are represented by a cubic Hermite polynominal: 

f(1) = L {f.h1. (1) + f 1 • h2. (1) + f.+l h3.(1) + fJ!+l h4J.(1)} (5.10) j J J J J J J 
I I Here f. and f. 1 are the values off and f., f. 1 are the derivatives J J+ J J+ 

of f with respect to 1 at the knots j and j+1 respectively. 
The cubic functions h are defined by: 

with 

2 h1. = (1 + 2u)(1 - u) 
J 

h2. 
J 

2 (1. 1-1. )u( 1-u) J+ J 

1 - 1. 
u = ----~ 

h3. 
J 

h4. 
J 

(3 - 2u) u2 

2 (1.-1. 1)(1-u) u 
J J+ 

( 5. 11) 

(5 .12) 

As the contour is unknown a priori and updating the parameter choice 
during the minimization process would be too costly, 1 is chosen to be 
the arclength measured along the initial guess of the airfoil contour. 

Because any airfoil contour can be derived from an initial guess 
by changing the function y(1) only, the values of y and y' and y , y' 
at the knots and the angle of attack a are the parameters with respect 
to which the functional F will have to be minimized. 

5.3 Solution to the minimization problem 

The minimization problem is solved by means of a method that has 
been applied to several different problems at NLR and that has proven 
to be very efficient (see Ref. 15). It is based on a method proposed by 
Fletcher (Ref. 16). The generalized inverse of the matrix of derivatives 
of F to the minimization parameters is determined following a method 
according to Lawson and Hanson (Ref. 17). 

The function F of eq. (5.6) has essentially the form: 

N 2 
I {fk(zJ} 

k=1 
F = 

where z is the vector of the parameters y., y!, yJ., y! and a and where 
J J J 



the fk form together a vector f. 

This function is minimized by applying the follwing computational 

algorithm: 
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1) given z = z(i) compute the vector of residuals f(i) and the matrix 

of derivatives J(i) ; determine a searchdirection by computing 
-( i) ( i )+ -( i) ( i) + . . . ( i) 
s = -J f where J is the generalized inverse of J 

) -(i+1) -(i) -(i) . (-(i+1)) 2 set z = z + AS and determine A > 0 such that F z 
< F (z(i)) 

3) if pre set conditions with respect to the variations of the 

parameters z or with respect to the residuals fk are fulfilled 

convergence is considered to be attained; then terminate the 

iteration process, otherwise repeat from 1). 

5,4 Numerical results 

The possibilities which the method outlined above offers for the 

solution of the design prob_lem were explored to some extent by 

application to several cases. Here the solutions to five example cases 

are presented. 

Example 1 

The objective of the first example is to show that the method is 

capable of reconstructing a known geometric shape from the corresponding 

pressure distribution. Starting with an ellipse as initial guess of the 

geometry to be determined and with the exact pressure distribution of a 

circular cylinder in uniform flow as target, the circular shape is re

constructed straightforwardly as shown in figure 16. In this case the 

weighting functions were chosen as Wt = Wn = 1 and We = O, showing that 

there is no need to apply the geometric constraint of eq. (5,5) if the 

prescribed pressure distribution is known to be realistic in the sense 

mentioned before. 

Example 2 

The second example demonstrates compatibility between the design 

method described above and the analysis method based on eq. (5.4). By 

means of this method the velocity distribution on an airfoil-flap 

configuration has been calculated. Prescribing the latter distribution 

as "target" velocity distribution and starting with a combination of two 
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symmetric profiles as initial guess of the airfoilshape, the application 

of the design method results in the reconstruction of the airfoil-flap 

configuration and the velocity distribution in three iteration steps as 

shown in figure 17. During the iteration process the mutual position of 

the airfoil elements is determined by fixing the trailing edges, i.e. 

the trailing edges of the initial airfoil have the same co-ordinates as 

those of the airfoil, resulting from the iteration process. 

Example 3 

The next example shows how the present method could be used during 

a design process. It is supposed that a designer wants to alter the 

velocity distribution of figure 17 into one with a higher velocity at 

the upper side of the main profile and arooftop like distribution on the 

flap. Starting with the airfoil of figure 17 as initial guess and fixing 

one point on the flap in the neighbourhood of the main profile and the 

trailing edge of the main profile, the iteration process results in a 

rather slight change of the airfoil (fig. 18a) which produces apparently 

not completely the desired velocity distribution (fig. 18b). 

Example 4 

This example shows a possible application of the geometrical 

constraint of eq. (5,5). The velocity distribution of example 3 is chosen 

as target again, but now it is tried to· maintain the shape of the main 

profile and the mutual position of the elements and to reshape the flap 

only. Figure 19 shows the results for three different values of We on the 

main profile. It can be seen that the increase of the weight factor We 

for the main profile leads eventually to maintaining the shape of the 

forward airfoil element. However this involves increasing deviations 

between real and target velocity distribution. 

Example 5 
In the last example the geometry of figure 17 is chosen as a start 

and the velocity distribution of example 3 is chosen as target again 

and the shape of the main profile is fixed by means of the weightfactor 

We. But now the position of the flap is fixed in x-direction only, so 

that it may rotate and translate in y-direction. The velocity that can be 

realised in this way has a strong resemblance to the velocity 

distribution resulting in the former example (with W = 100) except in 
c 



the region of the rooftop target distribution. However, the resulting 

shape and position of the flap are very different from those of the 

former example (see fig. 20). 

5. 5 Conclusions 

It can be concluded from the results that the approach descri~ed 

here holds very promising aspects for the process of wing design. The 

results indicate that there is probably no need to apply a geometrical 

constraint if realistic velocity distributions are prescribed. In the 

event of uncertainty about the possibility to generate a realistic 

shape, the geometrical constraint as introduce<ihere can be applied. 

Some results of application of this constraint for maintaining part of 

the airfoil shape have been shown. 
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In the present method the optimization parameters have been limited 

to comprise the ordinates of the airfoil and the angle of attack. In 

principle, however, any other parameters such as flap angle or mutual 

position of the airfoil elements could be included. The geometrical 

constraint as applied in the present method is rather simple, but the 

basic idea of the method allows certainly the application of more 

complicated constraints such as positive thickness and range of angle 

of attack. 

Finally it should be remarked th.at the numerical representations 

applied in the present method are essential only as far as they ensure 

a good approximation of the functional. They are not essential to the 

optimization process and as such may be replaced by any other appropriate 

representation. 

6 FINAL REMARKS 

A review has been given of investigations carried out at NLR 

aiming at a well-founded choice for the apporach to be followed for the 

development of an improved integral equation method for the solution 

of both the analysis and the design problem. It has been concluded that 

the approach should be based on a doublet distribution for simulation 

of the flow and quadratic spline approximations for both this 
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distribution and the airfoil contour. The integral equations to be 

solved should be those associated with the Dirichlet problems for the 

inner and outer region. The optimization procedure as described seems to 

be very well suited for the solution of the design problem. 
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Alternative methods for solving the analysis problem 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of results obtained by the present method I!Ib and 

results obtained by the method of Ref.12 using 40 knots 

x/c Cpr Cpc Cpc-Cpr Cpc lcp -Cp c r 
(Ref. 12 ;n=160) (!!lb) (Ref.12;n=40) 

.0043 .541 .542 .001 .541 .OOO 

.0100 .027 .027 .OOO .026 -.001 

.0159 -.374 -.372 .002 -.373 .001 

.0224 -.654 -.650 .oo4 - . 65'4 .OOO 

.0317 -.809 -.809 .OOO -.809 .OOO 

.0384 -.840 -.840 .OOO -.841 -.001 

.0419 -.847 -.846 .001 -.849 -.002 

.0451 -.842 -.842 .OOO -.842 .OOO 

.0478 -.825 -.822 .003 -.819 .006 

.0521 -.758 -.758 .OOO -.762 -.004 

.0650 -.629 -.632 -.003 -.630 -.001 

.0899 -.541 -.541 .OOO -.541 .OOO 

. 1173 -.498 -.499 -.001 -.499 -.001 

.1689 -.459 -.457 .002 -.459 .OOO 

.3577 -.375 -.375 .OOO -,376 -.001 

.6524 -.242 -.238 .004 -.250 -.008 

.8220 -.085 -.085 .OOO -.077 .008 

.8970 .055 .066 .011 .029 -.026 

,9509 .218 .214 .004 .229 . 011 
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Fig. 1 The flow problem 
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Fig. 2 The doublet distribution 
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Fig. 3 Quasi-elliptical airfoil 0.1025-0.6750-1.3750 (Ref.4) 
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Fig. 4 Transformation to a new independent variable 
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Fig. 5 Accuracy of the solution obtained with the method of 

Ref. 12 based on 40 knots for the spline representing 

the contour 
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Fig. 6 Location of elements on airfoil contour 
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Fig. 8 Pressure distribution resulting from application of method Ib (n = 40) 
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normal to airfoil contour, taken positive when pointing 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper three different integral-equation methods for computing 

the electromagnetic scattering properties of a transparent cylindrical 

obstacle are discussed and compared with each other. Each of the methods is 

formulated for a dielectric obstacle in a waveguide of rectangular cross

section. First a number of numerical difficulties that are inherent to the 

numerical implementation of the equations are discussed. Subsequently, some 

scattering problems are solved and a comparison of the methods is made with 

regard to their range of applicability and the amount of computation time 

that is required for arriving at a desired accuracy. In Section 6 we discuss 

the computation of fields in cylindrical obstacles in free space. 

A rectangular waveguide with a cylindrical obstacle is shown in Fig. 1. 

A cartesian coordinate system is introduced with its y-axis 

x 

Fig. 1. Rectangular waveguide with cylindrical obstacle. 

parallel to the direction in which the obstacle is uniform; the z-axis is 

chosen parallel to the axis of the waveguide. The waveguide walls are assumed 

to be perfectly conducting. The medium in the guide is taken to be homo

geneous, linear, isotropic and lossless with (real) permittivity E 1 . The 

medium of the obstacle is taken to be linear, isotropic and uniform in the 

y~direction. It may be inhomogeneous (in the x,z-plane) as well as lossy; 

its complex permittivity is E2 = E2 (x,z). The permeability is taken to be 

-7 
the vacuum value µ0 (=4~10 H/m) everywhere. All fields are taken to vary 

sinusoidally in time with angular frequency w. The complex time factor 

exp(jwt) is omitted throughout. Depending on the method of solution to be 
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discussed, we divide, in two ways, the longitudinal cross-section of the 

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

,a 

x 

1 ... !' El_,µ., Et, lio ~ 
y z z =zt 

Fig. 2. Longitudinal cross-section of the configuration. 

configuration, shown in Fig. 2, into different regions. The first way dis

tinguishes the Region S inside the obstacle and the Region S' outside it. 

In the second one, we divide the waveguide into Region 1, which is uniform 

and occupies - 00 < z < z 1 , Region 2 which contains the obstacle and occupies 

z 1 < z < z2 and Region 3 which again is uniform and occupies z 2 < z < 00 • 

The choice of z 1 and z2 is such that z 2 - z 1 is minimized. For simplicity, 

we only consider the E-polarized field that has a single-component electric 

field E = E i and a magnetic field in the x,z-plane .!!_ = H i + H i . Eli-
Y:I x-x z-z 

mination of the magnetic-field components Hx and Hz from the electromagne-

tic field equations leads to the equation for the only nonvanishing compon

ent of the electric field 

(1) 
2 2 2 

(3 + 3 +k (x,z))E (x,z) 
x z y 

0 

with 

when (x,z) E S', 

(2) k(x,z) 

k 2 (x,z) when (x,z) E s, 

with Re(k) ~ 0. In the uniform regions, the field can be expressed in terms 

of waveguide modes that satisfy the boundary conditions E = 0 on the wavey 
guide walls x = 0 and x = a, 



(3) <jl+{x,z) 
m 

m 1,2, ... , with 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

u {z) 
m 

r 
m 

sin(mnx/a)um{z), 

-1 
u {z) 

m 

Re (f ) <: 0, 
m 

-1 
sin{mnx/a)um (z), 

Im(r ) <: o, 
m 
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m = 1,2, .... As incident field Ei we take the dominant mode travelling in 
y 

the positive z-direction 

(6) 

The scattered field Es is now defined in the entire waveguide as 
y 

(7) E 
y 

In Region 1, the scattered field can be written as 

(8) l 
m=l 

R <Ji I mm 

where Rm denotes the reflection factor for the m-th mode. Using (6), (7) 

and (8) the total field in Region 1 is obtained as 

(9) E 
y 

,.+ \' "' 
'1'1 + l Rm'l'm· 

m=l 

In Region 3, the transmitted field can be written as 

(10) E 
y 

where T denotes the transmission factor for the m-th mode. In the next 
m 

three sections, we shall successively present three different integral-

equation methods for the computation of the reflection and transmission 

factors. 
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2. FREDHOLM INTEGRAL-EQUATION METHOD, BOUNDARY TYPE 

2.1. Derivation of the Integral Equations 

The boundary-type Fredholm integral equation employs as its main tool 

the two-dimensional Green's theorem. Since in this method Green's functions 

of the empty waveguide as well as of the obstacle are involved, which can 

only be determined easily in homogeneous regions, the applicability of this 

method is restricted to the case £ 2 =constant (i.e. a homogeneous obstacle). 

Using Green's theorem and the continuity of E and its normal derivative 
y 

a E on c [2], we arrive at 
E. y 

(11) 

where 

(12) 

f i 1 (G1a E - Ea G1)ds + E (x ,z) = -2 E (x ,z ), 
E.Y YE. YPP YPP 

c 
when (x ,z ) E C, 

p p 

f (G2 <l E - E () G2)ds =--2
1 E (x ,z ), 

E.Y YE. Y PP 
when (x ,z ) E c, 

p p 
c 

l 
m=l 

(ar )-l sin(mux/a)sin(mux /a)exp(-r lz-z ll 
m p m p 

is the Green's function that satisfies the boundary conditions at the wave

guide walls [1] and 

(13) R 
2 2 ~ 

((x-x) + (y-yp) ) ~ 0 
p. 

is a free space Green's function for the interior of the obstacle. We note 

that the integrals should be evaluated as Cauchy principal value integrals, 

excluding the point (x,z) = (x ,z ) for which a G has no value. Equation 
p p E. 

(11) constitutes a system of two coupled Fredholm integral equations of the 

second kind from which the unknown functions E and a E on c are to be 
y !!.Y 

obtained. After solving the integral equations, the reflection and trans-

mission factors can easily be computed [2]. 

2.2. The Numerical Solution 

In order to obtain a numerical solution of (11), the integral equations 
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are transformed into a system of algebraic equations. To this aim, both E 
y 

and a E are expanded in terms of a series of NF pulse functions [3]. Pulse 
n y 

functions are functions that have the value unity over a subsection fiCj 

(j = 1, ••• ,NF) of the interval of integration c (E.fiC. Cl and the value 
J J 

zero outside this subsection. Applying point matching [3] to enforce the 

equality sign in ( 11) , we arrive at 

NF 

I l b. 
j=l J 

fie. 
J 

(14) 
NF 

I l b. 
j=l J 

fie. 
J 

where a. and b., j = 
J J 

in the expansions of 

NF 

f G1 (x,z,xi,zi)ds - l a. anGl (x,z,xi,zi)ds 
j=l J 

fie. 
J 

i 1 
i + Ey(xi,zi) 2 ai, $ $ NF' 

N 
F 

f G2 (x,z,xi,zi)ds - l a. anG2 (x,z,xi,zi)ds 
j=l J 

fie. 
J 

1 
$ i $ NF, = -2 ai, 

1, •.• ,NF, denote the amplitudes of the pulse functions 

E and a E respectively. In the case i = j, the inte-
y n y 

grals over a G are to be evaluated as Cauchy principal value integrals. As 
n 

to the choice of the pulse functions we note that they are, usually, chosen 

to have equal width. However, in order to obtain a more accurate approxima

tion, to the unknown field, the width of the pulse functions should be 

chosen smaller in those regions where E and/or a E vary rapidly (for in-
y n y 

stance near the edges of the obstacle). The main numerical effort lies in 

the evaluation of the integrals in (14) .·we shall now make a series of re

marks concerning the evaluation of these integrals. Since onGl and onG2 are, 

usually, smooth functions on the intervals of integration, the integration 

of these functions can be carried out using a simple trapezoidal rule both 

for the case i ~ j and for the case i = j when the integrals are principal 

value integrals. G1 and G2 are, usually, smooth functions of the integra

tion variable and again a simple quadrature rule yields accurate results. 

When i = j, however, the integrand has a logarithmic singularity. In this 

case, the relevant integrals should be evaluated with care, preferably ana

lytically. Integrals containing G1 (see eqn(12)) require the evaluation of 

a series that converges slowly especially when z 1 = z2 • To save computation 

time, the number of terms taken into account has to be reduced with the aid 
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of a technique for accelerating the convergence [4]. Acceleration of con

vergence can be obtained in an alternative way by substituting (12) in (14), 

interchanging the summation and the integration and carrying out the result

ing integrations analytically at least for those domains where this can be 

done. Finally we note that when {x.,z.) and {x.,z.) are located at opposite 
i i J J 

sides near a sharp edge of the obstacle, all integrands in (14) will vary 

considerably over the interval of integration and consequently a more accu

rate quadrature rule should be invoked. 

3. F'REDHOLM INTEGRAL-EQUATION METHOD, DOMAIN TYPE 

3.1. Derivation of the Integral Equations 

For the domain type of integral equation, the obstacle is replaced by 

an equivalent polarization current distribution. Using this approach, the 

scattered field can be written as an integral over the fields that are 

radiated by this current distribution [2]. Thus we obtain 

(15) E (x ,z ) = Ei{x ,z ) + ff 
YPP ·ypp 

2 2 
(k (x,z) - k 1)E {x,z)G1 (x,z,x ,z )dA, 

y p p 
s 

where G1 denotes the Green's function for the uniform waveguide (12). Equa

tion (15), when {x ,z) ES, constitutes a Fredholm integral equation of 
p p 

the second kind for the unknown function E . It is noted that, since no 
y 

Green's function for the Region S is used, the medium of the obstacle may 

be inhomogeneous. 

3.2. The Numerical Solution 

In order to obtain a numerical solution of (15), the unknown function 

E is expanded inside Sin terms of two-dimensional pulse functions [5]. 
y 

These pulse functions are two-dimensional functions in the x,z-plane, the 

value of which equals unity over a subdomain bS., j = 1, .•. ,M {E.bS. = S) 
J J J 

of the cross-section S of the obstacle and which equals zero outside it. 

Usually these subsections are chosen to be square. Again applying point

matching we arrive at a system of equations that can be written as 

(16) a. 
i 

i 
E (x. ,z.) + 

y i i 

M 

l 
j=l 

a. 
J ff 

M. 
J 
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where aj, j = 1, ... ,M, denotes the amplitude of the j-th pulse function in 

the expansion of Ey· We note that, although Ey is assumed to be constant 

on a subsection, k2(x,z} may be discontinuous on it. The main numerical 

effort lies in the evaluation of the integrals in (16). As in Section 2.2, 

a method for accelerating the convergence of the series representation (12) 
2 2 

of G1 has to be applied. In the case k (x,z} - k 1 = constant on llSj, the 

integrals in (16) for each term of G1 can be carried out analytically, which 

yields a considerable acceleration of convergence especially when i = j. 

When the obstacle is inhomogeneous, however, the integrals must be evaluated 

numerically, for instance using a trapezoidal rule. In the inhomogeneous 

case a special algorithm has to be written for the case i = j in order to 

cope with the logarithmic singularity of G1. 

4. VOLTERRA INTEGRAL-EQUATION METHOD 

4.1. The Derivation of the System of Equations 

The Volterra integral equation method starts with the Fredholm inte

gral equation (15) that was derived in the previous section. This equation 

is now transformed into a system of coupled integral equations of the 

Volterra type. Since this transformation is not as well-known as the de

rivation of the Fredholm equations, it 'is described in more detail. We start 

the transformation by writing 

(17) E (x,z) = 
y l wn(z}sin(nnx/a}, 

n=l 
0 $ x ~ a; -co < z < oo. 

Using (3), we now substitute (12) and (17) in (15), multiply the right

and the left-hand side of (15) by sin(mnx /a}, m = 1,2, •.. , and integrate 
p 

the resulting equation over the interval 0 ~ x ~ a. As a result we obtain 
p 

(18) 

for m 

(19) 

w (z ) = u (z ) o 1 + 
m p m p m, 

1,2, ..• ,-00 < z < oo, with 
p 

a 

exp(-r lz-z ll m p l vmn(z)wn(z)dz 
n=l 

V (z) 
mn 

(afm)-l f (k2 (x,z)-k~)sin(mnx/a)sin(nnx/a)dx, 
x=O 

-co < z < 
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Using (3) and splitting up the interval of integration, (18) can be re

written as 

(20) 

1jJ (z ) 
m p 

u (z ) o 1 + u (z ) 
m p m, m p 

z 

r -1 
u (z) 

m 

-1 
+ u (z ) 

m p 
u (z) 

m 
l Vmn(z)ijJn(z)dz, 

n=l 
z=z 

p 

m 1,2, .... Using matrices, (20) can more succinctly be written as 

( 21) 

ijJ(z ) 
- p 

z 

U(z) (o(l) + 
= p -

r -1 
~ (z) ¥ (z) ]!_ (z) dz) 

-1 
+ U (z ) 

= p 

z=z 1 

z2 

f ~(z)¥(z)]i_(z)dz, 
z=z 

p 

where we have introduced the column vectors .P_(z) 
(1) T 

T 
( 1jJ 1 ( z) , 1jJ 2 ( z) , ... ) and 

i = (1,0,0, ... ) and the square matrices ~(z) diag(u 1 (z) ,u2 (z) , ... ), 

and ¥(z) 

(22) 

with 

(23) 

(Vmn(z)). Equation (21) can be rewritten as [6] 

1jJ (z ) 
- p 

U(z )T + U-l(z) 
= p - = p 

:;;:2 

f ~ ( z) ¥ ( z) ! ( z) dz 

z=z 

z2 

T = 0(1) + I 
z=z 1 

- U (z ) 
= p 

z=z 
p 

p 

-1 
-~ (zl¥(z)f_(z)dz, 

-1 
~ (zl¥(z)]i_(z)dz. 

We note that T is an as yet unknown constant column vector. In order to 

obtain the solution of (22), we introduce the matrix %Cz) 

is defined as the solution of 

('!fmn (z)), which 



(24) 

'l1(z ) 
= p 

U(z )(1 -
= p = 

+ u- 1 (z ) 
= p 

z=z 
p 

z=z 
p 

where 1 denotes the unit matrix. Equation (24) constitutes a system of 

coupled Volterra integral equations of the second kind. Once the system 

(24) is solved, the solution of (22) is obtained as 

(25) 

where 

(26) 

1/J (z ) 
- p 

'¥ (z ) T, 
= p -

Using (17) and (3) we can now identify_'.!:. as the column matrix containing 

the transmission factors T that have been defined in (10). The column 
m 

matrix R containing the reflection factors is subsequently obtained as 

z2 

(27) R = f );1 ( z) ~ ( z) % ( z) dz) .'.!:.· 

z=z 1 

4.2. The Numerical Solution of the System of Equations 
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For the numerical solution of (24), the expansion (17) of E is trun-
y 

cated after Mv terms where Mv is chosen such that a sufficiently accurate 

solution is obtained. As a consequence of this truncation, the vectors in 

the above analysis contain Mv elements and the square matrices have the 

dimension Mv * Mv. As to the computation of ~, we note that, using the pro

duct formulas for goniometric functions, it can be reduced to the computa

tion of 2M+l integrals of the form 

a 

(28) f 
2 2 

(k (x,z)-k 1 )cos(m~x/a)dx, m 0, 1, ... ,2Mv. 

x=O 
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These integrals are computed either numerically or analytically depending 
2 

on the x-dependence of k (x,z). We shall now describe the numerical solu-

tion of (24). First it is noted that from (24) we easily obtain 

() '!' (z ) -ru(z J (1 -
zp= p == p = 

z=z 
(29) 

p 

z2 
-1 

+ru (z l 
== p f ~ ( z) ¥ ( z) % ( z) dz, 

z=z 
p 

where r = diag(f 1 ,r2 , ... ,fMv). Thus, by comparing (24) and (29) we see that 

<lz 'l'(z ) can easily be computed from the same system of integrals that is 
p= p 

used for the computation of 'l'(z ) . The evaluation of these integrals over 
= p 

the interval (z 1,z2J is carried out in a stepwise manner [2,7], with N steps 

of size h = (z2 - z 1) /N, from z = z 2 to z z 1 . The integration over the 

n-th step (n = 1,2, ... ,N) runs as follows. First we notice that the values 

of the integrals and therefore of '!' and 32 p% are known at the upper bound-

ary of the 

mation for 

interval (zp = z 2 - (n-l)h). We now make an intermediate approxi

% (z 2 - nh) and 3zp% (z - nh) at the lower boundary of the n-th 

interval, for example, by using a linear extrapolation. Using this approxi

mation, we compute the integrals over the interval under consideration 

with the aid of the Euler-McLaurin summation formula [8]. The value of 

these integrals being known, we determine a new approximation for '!' and 

dz '!' at z = z 2 - nh, and update the numerical approximation of these func-
p= p 

tions. This iterative process is continued until a sufficiently accurate 

result is obtained. In practice, only one or two steps in the iteration 

process are required. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FOR THE WAVEGUIDE SCATTERING PROBLEM 

In this section, the integral-equation methods are applied to the 

computation of the scattering by the obstacle depicted in Fig. 3. The angu

lar frequency w is chosen such that w = 1.5wc where wc/2n denotes the cut

off frequency of the dominant mode of the waveguide. As a consequence, there 

is only a single propagating mode in the uniform waveguide. Computer pro

grams have been written for the Fredholm integral-equation method (bound

ary type) of Section 2 and for the Volterra integral-equation method of 
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Section 4. The domain type Fredholm integral equation method of Section 3 

was discarded because, by the time this research was carried out, it was 

expected to compare unfavourably with the boundary type method. This ex

pectation was based on the assumption, which appears to be generally accept

ed (see for instance [9]), that reducing the number of dimensions of the 

problem will reduce the computational effort that is required to solve it. 

In Section 7 we shall comment on this assumption. In Figs. 4 and 5, the 

modulus of the reflection factor R1 and of the transmission factor T1 , 

_l'J. 
Et =e:0 = B.854x10 F/m 

a e:1 =15 Ee 

Fig. 3. Longitudinal section of the configuration for which numerical re
sults are presented. 

respectively, are depicted as a function of D/a (see Fig. 3). In these 

figures, we have also inserted results that have been obtained using the 

Rayleigh-Gans approximation E = Ei in the right-hand side of (15). The 
y y 

results obtained using the two integral-equation methods differ by less 

0.3-T"---------------., 

0 

0.1 

•• 15 
o-i-.::....---~~-~~-~~-~---1 

0 02 04 060/a-0.8 

Fig. 4. Reflection factor \R1 \. 
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1.01..--------..------------. 

0 

0.2 0.4 

Fig. 5. Transmission factor JT1 J. 

than 1 per cent. In Table 1, the methods of solution are compared with re

gard to the computation time and storage requirements for the computation 

of the scattering by an obstacle with D/a = 0.5. We observe that the 

Fredholm integral-equation method (F.I.E.) turns out to be very expensive. 

Method Computation Storage !Rl I 
time (seconds) req. (kbyte) 

F.I.E. (NF = 36) 200 448 0.20700 

V.I.E. (M = 7) 
v 3 160 0.20682 

Table 1. Comparison of results for obstacle with D/a 0 .5. 

A second advantage of the Volterra integral-equation (V.I.E.) method is, 

that for a specific problem only a subroutine for computing the integral 

in (28) needs to be written, the remaining part of the programs being un

changed. For obstacles that show strong local variations in their permitti

vity, a large number of terms in (17) has to be taken into account in order 

to arrive at the desired accuracy and this, even with the V.I.E. method, 

leads to considerable computation times. For such obstacles the domain

type Fredholm integral-equation method turns out to be the most attractive. 

An illustration of this is given in the next sections. Another limitation 

of the V.I.E. method appears to be that it cannot easily be generalized for 
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application to configurations in which the Green's function has a more com

plicated structure. 

6. FIELDS IN CYLINDRICAL OBSTACLES IN FREE SPACE 

In this section Fredholm integral-equation methods of the types that 

are discussed in Sections 2 and 3 will be formulated for the computation 

of fields scattered by cylindrical obstacles in free space. In particular, 

we shall compute the current distribution, due to an incident field, in an 

infinitely long conductor having a conductivity o and a permittivity E = 

E = 8.8544*10- 12 F/m [10]. The incident field is assumed to be E-polarized, 
0 

i.e. the electric fieldvector E i is parallel to the axis of the cylinder. 
Y:l 

We note that for dielectric cylinders, the analysis runs along the same 

lines as the analysis for conducting cylinders [5,11]. The conductor is 

assumed to have an arbitrary cross-section S with boundary C. 

6.1. Boundary Type Integral Equation 

Proceeding in the same way as in Section 2, we arrive at two coupled 

integral equations of the Fredholm type 

(30) 

f (G1 <l E - E (l G1)ds + Ei(x· ,z ) 
~y y~ y pp 

c 

1 
-2 E (x ,z ) , 

y p p 

when (x ,z ) E C, 
p p 

f (G23 E - E a G2)ds = --21 E (x ,z ) I 

E_Y Y~ YPP 
c 

with the free space Green's function 

(31) 

where 

(32) kl 
~ w (E 0µ0 l , 

and with 

(33) G2 
1 = -4 YO (k2R) 
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where 

(34) 

The solution of (30) runs along the same lines as the solution of (11). The 

integrations over the logarithmic singularities of G1 and G2 are carried 

out analytically, using the series representation of these functions [12]. 

6.2. Domain Type Integral EqUation 

When, as in Section 3.1, we replace the obstacle by a polarization 

current distribution, we obtain 

(35) E (x ,z ) = Ei(x ,z ) + ff y p p y p p 
s 

which constitutes a two-dimensional Fredholm integral equation of the 

second kind and where G1 denotes the free space Green's function (31). As 

in Section 3.2, this integral equation can be solved using two-dimensional 

pulse functions for the expansion of the unknown function E inside S fol-
y 

lowed by a point matching to derive a system of algebraic equations from 

which the field distribution can be solved [5,10]. We shall discard this 

possibility and describe an alternative· way that appears to be very effi

cient. First, we observe that when the cross-section S of the conductor does 

not have a "large" length to width ratio, i.e. when s has a form that resem

bles a circle or a square (which will often be the case) , the field distri

bution inside S is similar to the field distribution in a circular obstacle. 

To a high degree of accuracy the field distribution in the circular cylinder 

is proportional to J 0 (k2r), where r denotes the distance of the point of 

observation to the center of the circular cross-section. In the non-circular 

case, we can write [10] 

(36) E (x,z) 
y 

(x,z) E S, 

where p denotes the distance from the point of observation (x,z) to the 

"center" of the obstacle. If the above assumption regarding the cross

section applies, f(x,z) will vary slowly with x and z, as compared with the 

variation of· E with x and z. Now f(x,z) is expanded in terms of a series 
y 

of suitably chosen functions. We write 
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(37) f(x,z) = l a .. cos(i7Tx/a)cos(j11Z/b), 
ij l.J 

where a and b denote the width and the height of the smallest rectangle 

enclosing s. It appears that the expansion (37) converges rapidly [10]. We 

note that the present method only applies to conducting obstacles since for 

dielectric obstacles f(x,z) would be singular for those values of x and z 

for which J 0 Ck2pl is zero. For conducting obstacles k 2 is complex and 

J 0 Ck2pl will equal be zero nowhere for real p. In order to obtain a system 

of algebraic equations, we again apply point-matching. The main numerical 

effort now lies in the evaluation of the integrals in the matrix of co

efficients of the system of algebraic equations. These integrals have the 

form 

(38) 

ff (k;(x,z)-k~)cos(i7Tx/a)cos(j7rz/b) 
s 

Integrals of this type can only be evaluated numerically. We note that G1 
has a logarithmic singularity at (x,z) = (x ,z ). In order to obtain accu-

p p 
rate results, the method of integration in the neighbourhood of this point 

should take into account this singularity. This can be done by assuming 

that, near the singularity, all factors in the integrand, except G1 are 

locally constant. Now the remaining integral over this interval can be 

evaluated easily and added to the integral over the remaining part of S. 

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE CONDUCTING .OBSTACLE 

The methods that have been described in Section 6, are applied to the 

computation of the current distribution in conductors of various cross-sec

tions. In Fig. 6 we have, for a number of frequencies of the incident field, 

plotted the current density on one of the diagonals of the square cross

section of a copper conductor (cr = 57*106 S/m). Results of the type that 

are given in Fig. 6 have been obtained in three different ways, viz. 

(a) using eq. (30), (b) using eq. (35), and solving this equation using 

pulse functions and (c) using eq. (35), and solving it using the expansion 

of eqns. (36) and (37). It appears that the results differ by less than 1 

per cent. Comparing the three methods as regards the computation time it 
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appears that both methods based on the domain-type method (35) are much 

faster than the boundary-type method (30). This shows that reducing the 

number of dimensions of the problem not necessarily reduces the computation

al effort required to solve it. As to the comparison of the two domain-type 

320 :: 
Hz !200° 

c 

t "" 320Hz 
!!! 
w 
~ 
0 

100° 

Fig. 6. Normalized amplitude and phase of current density on a - b in a 
copper conductor of square cross-section. 

methods, we note that, for cross-sections having a large length to width 

ratio, the pulse function expansion appears to be the most attractive, where

as for cross-sections that more or less resemble a circle or a square the 

expansion of (36) and (37) is the most attractive one. As to the complexity 

of the computer programs, we note that the programs that are based on (35), 

are much simpler and much easier adaptable to different cross-sections than 

those based on (30). 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In Table 2 we summarize the results of the comparison made between the 

three different integral-equation methods for computing the electromagnetic 

scattering properties of the transparent cylindrical obstacles we have in

vestigated. When reading this table, the reader should bear in mind that 

the conclusions presented in it only hold for cases where the relevant 

methods are applicable. Furthermore it is noted that results regarding com

putation time and storage requirements depend on both the size and the shape 

of the cross-section of the cylinder. This dependence differs from one type 

of integral equation to the other. For cylinders having a larger cross

section than those investigated in this paper, the boundary type integral 
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equation might prove to be the most attractive. 

Type of integral Bound:iry type Domain type Volterra 
equation Fredholm Fredholm 

Applicable to inhomo- No Yes Yes 
geneous cylinders 

Applicable to cylinders Yes Yes No 
with a high contrast 

Applicable to problems Yes Yes No 
involving more compli-
cated Green's functions 

Adaptability of computer Poor Good Very good 
programs to different 
obstacles 

Complexity of the computer High Low High 
programs 

Computing time Long Short Short 

Storage requirements High Low Very low 

Table 2. Comparison of integral-equation methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Diffraction of water waves is the phenomenon that the propagation of 

a progressive field of surface water waves is disturbed by the presence of 

obstacles. Related to the diffraction problem is the problem of finding the 

wave field induced by the movement of oscillating objects. 

The possibility for computing a diffracted wave field will be of great 

value for the engineers which have to design for instance off shore con

structions and harbour lay-outs. 

The diffraction problem is in general a time dependent three dimension

al problem (in space). In practical application the time dependency will be 

restricted to harmonic oscillations and the number of space coordinates will 

be reduced to two if possible. 

Mathematically the problem is to solve a three- or two-dimensional 

Laplace or Helmholtz equation on a domain which is bounded by boundaries of 

arbitrary shape, with more or less complicated boundary conditions. These 

kind of problems can be solved by the integral equation approach. 

2. BASIC EQUA'I'IONS 

The diffraction formulation is based on the linear theory for water 

waves [1]. In that theory it is assumed' that the fluid is ideal, the motion 

is irrotational so a potential function can be introduced, and the deviation 

of the free water surface from its equilibrium state is small (linear waves). 

The three dimensional wave potential function ~ and the free surface 

function n must satisfy the following equation (see definition sketch fig. 

1) 

82~ 
+ 8z2 = 0, 

l!:!. - a~ 
0 at oz at z O, 

1 a~ 
0 n + 

g at at z 0, 

a~ 
0 az at z -h, 
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with: 

x,y,z 

t 

n 

h 

three-dimensional time dependent wave potential function. 

space coordinates 

time 

free surf ace elevation function 

constant waterdepth; 

the two equations at z = 0 can be combined to one by eliminating the func

tion n. 

z = 0 

-x 

z = -h 

FIGURE 1 

Definition.Sketch 

The solution is restricted to be simple harmonic in time so it is 

possible to write: 

<l>(x,y,z,t) 

in which 

w = angular frequency 

or with the aid of the complex function$= $1 + i$2 , <I>~ Re($e-iwt). 

This function$ must also satisfy the equations (1) and (4). The free sur

face condition becomes: 

(6) 0 at z o. 
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Of course there are also needed boundary conditions in the horizontal plane 

and at the surface of obstacles, if present. When obstacles are present the 

most common boundary condition is the condition of normal velocity com

ponent at the surface 

a.p o 
an = 

in which a/an is the normal derivative. 

In the horizontal directions there is the condition of a known incom

ing wave field and the condition that reflected or diffracted waves are only 

outgoing waves (radiation condition). 

3. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

3.1. Wave Forces on Three-Dimensional Structures of Arbitrary Shape. 

The full three-dimensional problem must be solved when one is interest

ed in the forces and moments exerted by waves on a structure of arbitrary 

shape. 

The problem is treated in the case of a fixed structure (see Figure 

2). For free floating bodies the problem is of course more complicated. The 

incoming wave field is given and will be indicated by the potential function 

<f>(x,y,z) which is a solution of the Laplace equation and the boundary con

ditions at the free surface (5) and at the constant bottom (4). 

FIGURE 2 

Three-Dimensional Diffraction Around 
a Fixed Structure on the Bottom 

z = 0 

z = -h 
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The total potential $ can be written as the superposition of the poten

tial $ of the incoming wave and a potential $d caused by the presence of the 

obstacle. This potential function $d must also be a solution of the Laplace 

equation 

and must fulfill the boundary conditions: 

Cl$d 2 
w 

0 32- g $d at z 0, 

Cl$d 

()z 
0 at z h, 

Cl$d = -~ 
iln Cln 

at the surface S of the obstacle, 

and the radiation condition at infinity. 

Once the diffracted wave poten~ial $d has been found, the total wave 

potential$ can be computed by$= $-!<pd, the pressure pat the surface S by 

()<!> 
p -pgz - Pat 

and the wave forces by integration over the surface of the structure. 

3.2. Diffraction around Cylindrical Obstacles 

In the case that the obstacle is cylindrical and extending from the 

horizontal bottom to the free surface it is possible to reduce the three

dimensional problem to a two-dimensional in the horizontal x - y plane by 

separation of variables= Z(z)$(x,y). 

The dependency of the Z-direction appears to be as 

Z(z) cosh{k(h+zl} 

in which k is the real positive root of the equation 

2 w g k tanh(kh). 
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The two-dimensional potential function ~(x,y) must be now a solution of the 

Helmholtz equation 

0 

with boundary conditions at the contour C, which is the cross-section of 

the obstacle with the x-y plane, and at infinity, (see Figure 3). 

At the contour c a reflection condition can be required and at infinity 

the condition that reflected and diffracted waves are outgoing radiating 

waves. 

z = 0 

z = -h 

FIGURE. 3 

Diffraction around Cylindrical 
Ob;tacles 

3.3. Wave Penetration into a Harbour of Arbitrary Shape 

A modification of the problem mentioned in par. 3.2 is the wave pene

tration problem. If the interest is to compute the wave pattern in a harbour 

with one or more basins (see Figure 4) one has to solve the Helmholtz equa

tion in each basin taking into account the reflection condition at fixed 

boundaries and continuity condition at the common open boundaries between 

· the basins • 

Also the radiation condition at the sea must be fulfilled. 
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FIGURE 4 

Wave Penetration 
into a Harbour 

3.4. Surface Waves Induced by an Oscillating Body 

A two-dimensional example of this problem is the generation of waves 

in a flume by means of a forced oscillation of some object of arbitrary 

shape (see Figure 5) • 

In this case a two-dimensional Laplace equation must be solved in the 

x - z plane: 

with the boundary conditions 

~- f an -

0 at z 0, 

at z -h, 

at the contour of the object, 

and the radiation condition at infinity. 



4. Integral Equations 

FIGURE 5 

Oscillating Body 
Wave Generation 
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~ z = 0 """"7 

-> x 

z = -h 

The problems described in par. 3 can be formulated in the form of an 

integral equation by using the principle of superposition of source solu

tions. In the three-dimensional case it can be derived that the solution 

in a point P outside the obstacle can be written as: 

$(P) $(P) +ff a(M)G(P;M)dO, 

s 

in which the point M is the integration point along the surface S. The 

function G must have the following propertie~: 

(i) G as a function of the coordinates of the point P is a solution of 

the Laplace equation including the boundary conditions at the surface 

z = 0 and the bottom z = -h. 

(ii) G also satisfies the radiation condition at infinity. 

(iii) G is regular analytic in the whole domain except at the point M. 

(iv) The singularity in G is of the form 1/R with R the distance between 

the two points P and M, so the function G+1/2nR is regular analytic 

in the whole domain outside the structure. 

In the full three-dimensional problem the Green's function G is given 

by [2]: 
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G(P;M) = _21R - 27TR' 
1T 

1 (k+v)e cosh{k(z+h)}cosh{k(~+h)} oof -kh 
- P.V.; cosh(kh){k tanh(kh) -v} Jo(kr)dk 

0 
2(k2 -v2> 

--------- i cosh{k(z+h) }cosh{k(~+h) }J0 (kr), 
h(k2-v2>+v 

p (x,y,z), M ci;,n,~>' v = 

2 2 2 
R = lcx-l;l +(y-nl + (z-~) , R' 

J 0 ( ) Bessel function, 

P.V. Cauchy principal value. 

2 
(JJ 

g 

I 2 2 2 (x-1;) +(y-n) +(z+~+2h) , 

The function a along the surface of the body is related to the strength 

of the source distribution. This function can be computed with the aid of 

the boundary condition at the surface of the body. 

Considering a~/an and taking the limit that P coincides with M, the 

following integral equation for the function a can be derived: 

c!ti 
an p a(P) + If a(M) ~: dOM; 

s p 

P and M on S, 

in which the left-hand side is a known function using the boundary condition 

at the surface S. 

In the case of the two_:.dimensional x - y diffraction problem the in

fluence function is given by: 

1 
G(P;M) = 2i H0(kr), 

2 2 
r = lcx-l;l +(y-nl , H0C l = Hankel function. 

The integral equation for the source strength distribution µ along the con

tour C is then: 

µ(P) + P and M on c. 
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Again the boundary condition at the contour C gives the information 

to compute the left-hand side of this equation. For wave penetration studies 

partial reflection must be taken into account. This can be done with the aid 

of a mixed boundary condition of the type: 

~~ + kacj> 0 

in which the coefficient a is related to the reflection coefficient. For the 

Laplace problem in the two-dimensional vertical x -z plane the Green's 

function sounds: 

G(P;M) .!. ln (E.) + .!. ln (E.'._) + 
1f h 1f h 

~ oof r(k+\!)e-khcosh{k(z+h)}cosh{k(s+h)} 
- P • V • rr c k cosh (kh){k tanh (kh) - \!} 

-kh] 
cos{k (x-El} + T dk 

0 
2(k2-v2 ) i' cos{k(x-E)} cosh{k(z+h)}cosh{k(s+h)} k 

h (k2-\!2)+\! 

p (x, z), M cc sl, 

r = I 2 2 
(x-El + (z-sl , r' I 2 2 (x-El +(z+s+2h) ; 

the integral equation for the source strength distribution function is given 

by: 

a (P) + P and M on C. 

5 • NUMERICAL APPROACH 

Because of the arbitrariness of the shape of the structures it is in 

general not possible to solve the integral equations analytically. 

A numerical approach will be necessary. There are several reasons why 

the numerical approach is not so easy as it seems to be. The shape of the 

body or contour must be represented in a fairly good way by computing points, 

surface elements and normal vectors. The influence functions for the Laplace 

problems are very complex due to the free surface boundary condition. The 

integration interval for computing these influence functions is infinitely 

long and in this interval the integrand has a singular point so the Cauchy 
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principal value must be computed. The influence functions are also oscillat

ing functions with respect to the horizontal space coordinates. Because of 

these difficulties the numerical method of solution has been taken simple 

and straightforward. 

The surf ace of the body or the contour of the body or harbour in the 

two-dimensional case will be divided into finite surface elements. The 

shape of these elements will be in general plane (panels or facets in the 

three-dimensional problem and line-segments in the two-dimensional problem). 

The unknown source strength distribution function will be approximated 

piecewise in each element by some shape function with a number of para

meters. 

Each element has one or more computing points and the integral equa

tion together with continuity conditions between the approximating functions 

in the elements can give enough equations to compute the set of unknown 

parameters in the shape functions. 

This approach results in the creation of a large set of linear equa

tions for the element parameters. 

For practical applications the most simple approach is used, taking a 

constant as the shape function in each element and only one collocation 

point in the center of the element in which the integral equation must be 

satisfied. 

Even with this simple numerical approach a lot of work must be done 

for evaluating the matrix coefficients in the case of three- and two

dimensional Laplace problems with a free surface condition. 

The described method of solution has much in common with the finite 

element method and therefore in literature this method is called the bound

ary element method. 

The boundary element method can be used in combination with a finite 

element method to describe the solution in a far eventually infinite field 

taking into account some analytical properties (hybrid elements, infinite 

elements) . 

6. SOME RESULTS 

As an example of a three-dimensional diffraction computation the prob

lem of the computation of wave forces in a gravity type drilling platform 

is given. 

The shape of the platform is given in Figure 6. 



The incident waves are propagating in the negative y-direction. The 

computed wave force vector (Fx,Fz) during one wave period is given in 

Figure 7. 
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A comparison between a computed and measured wave pattern in a harbour 

(hydralic model) is given in the Figures 8, 9 ; 

The diffraction pattern around a number of cylindrical structures can 

be seen in Figure 10. 

The potential belonging to an oscillating strip is given in Figure 11. 
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Figure 9 

Comparison between measured and computed wave heights 
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